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Resum£
The following is a work on popular religious Taoism, 
the result of field work carried out in. H-sinChu city, Taiwan, 
between the years 1964 and 197®• concerns the teachings of 
an orthodox Gheng-i Heavenly Master sect Taoist named Chuang- 
Chlen, and his necessary relationships with the folk religion' 
and its adherents.
The first chapter shows that the basic principles of 
China!s folk religion and.of popular Taoism are the same* The 
second chapter cites the folklore and legends shared by the 
folk religion and Taoism, as well as, the myths known only by 
the Taoist, concerning the origins of the cosmos, and of the 
doctrines of religious Taoism. Prom a secret Taoist manual 
the five kinds of Taoist orders are made known for .the first- 
time.
The third chapter tells the legends of the Ho~t *u and 
ho-shu, showing how these two ancient charts are the 
basis for Taoist liturgy. Chapter four gives an interpretation 
of the Yellow Gourt Canon,(a cryptic text hitherto .considered 
by scholars as a form of Taoist' Yoga,) according to which the 
text must rightfully be considered a manual for liturgical 
meditation. Chapter five shows how Taoist meditation and the 
ritual of the popular Taoist are intimately connected* Pinally 
chapter six describes the great festival of the folk religion 
called Ohiao, in which Taoism and the aims of the folk religion 
are united. The thoughts presented represent orthodox Cheng-i 
Taoism as practised in.north Taiwan, the origin of which can be 
traced to the Taoist monasteries' of mainland Ghina.
INTRODUCTION
The following pages present a study of popular 
religious Taoism, as it is practised in north Taiwan. The 
starting point for the investigation was the witnessing of a 
Taoist ritual in a seaside village near the city of Hsinchu, 
Taiwan, in November of 1964* Subsequently the author was 
accepted as a disciple of an orthodox Heavenly Master sect' 
Taoist named Chuang-ch1en, in December, 1967, and received 
from him a set of rare'manuscripts which became the sources 
for much of what is written, below* , , ,
The subject of the research is popular religious Taoism, 
as distinguished from other themes suggested by the term 
"Taoism," which can refer to a political theory, a philosophy,
 ^ ■' f t  *
and other sub-systems such as alchemy, yogic practises, and 
eccentric recluses. In the present,work, therefore, the meaning 
of the word Taoism is limited1 to the religious sense. Religi­
ous Taoism .is further distinguished into monastic and popular. 
The monastic Taoists live in the famous1 Taoist centers of 
mainland China, and practise meditation, liturgy, and other 
forSfs, of religious exercises. Popular Taoists, also called 
"Pire-dwelling" Taoists because; they live among the common 
folk and marry, spend their lives in' the"arduous task of 
helping their fellow men through the difficult stages of life.
A. popular Taoist is a member of,the elite priesthood
dedicated to serving the folk religion. He is called upon to 
assist at birth, marriage, and-burial. He is also asked to 
help cure the sick and to expel harmful demons. Finally, he 
is asked to officiate at the grand onee-in-a-lifetime festival 
called Ghiao, celebrated by the villages and cities of Taiwan 
and the home provinces' on the mainland ,of. China. •
It was the witnessing-.of one such Ohiao that moved 
the author to undertake the present work. The Chiao f Ifi 1...... N.'"'V 'I'*
is celebrated by each of/thp'^'villages and citfes of Taiwan 
at least once every cycle of sixty years, or as near to the 
cycle as men and gods agree. During the festivities, Taoist 
priests are hired to perform their ancient ritual for the 
sake.of the village community. The Taoists perform the ritual 
partially behind the closed doors of the temple, and partially 
in public for all to see* To the people of the village, the 
ceremonies have a threefold effect. First, the petitions of 
the community are presented in a great memorial to the Jade 
Emperor of the Heavens. Second, peace, blessing and life are 
restored to the village for the coming generations. Third, 
the suffering souls of the ancestors and the "Orphan spirits" 
of the underworld are freed In a general amnesty, to join the 
"Bright spirits" of the heavens.
The ceremonies which the Taoists perform in public, 
which are meant to attain the three purposes mentioned above, 
the people understand and witness. The rituals which the Taoists 
perform.,behind the closed doors of the temple, though done for
the sake of the villagers, are only witnessed by a few of the 
village, representatives, and their deeper meaning is understood 
by only the Taoist-and his immediate entourage of disciples.
It Is the elite- part of the Chiao rituals which only the Taoist 
knows, which is the subject mainly treated in the present work.
Ancillary to a study of the ritual of popular Taoism is 
a treatment of the folk religion of China. The Taoist is pri­
marily a devout believer In the folk religion, and an expert 
on its myths, legends, and practises. Chapter one will discuss 
the relationship between the folk religion and the elite know­
ledge, of the Taoist. The basic principles on which the folk 
religion is based will be described, and the kinds of function­
aries which serve the folk-religion listed.
In chapter two the folklore and myths regarding the 
origin of religious Taoism will be presented. The source for 
the presentation will be.a secret manual called Tao Chiao Ytlan 
Liu, a document given once a generation by the Taoist high 
priest to the son who,is to succeed him, at the time of his 
ordination. The 'manual is hitherto unpublished, and contains 
much information unknown to the scholarly world. One of the 
startling discoveries*- taken from its pages is the list of 3 
kinds of Taoists, each divided Into twice nine or 18igrade&v 
of excellence, similar to the mandarinate of imperial China.
Chapter .,threeVAex'amiuesH-two‘->aHclent charts ^ called the 
Ho-t!u and the Lo-shu... They-;,are symbolic representations of 
the eight trigrams, the basis of the famous l-6hlng* the Book
i v
o.f\Chan'ges. They are also .the theoretical basis for Taoist 
liturgy, an interpretation totally unknown because the liturgy 
of .orthodox Taoism has only recently been brought to the 
.attention of sinologists#- -The Ho~t!u or "Chart of the (Yellow)
, River” is actually a symbolic representations of the life- 
bearihg-'a-ctiyity of: the, five elemehlslin .the Prior Heavens, and 
the basis of .the,1 eight;; jbrigrams as; ascribed, to Pu Hsi*, . The 
Lo^shu, or writings" ontthe turtle1 s,:- back, which "emerged from 
the Lo river, are actually the eight, trigrams of King Wen, and 
represent the/gradual change from .Yang-'to Yin .(.slife to:.death ) 
ih the Posterior Heavens.'’
.Chapter four gives: an. 'entirely^ new interpretation to 
the Yellow Court Canon, a text which sinologists,"following the 
.v/work of Maspero, have interpreted to; be a- sortvof manual for 
Taoist . yoga. A ..commentary: given by the 61st Heavenly/Master of 
. Hragon-tiger mountain in Kiangsi province , to Chuang!s grand­
father, in. 1851, shows; that the Yellow Court canon.is for the 
.Taoist a manual of ritual meditation. The'meditations of the 
Yellow Court canon are partially used/during the. Chiao ritual.
Chapter, five-shows how the Taoist'summons the, spirits of 
the Prior Heavens, that is, the spirits who-give, .life and 
blessing, into the microcosm of his body. The spirits are. then 
summoned forth to assist the adherents of the folk religion 
through the perilous jpurney of life and death.. The basic text 
whereby the popular Taoist livbs .is the,Tujlen,/canon, the 
; introductory passages of which are included .in the. work* Some
of the I/u or registers of the spirits1 names which the Taoist 
must know are listed, and finally the meditation for summon­
ing the spirits into the microcdsm, the■same basic meditation 
which is Used when performing the -liturgy, ’is described.
Chapter six, the final chapter of the work, .presents 
the main rituals of the Chiao festival. There are probably 
few religious ceremonies which can rival the splendor, beauty, 
and antiquity of the Chiao rituals, the description of which 
must be limited to a verbal exposition. Illustrations placed 
at the end of the work give a limited visual perspective of 
their stateliness and complexity. The Chiao appears as the 
summation and height of all the acts of the folk religion, 
the meeting place of esoteric orthodox Taoism and the faith 
of the common man. -
The work has deliberately left out all mention of Taoist 
sources, and. western interpretations which did not originate 
in Hsinchu city, or were not a part of the Taoists1 knowledge 
who function in that city. The main source for.the following 
pages was the explanation of the orthodox Taoist-Chuang-ch'en* 
and the books at his disposal. A secondary source was the 
less orthodox "Red-head^ Racist Ch!ien,* whose contributions 
will also be noted,.during the course of the work.’ The author 
has tried in all Instances \ to, b’e> faithful/ to ;the insructions 
of Chuang-ch1 eh, and present Taoism according to the sources 
at his disposal only V  To ho otherwise5would be to present a 
version of religious Taoism not verified by actual practise,
in present day north Taiwan, the locale of the field research*- 
The author is aware that there are other interpretations for 
the texts used, which intepretations will be mentioned in the 
footnotes* The manner of performing the liturgy also differs 
in different parts of Taiwan, and in many of the monasteries 
of mainland China. The value of Chuang-ch1en1s version of 
orthodox religious Taoism is precisely that it comes from the 
headquarters of southern Taoism, Uragon-tiger mountain [ Lung- 
hu Shan] in Kiangsi province, on mainland China. It also 
comes, through Chuangfs forebearers, from two other important 
sources, the Wu-tang Taoist center in Hupei province, and the 
famous monastery atop Hua Shan in Shensi province. Such are 
Chuang’s claims of origin, and as such, his presentation of 
religious Taoism is valuable in as much as.the origins are 
genuine, and the manuscripts at his. disposal verifiable.’
The Taoist who figures sq5. prominently in the pages of 
the work, Chuang-ch1en,, is a man'in his mid-sixties. Suffering 
from poor health, he ;still manages a .youthful appearance and 
the requisite endurance for performing the grueling three or 
five day rituals of the Chiao. In the many chests stored away 
in the family residence are documents brought back by Chuang*s 
maternal grandfather from lung-hu Shan, stamped with the seal 
of the 61st generation Heavenly Master, ca* 1851. A set of 
older documents inherited from a Taoist clan named Wu hail 
from Wu-tang Shan^ , the home of the "North Pole" Taoists.
Chuang uses these rituals to perform the purificatory Chin-t1an 
ceremony during the Chiao, as will be described below. Pinally,
'■ ....   ^ v i i .
Ohuang possesses a set of four exquisitely written documents 
which, according to the tradition passed down from his ancestors, 
come from the monastery atop Hua- Shan in Shensi, some 38 gener­
ations in the past.
If Chuang is singular among the Taoists of Taiwan for 
his rare and ancient .manuscrip.ts, he is no different from any 
of the other orthodox Taoist priests in possessing hundreds of 
ritual documents for. performing the intricate ceremonies of the 
village festival called Chiao, and for helping the devout adherents 
of the folk religion through the difficult stages of life. The 
present work will make use of only a fraction of these manuscripts 
to describe the basic knowledge which makes a Taoist, and the 
relationship of the Taoist to the folk religion of the common 
folk of China; more specifically, of the believers in the folk 
religion,Fukienese and Hakka immigrants, in and around the city 
of Hsinchu in north Taiwan.
Nothing will be said about the history of religious 
Taoism, which has been adequately treated by such.eminent 
scholars as Kubo, Obuchi, Yoshioka, and Fukui. Their works 
have been cited in the footnotes, and are listed in the biblio­
graphy at the end of the book* The excellent treatises of Holmes 
Welch, Kaltenmark, Anna Seidel, Schipper, and Rolf Stein have 
also been.used, and appear in the bibliography. The present pages 
hope only to present the sources at the disposal of a practising 
religious Taoist priest, namely Chuang-ch1en. In revealing the 
secrets which rightfully can be passed on to only one son a , 
generation, it was- Chuangfs hope that the beauties of religious • 
Taoism be. preserved in an age which no longer values or .under­
stands its practises.
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IPOLK RELIGION y
Religious Taoism in'China is a topic little known 
either to; the general public or to the w'orld-of.-, scholarship.. 
This is in spite of the fact that a host nf - eminent' scholars 
have written on one or another of the many aspects of relig-
A
ious Taoism. The topic is a wide and .a rich one. At the 
highest level it touches upon the famous Taoist monasteries 
on China’s moimtain tops, where esoteric meditation is prac­
tised. Prom the heights of meditation there ih a gradual 
descent to the level of the common man and the folk religion., 
and it is with this level, the -popular Taoist, that-the pre­
sent work is concerned.
To equate'.Chinese folk religion with popular Taoism - 
is misleading. Equally .misleading is the statement sometimes 
heard to the effect that Taoism is to the -folk religion what 
the beliefs of a parish priest are to the concepts of a villag­
er in south Prance. Though the present chapter does not claim; 
that they are the same thing, it will attempt to show that 
the sources of.popular Taoism and folk religion are one.
Popular religious Taoism and folk religion are in origin 
the same. At the practical level, they remain not merely diff­
erent sides of the same coin, but identical, or at least inse­
parable. That is to say, Taoism and Chinese folio religioh are 
essentially expansions on somewhat different planes of; the- same
religious belief system. Tile folk religion' re£res6nt$yfhei#rag-. 
matic .extension of thib ^ underlying system-, and■,it'v is this^ eclec­
tic, non-codified'extepsion which has led to- ;claims by.foreign ' 
observers that Chinese^religion is a nblend” of".Taoism, Buddhism, 
Confucianism, and other elements .* They richness efitiie - visible 
manifestations of Chinese.popular religion, the-fact that the 
popular .religion remains uncodified, and' misunderstanding: hff ,va-/ 
the delimitation- between, ^ opularyre^l^gionv and,, the . various . cod.i - 
fied "-ismsl; of which it 1 s’ rf O.ompoSs'edt £• have all'f contributed 
to the ’lack to date of -Sfrucyurai;-hesearch\ihidepth on Chinese 
folk religion. . , ./, : ' ' ‘
If Chinese folk., religion represents the pragmatic exten­
sion of a common Chinese belief system., Taoism; represents its - 
transcendental extension. In Taoism we^ho find a,highly: sophis-- 
ticated.and codified system, whloh is.essentially the domain 
of trained initiates. It’is precisely this codification,' of • 
coursewhich defines- "Taoism” as an entity, distinct from 
Buddhism, Confucianism, and so on,, just as the/lack,, of formal .
codification has led to the' lack of recognition by scholars
. . ■ • • p
of the reality of, the folk religion., -
However, abolutely essential ;t cl/the/^
Taoism is the understanding of the.fact•that whereas-it•is ' 
meaningless to consider Chinese who ape-not,-initiates or "; 
consdous ’ adherents of one of the codified religious systems 
as "Taoist" or "Buddhist11, or whatever, it is equally erroneous 
to imagine that the Taoist initiates - [’ priests and other prac­
titioners ] do not believe-in the folk religion. The Taoist
5.
shares fully in the full range of folk religious beliefs, and 
is in no way set. off. from the * '’laity" in, this respect. In .the 
person of the Taoist priest, folk religion and Taoism are 
united/ '/'I,-'' '
- * .The Taoist priest is. called upon to perform rituals for 
the, believers in the folk religion* He assists at births, mar­
riages, and funerals, blesses new buildings, exorcises evil 
spirits, and, helps cure the sick. He is also a member of an 
elite esoteric tradition which practises a meditative ritual 
dating from the 4 th and 5th centuries A#D. This elite ritual, 
performed behind the locked doors of the village temple, unites 
the more elite forms * of trailscendental Taoism with the purposes 
and needs of the folk religion. It is performed during the 
festival called Chiao, the summit and most elaborate of the 
celebrations of the folk religion.
The present chapter will elucidate, then, on the above 
topics.. It will first give a brief description of Taiwan, the 
island which in a special way keeps alive China’s traditional 
folk religion, and of the city Hsinchu in north ^aiwan where the 
research took place. Thereupon the folk religion will be discuss­
ed, and the relationship of the Taoist to it. Finally something 
will be said of the esoteric ritual which the Taoist performs 
during the Chiao when Taoism and the folk religion are united.
i. Taiwan
Taiwan, known to the Portuguese as "Isla Formosa11, island 
beautiful, lies approximately 120 miles-off the coast of Fukien 
province in south China. It is a verdant semi-tropical island
4.
among the most fertile in southeast Asia. Gut in half by the 
Tropic of Cancer, the island is not quite 300 miles long by 
80 miles wide* A long range of mountains with several peaks 
over 1 2 ,0 0 0  feet in altitude rise boldly from the center of 
the island. The land is fertile, with an abundance of wet rice, 
vegetables, and fruits produced by the farmers.
Men have lived In Taiwan since prehistoric times. Cord-
marked pottery has been dated to a period exceeding 4,000 B.C. 
Yuan-sham pottery in northern Taiwan, and Lungshanoid style
pottery from southern Taiwan seem to date at a conservative
estimate from approximately 2,500 B.C., when a millet growing
and perhaps rice growing people inhabited the area.•hon-chinese
Aboriginal peoples'still dwell in the highlands and east coast
lowlands. Their brothers of the west coast lowlands were either
absorbed or eliminated by Ming and Ch'ing dynasty immigrants.
14 extant aboriginal languages, which fall into three major
groupings, are all members of the Austronesian ( nMalayo-polyn-
esian” ) family, akin,to the languages of the Philippines and
Indonesia.^ The Aborigines are today a minority, numbering less
than 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 in a population of 13 million.
Although Chinese history records many travels and sailings
back and forth in the Taiwan straits, including an expedition
to'Taiwan’s western shores as early as the Sui dynasty, ca. 6 0 8  
5
A * D*, it was not until the Ming dynasty that farmers from the 
Chang-chou and Ch’iian-chou districts near Amoy city in southern 
Pukien. province on the China mainland began'arriving in great 
numbers. The arrivals'Increased greatly-until the middle of the
19th-century, and the people from southern Pukien now constitute 
more:*4h&n._ 4 / 5 ths, ,.6 f the papulation.. It Is about these people 
that .the present work concerns itself; it is they who. preserve 
the' folk'reii'gibnof China arid who sponsor the Taoist priests 
who immigrated with'-them from mainland- China.
. ..Another Chinese speaking group; also came to Taiwan from 
western Fukien. province, and, the borders; of Kwangtung and 
Kuangsi. These people are called "Hakka" or guest people 
and though they • may1-.have preceded the, Chinese from southern. 
Fukien, their numbers were.never so great, and their position 
was riot as. advantageous as the people from Chang-chou and 
Ch!tian-Chou. The Hakka people; are also .devout adherents of the 
folk religion, and Taoists also administer to their needs.
. • Many other groups also occupied Taiwan for longer or 
shorter periods. Among, siich were the Butch who settled in 
southern Taiwan, and 'the Spanish who built a fortress over­
looking Keelung harbor in the-riorth.. The Butch destroyed the 
Spanish fortress in 1642, and were themselves overpowered and 
run off' the island by the famous Koxinga ( Cheng ChT eng-kung ) 
in 1661. Koxinga attempted to set up a Ming dynasty rule in 
-.exile, but was 'vanquishedi'by the Manehus and the new Ch’ing 
dynasty in,.1683. V/ith the Koxinga family defeated, Taiwan
7
became a lowly prefecture of Pukien province on the mainland.
In 1895. the Japanese began a fifty year rule which ended .in 
1945, when Taiwan was restored- to China. In 1949 the defeated 
troops of the Nationalist Chinese government, with Chiang K ’ai- 
shek at their head, began arriving 011 the island, and have
continued to rule until the present. ,
The physical features and the weather of'Taiwan vary 
considerably between the northern and southern half'-of the 
island. Strong winter winds and rain lash the northern half 
of the island, and the- city of Hsinchu where the research for 
the present work was conducted is called the !!windy city" by, 
the rest of‘Taiwan. Prom the center, of the island*'southwards, 
however, the winters are mild, and three crops a.year can be 
gathered in the southern farms. There is no time of:.the year, 
however, when the island does not live up to its Portuguese 
name of "Formosa."
ii. Hsinchu
The situdy concentrates on the city of Hsinchu in north 
Taiwan, noted for its .strong winds. Hsinchu was an-important 
administrative center during the Ch’ing dynasty, boasting a 
county magistrate, and a huge Ch’eng Huang temple [ the god 
of the city walls and moats ] as the spiritual counterpart to 
the imperial rule. Except for this and other temples, little 
remains of the Ch’ing dynasty splendor.
The city of Hsinchu Is constructed' in the ideal fashion 
of a county magistracy. Pour quarters, East, South, West, and 
North, surround the great Ch’eng Huang temple complex in the 
center. The Ch’eng Huang deity is the spiritual ruler of north 
Taiwan, and the mandarins had first to . .pay .their respects to 
this awesome figure before assiimiiig office. Each year on the 
15th day of the Seventh month, a statue ;of> the' Ch’ eng; Huang 
deity is still carried around the four quarters of the city 
on a tour of inspection. • ;
V v , The eastern quarter1’of the city is- the -most affluent, 
with modern shopsthe homes of the wealthy.and influential 
families,., and a clean "Temple of the Eastern Peace" within its 
limits* The patron of. the Eastern Peace temple is Tl-tsang Wang 
a Bodhisattva who acts as Amitabha’s agent to help souls in the 
underworld. -The secondary'patron-is Hung. Shen,^ the god of agri­
culture .'1 A onee beautiful East • G-ate-, refurbished, in the taste­
less, ptylpnof the: Repub 1 Ic, • is the sole remaining relic of the 
:four, walls'"which. f ormefly ■surroundsd - the city.
■' To the south sprawls'a great suburb, famous for a dozen
or so high schools, and a large; temple-.'dedicated to Kuanvtn 
Buddha,.the goddess of mercy. In the .confines of her temple is 
a secondary shrine dedicated to the goddess who gives help in- 
• childbirth. . From the centdr Of "th'e• city to a ‘Location , just .• 
beneath : the;, publidf parkfahhsoowahmoved the temple of Confu- 
. ciuswhicla looks out over a rice field for its parish.. This 
revered structure ,lg -hpw;|vtoant.; except' for a government- spon­
sored ceremony on Confucius’ ■birthday..
In the western sector of the city is a huge and recently
rebuilt temple■dedicated.to the.'Jade Emperor Above! Yu-huang•
- 11 ■ - ! • -1
1Shang-tf, the highest god of the. folk religion. The dedication 
of the temple is to - takepl.ace at;' a "-great Chiao festival in 
1974-j for which the Taoists are now preparing. themselves. •
Finally in. the northern sector of the;city is ,a temple
■■"■■■■ ";:f\ ' 12 ,' ;
dedicated to the virgin- goddess-Matsu. Badly in need of repairs
■its location is too near to the Oh! .eng Huang temple to draw ,
away the'crowds from the surrounding markets there.-
The city of Hsinchu is, in a dimension above the street 
shops and Nationalist administration, a city of the gods of 
the folk religion. The center of the city is a temple, and the 
focal point of each of the four quarters is a temple, with a 
patron deity to bring health and blessing, to the people of the 
city. The recreation, the buying and selling, even the politics 
of the city center around the temple-, especially the .great
Ch’eng Huang temple, the very hub of-the city. ■ ■
iii. Folk Religion
For the person who resides for any length of time in
Taiwan, the importance of the folk religion becomes self evident.
From the very first act of the mother in the morning, when , 
incense is lit to the door gods, the ancestors, and the spirits, 
on the family altar, until the very last act at night, when the 
children and the spirits are put to bed, there is no single more 
powerful force to unify the family and its activities than the 
folk religion. The folk religion can be defined as a summation 
of the social, political; economic, and recreational life of the 
common man. The rites of passage, the occasion.for ritual festi­
vities, even the common everyday acts-of the family are■controlled 
by its principles.
■ Though the central government is the visible head of the 
common man, an invisible government of the spirits in fact rules,- 
the.village and the city streets. The "Dukes of the Soil” [ Man’d. 
T ’u-tiKung ] rule over every street and hamlet,. Each trade, 
guild, and area honors its special patron, who sends down
9.
■blessing from the world of the spirits. • The great. Cht; eng' Huang 
deity of HsinchuTs temple was enfeoffed as king of all the 
city gods of Taiwan during the ICuang Hsu Emperor’s r e i g n . ^ h e  
virgin-goddess Matsu,, a- girl of Sung .dynasty China who died 
unmarried at a tender, age is patron of fishermen and farmers, 
and serves as the special guardian for most of southern Taiwan.
The god Hsuan-t’ien Shang-ti of the North Pole star, who. .is spec­
ial patron for a sect of Taoists [ the "North Pole" Taoists of
IBWu-tang mountain, in Hupei ] is also the: patron of harhers.
The gods of pestilence [ Amoy dialect, "Ong-ia" ] hold court
mainly in southern Taiwan. As the patrons and causes of sickness,
rituals are held in many of the ports of Taiwan for casting them
17out to sea on a' colorful boat laden with food.
Besides, the spatial configuration of the gods, descending 
in a triangular proliferation from the highest Jade Emperor Ahove, 
there is superimposed upon the spatial a temporal- cycle of the 
festivals of the" gods celebrated‘throughout the! year. The Heaven­
ly gods under the aegis of fzTu-wei Ta-ti hold sway from the..
15th day of the first lunar month to the 15th day of the Seventh 
1 Rlunar month. * The earthly gods, under,the,rule of Ch\ing- 
hsii Ta-ti reign from the 15th of the Seventh month until the
IQ
15th day of the Tenth month. finally, the gods of the watery
regions dominate from the 15th,day of the Tenth month until the
20new year, under the direction of Tung-yin Ta-ti.
The Winter Solstice, the solar new year, is the day on 
which the Taiwanese count themselves a year older. It is the 
day on which the sun [ T ’ai-yang ]■ the G-reat Yang having reached
■ ' ■. ; ■. . jV.i : /-i, . / ; \ • * 10.
its nadir'^ibegins -to. growlinhstrength/agaih. The' lunar New 
Year festival is ip fait called Ch1 un , Chieh the • fe stival of .«•*
.Spring, a sort of Gosmiclrenewal. The festival's recurring’ 
throughout the year echo?man,'’s.-.prayers and hopes to receive
blessing add avoid evil, 'according -tp//the season-and the crops,
- ' if- • ' ‘ , ' • . ■ ' " 2/1 " ' ' '
the heat/of summer and the cold of winter. ’ u
:/ Just as the folk religion; provides!feasting and -merriment 
throughout the. .year1s cycle, a-respite from the grueling task 
. of farming and- the drudgery of the daily life in the shops and 
. factories, so too it encompasses the rites of passage through 
man's total life. The birth of a child, the celebration of.the 
completion of the first month, the reaching of puberty, all 
are given: place, in'.its ampleisystem. Marriage' is surpassed in 
Iformaiity-only'by burial* /' '
v ' ' fhe complicated structure of the folk religion has been 
‘ ext'en sf vel^l'di’spus s e d by fe Cxrpot, in. his six volume ‘ work The 
- H e 1 i'g-i'o us /• Sy s tern o f Ghipav^/The first, three volumes-’deal with., 
the many/rituals and; ceremonies'concerned with death and the 
grave.'The fourth volume■Is devoted to a discussion of the 
.‘■concept - of the soul/and ahce.s‘ior. worshipv./'The -passag-e-si from the . 
ancient/ciassics’ Or ted "hy, .De/.G-rb’ot are -especially, pertinent to 
the present work as they are-, basic to/both the folk religion 
and - to . popular Taoism. ■ _ . r • •
://./. of, Yin; and^Ypng.,/the ;tWp'/cosmic principles
which ' prbduce the visiblb:twbrld-,/'can.;f.be/found 'in such early ■ . /
works as the Tbo-chuan, the I-chipg/and/ the later fi Chi1,
, cbkpiied during'the Han. dynasi^fI?//; . , =v '' '
According to a literate tradition., affirmed and; reaffirm­
ed through out the'history of China’.s, great thinkers, the cosmos 
is a .series of progressions from-the One Great Ultimate, the
T *ai Chi, to the two principles, Yin and. Yang, the three sources,
heaven, earth, and man, the . four- seasons, five elements, eight - 
trigrams, and so forth., Erom the combination of Yin and Yang 
the myriad creatures are■produced. t ,
The principle Yang is conceived .to. be the; -rule of the
heavens*. It corresponds: to light, fire, life, -masculinity, 
and movement. The principle Yin: is realized in the earth. It -■ 
corresponds to darkness, water, death,--feminityji'ahd' stillness, 
The two principles Yin and Yang divide to form the four sym­
bols, or the four seasons. The seasons correspond to the 
points of the compass. Winter correlates to the'North, when 
Yin is at Zenith and Yang is reborn. The. Winter Solstice 
celebrates, this event. Spring responds to the.East, and the 
color green when the: world of nature, is-reborn. Summer-matches 
with the South; Yang is,at Zenith and Yin is.reborn. Finally 
Autumn and', the West respond to. the setting- sun, when nature 
has finished producing ;its crops for- men? and begins the long
rest of Winter-, As was seen in the preceding pages, the folk...
24religion provides festivals for- each.of these•seasons.
The point'to-be made here, and confirmed, in the following 
pages, is that not only the folk religion but also the rituals 
of popular Taoism are firmly rooted in the same set of■principles 
Yin and Yang,.the three origins, the-four seasons, and the five
elements are basic to the ritesof religious Taoism. ,
■ „  k. , v v . v v i i b v h ,
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0]o the believer in the folk religion as well as to the
Taoist, the body of man is composite. The principles of Yin.and
Yang are the basis for this composition. The Yin part of man is
conceived of as that part which returns to the soil upon death.
p 5
The Yang part is that which wanders upwards as a spirit.
he G-root quotes the hi Yun chapter of the Li Qhi; to the
effect, "Man consists of the beneficial substances that compose
the heavens and the earth, of the cooperation of Yin and Yang,
and the' union of a Kuei and a Shen. He consists of the finest
26breath of the five elements." The soul of man is therefore
composite. The Yin part of the soul is called Po, a character
composed of the word for demon and white. [^ }|^  ]. This part of
the soul is also called Kuei [ TuL ], and it is the oKuei or Po
27which returns to the. earth upon death.
The Yang part of the soul is called Shen ] or Hun
]. Shen means spirit, and the spirit is said to wander 
about as an Orphan until an ancestor tablet is erected for it, 
or until it can be released to waft upwards as a "Bright Spirit." 
Be G-root again quotes the Li Qhi from the Ghi Yi chapter: ' ^
. . . The TCh'i~breath.T. is, the full manifestation of the 
Shen, and the Bo is the full manifestation'of the Kuei. The 
union of the Kuei with the Shen is the highest;of all tenets.
Living beings^are all sure to die, and as they certainly
refurn [kuei1^  ] to the earth after their death, the soul 
which accompanies them thither is called Kuei [1& ]. But 
while the bones and flesh moulder in the ground and myster­
iously become earth of the fields, the ChPi ] issues
forth and manifests itself on high as a shining Ming light.
There is then a three fold relationship be tween'-Yang,
breath, and spirit, and between.Tin,' demon,;-'and Bo. The .'name for
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the Yang part of man’s soul before death is Hun, and after
death is- Shen* The term for the. Yin part of the soul before
' 29 -death is Po, and after:-death j_s Kuei; The gods in the
Chinese temples are called Shen-ming, th.at-is, '’Bright spirits'1
because they have wafted to the bright. heavens, andhhav.eibeen
enfeoffed with-authority to grant blessing or punish ..men in : ■
the visible world. ■
■Others of • the- gods tof the folk religion are. in fact 
demonic’^ though they are:l'given; the title Shen as a euphemism.
In all such cases they were human beings who died a .violent 
death in the popular folklore accounts- of their origins. Such 
demonic spirits are. the Yamen gods of the Oh*eng Huang temple 
who haul unfortunate souls to the underworld for punishment. 
Also in this class are the.gods of pestilence called Wang Yeh 
[ Amoy dialect, Ong-ia ] . According- to one of the many folk­
lore accounts, the Wang Yeh were once mandarins in .Pulcien 
province,'Walking along a country roadside, they came upon a 
well that' had been cursed “by a-demon-, and was causing a plague 
in the countryside,. To .save the people.from the plague,- they 
threw themselves in the well,.thus in dying saving the people
3'i
from drinking the water. In , a frenzied ceremony performed
by the popular Taoists, the- Wang- Yeh are expelled from the. 
village precincts, by being pushed oiit to sea in a boat, or 
being burned in effigy.^^The exorcism of the’Wang Yeh protects 
the villagers from the ravages of sickness. Thus the distinc­
tion between a Kuei or demon'and a Shen or spirit is one of 
burial.' 3 The Kuei is a spirit which has not been,properly 
returned to the earth.
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The Po part of man, the Tin souls, are traditionally - 
divided into seven, and are said to control the passions;•The 
Hun souls are divided into, three, and produce the virtues*
The lengthy passageof De G-root on the topic can•'he, summarised 
in the following chart:
1. Yang produces the Hun, which produces human nature, 
composed.of:
Benevolence Righteousness Propriety.. Wisdom ' Faith; '
Liver Lungs ; Heart .. : Kidneys ■^, Spleen
Wood Metal ■ ..Fire. 1 ".Watery /* . Earth
East Yfest South ' ' .North Center
Blue White . -. /Red . i:. ; Black .-.Yellow
Eyes ' Nose .; . Ears T 'Tubes * Mouth
Dragon Tiger v'. Rod tBir dv 'Tortoise Crucible
2* Yin produces the Po, which ,govem;;fte pats;sip'ns:j - '4







In the ahove chart, the virtues produced hy the Yang 
soul, the Hun, correspond to the five directions, the seasons, 
the elements, and so forth. One of the^basic rituals of popular 
Taoism will he to restore the primordial state of these organs
34in the microcosm, .filling them with the..spirits of the heavens* 
Since the microcosm and the macrocosm correspond, the Taoist 
subsequently plants the same life giving primordial breath into 
the five directions of the community village*
If the principles of the folk religion can be expressed 
in a clear and succinct manner, one can say that the purpose
of the prayers, rituals, and other activities of the system 
is to win the,-blessing . of,Yang and suppress the evil of Yin,
To the mind of the common man, the powers of good and evil,
Yang .and Yin, are;-personified into world after world and layer 
after . layer of spirits. The layman offers incense and food 
to “the spirits,'1 and'begs -for' blessing, or the expulsion of 
evil. He burns paper money to win the favor of the gods, or to 
buy the soul of an ancestor out of the bureaiicratic horrors.of 
hell. When a child cries at night, incense is burned to the 
mother goddess of the bed.^ When a member of the family is 
sick, one first asks which'.of the ancestors ' are displeased or 
suffering in the "underworld, and.then thinks of applying the 
proper medicine. When-'a favor ; is sought, a powerful deity is 
asked to■intercede; . the granting of the favor by the god
means that the devout family will buy a new silk gown for the
"x r : - ’ .
statue of the deity, 0 and sponsor a puppet show on the stage 
of the neighborhood t e m p l e ■
Hone of the above-acts are. to be interpreted as naive 
superstition. Rather they are interpreted as acts of filial 
piety [ i.e., looking after one’s ancestors ] and repaying a 
debt; one treats the gods as one’s neighbor. A man of virtue 
does to his fellow men as he does to the gods. The man who 
acts as heaven acts, munificent in distributing blessings, 
will in return be blessed by spirits and men,
:-iv. functionaries.
Though the usual functionary in offering sacrifice to the 
spirits of the folk religion is the individual, there are times
when a specialist must .he called in.Thus Avheh'a person is 
sick,'a ..medium or diyinlpg youth■ f ' Amoy 'dialect, Tarik-'ki-1 • 
is asked to identify- the spirit1.' To locate -the proper place' 
for a grave,'or the proper direction 'and . height of a new' 
house, the. geomancer. is employed'. 1, Po r. curing the sick, ■' a 
Red-head Taoist is summoned, and: to hury tile dead, one calls 
for"the- Black-head Taoist. These terms, will be explained ■ •
immediately belqw. . - " . ; ■... , l,n • ■ /
. The medium or: Tang-ki is- a' \w_oman who'becomes , , :;:
possessed by a spirit, and speaks in the strange voice of ..the ‘ : 
god. When possessed, a series of questions may' be put to him ■ 
or herr/.Thelm'ediuin -, ’;.s-pe,a;king--,in 'thevoice-:; of ythe , spirit, ban 
■ask after -the -welfare ,:.of an ance storin- hell, pro gnos tic at e . ”, y 
blesSlng/or ill for some pro jecf, andtihi general commuhicate • 1 ; 
directly with the * world of the spirits-..; ''.Some: ofthe , Tang-ki • -,' y 
also1 perform on the oc.cdsion of\fe:stryal;sv for the;;• g o d s o r  - •
annual processions, at- which time.s^t hey beat'’ them's elves .. c, 1 
mercilessly . with,.spiked; balls, cut therr. foreheads-'.‘.and. backs 
with a dull sword,"-OP- pierce tongue ahdlcheek with a'long metal ' 
spike-, These tortures" prove the efficacy;of their possession,
, 'f-‘ I '-'- ’ 'YJ , ' :
•and the .power of.the.spirit over matter. During the blood-.
letting performance:,; talismans made-;of yellow paper are dipped
. into the blood runnings down theirIbacks,. to be. used for expel™
, “ I f  ''' ' 8 8  v . f ‘ 3 ,: " ' I ’ ' ’■ / ' V
ling evil- demons, ; ft ■fgy ? ;> l , ■ v .1
■ Be G-roct in the Re I i g 1 -o u s .3ystem:,of .ChinaVol. Ill devotes ' 
a. lengthy.,.,section t.Qy-^ fhellgbomancer^ -r’fhe^  Peng-shui -expert, a- : 
which .heed not be repeated here i;Albbt-a|nohg- thelfunctionaries '
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of the folk religion must be included the amakers of ..paper objects 
for use during ceremonies and rituals. These people ^ belong to 
the Taoist entourage, and are, expert at the, art of paper 
figurines, houses, spirits, and- so forth, to be burned during 
ritual ceremony. The musicians who play for the Taoist-rituals, . 
the puppeteers, the temple custodians who helptread - fortunes, 
all must be included in the.professional functionaries'who 
serve the folk religion* . „ \. ■
finally, in the highest place, are the" Taoists themselves. 
The Taoists are divided by the people; into two groups; those 
called Red-head, and a special group, called Black-head. The 
Red-head Taoists are described as being involved in. rituals 
concerned with, life, . curing sickness, and exorcism. The Black­
head Taoists are especially involved in burying the. dead,, 
though they also can perform all ‘of‘ihe functions of the Red­
head.. Taoists. This - general .terminology used by the people of 
north Taiwan is valid, though misleading. The distinctions 
made by the Taoists.themselves will be, described in' Chapter 
Two; the Taoists as they are- known to the people of the folk 
religion will be described below,. ' ff
The Red-head Taoists of Hsinchu city fall into several 
classifications* The first type is called the "Three Sisters" 
sect, [ San-nai P ’ai], This-type,when performing their special 
liturgy, actually wrap- a red cloth around their heads. They go 
by another name a/s well* the sect of Mount In [, In-shah' P ’ ai. ] 
and are: said by the other Taoists to be1 Hsieh or heterodox. 39
Both men'and women belong to this sect of Taoists. - f
The Three Sister’s sect .or LLt-shan sect is very popular 
in Hsinchu city:. This is due to the fact that many members of 
the sect, men and women, practise the role of medium. The medium 
when in trance' speaks:in a garbled way, .and the Lu-shan Taoists 
act as interpreters and managers. Many of the small temples 
which have a medium cult are under their control,
Lu-shan sect also perform their special ritual, 
with a red "cloth wrapped around their heads. A sword is held 
in'the right hand, and a buffalo horn in the left. The ritual 
chanting is simple and melodic. When performing in;the compli­
cated Ohiao ritual, they sometimes dress'in distinctive bright 
orange robes, with a five-colored silk crown■on their head.
One of the distinctive features of the sect is that 
both men and women-perform. In the other Taoist sects only 
men are allowed to perform the ritual, whereas the Lu-shan 
.sect uses men and women together in a rite where the chief 
Taoist stands in the center with four girls, in each of the 
four directions, making -16; in all. Often boys are used in the 
place of young women, who usually refuse to perform after marr­
iage. ■ 'Boys',donee [ trained,, continue to perform in adulthood.
■ The? folklore relating the founding of the sect Is 
commonly known to .the- story tellers in the temples. The fol­
lowing account was taken from a Provincial G-azettet^-O
Hsu-chia Chen-jen was .a pile of white bones by- the side of 
the road. As a man, he,had been foolish, and could neither 
read nor write. Lord Lao [Lao-tzu] used a Pu-talisman and 
an incantation to change him into a realized man. He honor­
ed Lord Lao as his true master; since not knowing how to r 
read or write made life difficult, Lord Lao was able to 
teach him how to write Pu-talismans, in order to save the 
common people of-the world.
The- Lu-shan Taoists- do ‘not have the greatliterate- 
tradition .of their morel-orthodox frethreny, fheir frifual is 
called Hsieh.or' heterodox by the' other. Taoists, because if is 
involved more in exorcising"dement,yand evenVharmiiigfother 
men.*' . Since one o f f  he .special/features., of .the ■;sect .is the 
use of women, it. is further^'stigmatized "loy tha other Taoists 
who do not permit women.to perform their ritual. .'
The group is also.-called'the .Three Sister’s sect
[ San-nai P'!ai ] because .the founders of the sect were said
to have•been women-Instructed in revelation by Hsd-chia Qhen-
jen,. during the T bang dynasty. The' £k&&oxe account is
found in -the Taiw'an Provincial- GazetteV/yi -. ' '. . ■
Cbien, fhe eldest...‘'of" the v ladies-'-studlSd-,the Tao on" top ■
. of Mount Ltl.:- 'Thehey' in a- trance, Hsui'chia Chen-jen f  aught • 
herffhe secrets of: fh.e sword .held' in. the righhL.hahd'-.:and the 
cow-hprn held In'1 the ^1 eft i ¥itli a' .red, c 1 oth wrappe d •’ around 
her head, * dancing the';,steps'of the 4, constellations'., the \ 
ritual .for expelling demons, and furing' siclmessfvas passed 
op -to her. She was- the foundress of the„San-nai•sect.
'The' folklore, relates that with lady Oh ’en were, two '
■,.;V  , 42 V.; ' . . ■
other Taoists, ladies Lin and hi. All three .'were co-founders
of the Lu-shan sect. The other Taoists' of Taiwan1 donsider the',
Lu-shan Taoists to be the lowest in an ascending order of ranks
and grades.. ManyTao1-stsy^however, practise the Lu-shan -variety 1 .
of liturgy on special occasions. Its efficacy in exorcising the
demons of pestilence ,, 1of ;:fnstance, is well known.
Another sect of Taoists, also,considered to be a lowly 
grade, are .the Lord Lao [y Lao Chun ■ ]. sect. They are to be found - 
in the villages aroundvHsihcbu. citymainly, ministerihg'to the 
needs of fhe Hakka people. .Lao-1zu is theirlspecialypatron;
‘f 4, ' ; 1 ' • ' ■ 20
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Finally the -highe s t , grade. of .Ee.d^head- Taoist &  are, cailed 
the Heavenly; Maste r y sQpfe|*l 4 •tien:--vshili?/P;!f'ai ,.]>;i;They; perform- a 
numb eh of? ritualy ceremonies., duringsickn'e s s by: "Pu"-talismans, 
incantations, .and ; prayersyhexpelllnglel|il|demons,’^blessihg house s-, 
and, so;,- forth.- The' 'highest,r!f.orm of their ritual is ^ performed \ 
during 'the •_ ghdatlviiihgedf esti-val called Ohiao, and will' he 
described' at- length.inytHe 5Sixth-;eh manner of perform­
ing the ritual, howe'ver,;'. differs 'Consider ably f roml the Black-■ 
head Taoists y who will- be described immediately below. For the 
real distinction betweehfbhesey the highest of the Red-head ' 
Taoists, and the Black-heads ,.Yone must refer to the .private 
manual of.- the1. Taoists Tao.Chlao,Yuan..Liu ( the. Origin of Taoism, .) ' 
which will bey-the ' basis,-' for :01iapte.r Two. -
.The Black-head'Taoists belong toythe Chehg-i sect. .Their
headquarters are traditionally/said to be at Dragon-tiger
\ \ : v ' ‘ ‘ ' ■’ ■ 44 ' ■ - , "■ mountain ,in. EiaiTgsi ” province -on the mainland. During they 1 5 th h
century many,of the ancestors\of the-present, Taoists of north '
Taiwan made the long trip to, Dragon-tiger mountain to receive'
a document of ordination from the head of the Cheng-i sect,1 ...
the Heavenly Master himself. They therefore consider themselves
to be orthodox, and all of the Redfhcad Taoists mentioned in ‘ u
the paragraphs above- to be heterodox'.-;. The distinguishing feature
between the Black-head and the Heavenly'Master sept Red-head
mentioned’Immediately aboveV is that only the Black-head Taoist
buries the dead. ' , . /y; y : v: -
Thus in north, Taiwan the term Black-head- refers to the 
Taoists who bury the dead, and the : term Red-head is used' for all 
other fo'rms of yTaoists,, whether or not they wrap a red- cloth
around.'.their heads while performing liturgy. This- terminology 
is true only of northern Taiwan.. In parts of southern Taiwan 
the term Red-head is taken to mean only a Lu-shan Taoist who 
wraps the red cloth around his,-head. In the north of Taiwan 
the people' interpret the color red to refer to "happy" events, 
that is, the curing of the sick,- exorcising of demons, and so 
forth. The color black refers to the Taoists who bury.the dead.
Within Hsinchir city are three groups of Taoist priests 
who figure--in the pages,, of/"this - study. The first is headed by 
the elderly Taoist Ch'ien, who is a Red-head of the Heavenly 
Master sect., In his youth he practised the rites of the LU-shan 
sect, and- performed as a medium. Upon receiving the ordination 
of a Heavenly Master sect Taoist,• however, he turned to a more 
strict type of orthodox liturgy. Mr. Ch’ien has wrapped.the red 
cloth arotind his head, and performed the exorcistic rituals of 
the San-nai (Three Sister’s) sect., : 1
A Black-head Taoist named Ch’en Ting-feng heads a second
group of Taoists. Ch’en,"as a'Black-head Taoist, spends most
of his time in the grueling task of performing ritual for burial
services. He is noted for being an expert musician, ■ and received
45a very high rank as a Taoist priest at his ordination. True . 
to the traditions of his profession, however, Ch’en refuses to 
talk about his profession, the secrets of his trade, or the 
large collection of manuscripts in his 'possession. Ch’en is on 
good terms with the aging Red-head Ch'ien, and often receives 
demands for his services promoted by. Ch'ien.
The third and' by far the most famous group of Taoists in 
Hsinelm city is headed by the Black-head Taoist Chuang-ch'en.
. The fame of Chuang-ch'en is inherited,.from a grandfather by 
adoption who was ordained at Dragon-tiger' Mountain in 1851. The 
grandfather by adoption, whose, name was Ch'en [ thus the double 
name Ghuang-ch ten Jt'vwas a young and brilliant scholar who 
passed the-imperial examinations and held the rank of Chin-shih, 
.( the equivalent of a doctor of letters. ) He was appointed to 
the.post of Ohih-chou or county official in Hsinchu, at the end 
of the Tao-kuang emperor's reign ( ca. 1848 ). In the first year 
of the Hsien Peng Emperor's reign, he took a three year-leave of 
absence, .and lived as a monk in the monastery at the foot of 
Dragon-tiger mountain in Eiangs'i' province, While there, he 
received the highest possible ordination of a Black-head Taoist, 
and was given by the, 61st Heavenly Master a set of precious 
rituals, .secret rubrical■ annotations, "Pu-" Talismans, and the 
ordination manual used, by the Heavenly Master himself. Each of 
t.hese ■ precious documents-. were stamped with the seal of the 
Heavenly Master, and,,carried back by Gh'en to Hsinchu’ city as 
a precious legacy for his offspring.
\• Hot only, did the Taoists of Taiwan come to Gh'en for 
instruction, Taoists from as far away as Ohang-chou and Ch'uan- 
chou on.the China mainland came to Hsinchu to. study with 
the scholarly Ch'en. In a diary kept by the mandarin-turned- 
Taoist is a list of 14 names of Taoists from mainland China 
who came\to Hsinchu to study and receive an orthodox Black­
head, ordination. The Taoists of Hsinchu were indeed famous.
The rule of ,the 'orthodox .Taoist . priest that only' one
son a generation he given thel secrets -"and; the\ ordination of' %
4-6the tradition, is still.strictly observed in Taiwan. If the- 
Taoist has no son, he: must adopt a boy from a near relative 
in order to pass the tradition :on to. a family member.' .The., 
secrets5 and, mantiscripts of the Oh’ en grandfather were passed
■on in/..due course, to his. own son, who • receiy ed a rank just
v - ■ . 5 f ■ ■ ■ - 4.7 ' :, ' . . ' .
slightly;' less than his. father* Iy;®ut the son of the famous
.scholar Ch ’ eh hadno male; offspring.-. f:v\-
The father of .Ghuang-ch’ en also came from a long line ■ 
of Black-head Taoists. As a youth he .enrolled in the - large 
entourage of the famous Gh’en, and became,one of the-favored 
disciples. The daughter of the family was-chosen to be his 
bride', and so a daughter of the Gh1 en family was given in marriage' 
to the clan .of Ohuang. ft,was only natural that when the Ch’en 
family had.ho male offspring, it was'the eldest son of Ohuang. 
who was1 chosen to receive the many ddctiments, secrets, and 
. ordination: of the Oh.’-en/familyThusvthe Taoist-who'figures so 
prominently in the following pages, Chuang-ch’ en, was-taken at 
an early age to the home of his maternal/grandfather, and trained 
in the traditions and secrets' that the.scholarly Ch’en family 
received so long ago at Bragoh-tighr'mouhtain in Kiangsl.^
The documents which he received and eventually''brought 'back to 
hi s father/s .house- .number. Sever alyhundred. A few will •- be';, used as
the sources for the following .pages./The value of these "’and . the
■ / ■' ■ , ’ f  4.9 ' ' ' .
remainder of Ohuang’s collection is prodigious.
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v. Chiao.,
If the folk religion and Taoism are united in the 
person of the Taoist, the ritualtin which the union pre-emin­
ently takes place is the Ghiao [ j| ]. The Ghiao is the great 
fes tivai: .of the folk, religion, So expensive and complicated to 
celebrate that each village•and city of Taiwan can afford it
■:5 , v .V, \ 5 0 .
only once in-a generation. The occasion for a Ghiao is the 
repairing off altemple',;-the''exorcising of the demons of pestilence, 
prayers to avert some natural calamity, or simply the cyclical 
renewal of a village once every sixty years.
To the people of the ^ village, the'Ghiao is celebrated 
in order to win P t.ing-an, peace and blessing for the coming 
generations* Its purpose is accomplished*by the performance -of 
a complicated set of rituals, calculated to win the desired 
blessing. The temple is repaired, and the people' of vthe -.community 
are asked to contribute- for■the repairs according'to their 
wealth* All of the spirits are invited to attend the ceremonies 
from-neighboring temples. Wealthy families vie with each other 
in building huge temporary structures called T*an to honor ■ the 
more popular of the visiting deities. Huge wooden and cloth 
structures, highly decorated, are erected in honor of the Jade 
Emperor, Chang T lien^shih,( the patron of the Taoists)* the goddess 
Matsu, and so forth. The Ghiao rituals usually last ,3 or 5 days, 
and on the last day a huge banquet is . given, for the: . spirits, 
the ancestors, and Invited human guests. ■ i y
A team •of5Taoists are-hired to. .perform the ceremonies.
These ceremonies are divided' into two kinds, those performed
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outside the temple, ■ for .the' benefit-, of all to see, " and' those 
performed behind the closed doors of a temple.,;-for' only the 
chosen' few of the,/community to witnessIThe/.ceremonies perfor­
med outside the temple,.‘are /directed' towards-the people* and the 
gods of-"theyloik • religiony|fooseV-perfprm/ed • inside are especially 
directed' to-the '/pa^onsydfltheHTaorSts, ifihe Heavenly; Worthies
[IT ’.'ienetsun ;]ywhos;e': fhtereessioh hi£• sought in winning' peace
" ' . y  : y 1 v ■ tt
and blessing, for the. iiext generationsv
To - the people of the community, the ceremonies which 
they perforrn- or - witness^ are the high points of , the festival.
They witness * the erection of huge wooden and cloth structures 
called-T 1 an to house the deities invited to the Ohiao. They 
.observe a strict abstinence from meat on the three or five 
days- that the//fitualsiare being performed. They ’ attend many of 
the ceremonies,performed by the. Taoists in front of the temple.
Oh • the ;evenihg heforef|he. last,day, each family joins in a long 
:.:processidn t of the : sea'p. where a lantern is floated, by a son repre­
sent ihgfeachv clany summoning /the1 souls from the underworld to 
a.banquet. On the morning of the last day, they see the Taoists 
perform; atstriking-ritual in front of the temple, where from a 
high platform ( like the Emperor atop T *ai Shan ) the petitions 
of the 'cornmunity are offered to the Jade Emperor in Heaven. Fin­
ally duringthe afternoon of the last, day, a banquet is given; 
first'the souls of the.departed are feted,.then the living are 
wined arid dined in a sumptuous meal.
While the rituals for/the-common-man are being performed 
outside the temple,the Taoists who remain inside, sealed off
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from the rest of the world, are performing their age old ritual 
dating to the 4th and 5th centuries A.h. in its present form, 
and to feudal China- in some of its unique’ details. A few of the 
village elders, the community leaders, and the temple^custodians 
are allowed to witness the strikingly ■'beautiful liturgy of the 
orthodox Taoist priests. To the-people of the community, the 
rites are efficacious for attaining the ends of the Chiao; that 
is, they gain blessing and peace for the coming generation, 
purify and’ bless the newly decorated temple, free the suffering 
souls of the ancestors from the bureaucratic tortures of the 
underworld, and present the petitions of the community in a 
series of memorials and communications to the heavens.
The point to be stressed is that in the minds of the 
Taoists, they are doing what the people- expect them to be doing, 
that is, winning heaven’s blessing, freeing the souls of the 
ancestors, and presenting the petitions of the community to 
the Heavenly Emperor. The method they are using to attain these 
ends is, however, unknown to any but the chief Taoist and those 
few of his disciples whom he has instructed. The following pages 
will attempt to show the -knowledge which the Taoist has of the 
origin of his liturgy ( Chapter Two ), then successively the 
principles on which the liturgy is based ( Chapter Three ), and 
the preparation for calling the spirits of the heavens:'into the 
body ( Chapter Hour ). In Chapter Eive the meditative ritual 
which teaches the ideals whereby the Taoist lives is discussed. 
Finally, in Chapter Six the liturgy of orthodox Taoism as performed 
by the Taoists of Hsinchu city is described.. It is in this ritual 
that the aims of orthodox Taoism and the folk religion are united.
POPULAR TAOISM
In the present' chapter the laaowledge :which the Taoist 
has of himself and hl:siheli'giohs/--'profe'sWipn- wiil he examined.
The source'which the,; T;aoist uses' for .knowing the Retails Of 
,religious Taoism, and its - history is-a secret manuscript 
called, Tao Ghiao Yuan Liu, the. Originof Religious,-Taoism. ^
The Look is passed on hy the elder Taoist- to the son who is 
to succeed him* it/is. usually ^ahoi^ riS'O- mantisorihh-pages in ; - 
. length, /-.'and contaihs;.a;wealth.' of, m^terial^ATlie:' boRR' isidivided - 
into several seetions,, ariiohg w’riioh;tare ? 1.)' a . 1 ist Of the spirits , 
which the Taoist knows, ■ ahi litipiahte . ih ]pis bodjr; ; thesenspirits 
are summoned forth' to aid the Taoist during' ritual;.performances. 
2.) A dictionary of Taoist terms. ,■;.' 3,.) a-collection-'of the 
mythological history and the folklore relating to the spirits 
and id religious Taoism, 4.) A list of the 5 kinds-of Taoists ' 
and the 9 ..grades within ■•eaehl-kindV' The spirits- which, .the ' TaOist 
..plants, in- his-’ body wi 11... he discussed in -later chapters. The 
distinction'■ to he made' between -various kinds of Taoists. and the " 
mythological' history, of .Taoism will\ be discus'sed here. . ■ .
The1 ;• Tap Rhlao : Yuan .Liu is .only orie of seyeral" hdhdred 
manuscripte;'which a Taoist preseryes'. in..his' collection. The 
manuscripts are a legacy which a Taoist passes down to. one.
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of his sons only, hot all of the manuscripts, however, are kept 
completely secret. Some are given to disciples; for copying.
2Others are published, for the edification of the pious faithful. • 
The Tao Ghiao Yuan Liu is classified with those special docu­
ments reserved for the use of the Taoist, and the son- who is to 
succeed him..  ^It is no doubt due to the perfect way in which 
the secret has bebh kept, that scholars have' been unsuccessful 
in classifying the Taoists as they classify themselves.
i. Kinds and G-rades of Taoists.
According to the Tao Chiao YHan Liu.there are five 
kinds of. Taoists. . They are described in the. following manner: ,
1. The Yii-ching ( Jade Capital' ),. class, ■ ^
Into this classification;.fall the great monastic orders, 
such as the Chfuan-chen'sect and .the Lung-men sect* who 
practise Taoist. meditation"in China’s famous Taoist cen­
ters. The Yellow Court Canon and the Lao-tzu are some of- 
texts used in their meditations, ■ 1 ■’
2. The T Tien-shu ( Heavenly 'Pivot, )-...class,
The Heavenly Pivot Taoists include such well-known centers 
- . as the complex of monasteries*at Mao•Shan in Kiangsu pro- 
■ vince, near Hanking. The books; .of' the Shang Chling tradi­
tion are their special.possession. The"Heavenly-Tivot Tao­
ists are feared by the Taoists of Taiwan, who claim that 
in the past they acted as the "spies"- or informants on the 
.other Taoist sects of the mainland,(4)
5* The? Pei-chi ( North Pole ) class , ijfc 4$=- , .V .
The North Pole class of Taoists are the military order 
among the Taoists of China and^Taiwan. One of their ■ , 
centers is the Ming dynasty monastery at; Wu-t.ang Shan ' 
in Hupei. Province.. Their liturgy is noted' for the use 
of sword, halberd, spear and axe-, ..instead of. the-sword. ,
,alone used by the other Taoist briers for purificatory 
ritual. Mr. Chuang’s ancestors received an ordination in 
this order as well,.and.Ohuang .still uses the frenzied 
style and 4 weapons when performing purifications,'
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4* The. Yu-fu' ( JadeiPaMlM^ ■ fj. ■ - ' .
• The Black-head Taoists of ^ Taiwan belong tor tkh .Yu-fu v 
’:cl;ass of Taoisfs^-Thehi*; Headquarters is.-thadiif onally . ' 
said to he at Lung-hu Shan ih Kiangsi provinee,■ the 
- ■ home of the Cheng-j. s.ect.,.,The...bpoks • and.: the.^'riinals/-of:
-d . prthodox TaoTsmjQ^len‘g-1') v.aie .thei^/ipreipg'ati^e. ' h- \pA^
: ?5. The Shen-hsiao ( ^Spirit ,'Oloud ). Glass* f .
All of the various Red-head Taoists of Taiwan falh into 
;this class-. They inclihde the Three. Sisterfstsect, fhey 
Lao-tzu sect, thedjihgdpaqf shot, and the Heavenly Master 
secb> All of - the , Shen-hsiao: Tao 1 sts make usOV of the • ■ ' w
. exorcist ritual originating from the Lh-shahdsect, ad. 80t-A, 
/ -ritual which .'according to: Ohuang corrupted many-.pfN the 
' • more-orthodox monasteries oh the Mainland* df^ d"--. -.v V;
; The Tao .Qhiao Yuan Liu not only classlf-ias'di^ v»
five .major groups, it further suh-divides the Taoists within . d?
each group into nine grades of excellence . -'Thus' there are’nine
grades of Black-head -Taoists, just'as there, are nihe':grades-of 
Red-head- [ Shen-hsiao q]’ and; ninedgradbs' -of idaoh group-.'mentioned 
ahove. ■ With -very few. exceptionsfhe 'highest grade of Taoist • 
to he. found on Taiwan, whether/Black-head or Red-head, is. a. grade 
six.. Ohuang.’ s grandfather , 'hh^eyer ^ received the -highest' possible 
ordination, of a ilack-head./Taoist:;';'du0ing'his two and a-half yeafs 
of residence .on Lung-hu • Shan, from 1851-1854. • v
, To understand- the - die tinetioldin ’the .nine;'grades, however, 
the ■ Tao- Qhiao .Yuan Liu , is not sufficient. Were the-,-'Taoists-,ahle 
to know the- differences.of .excellence, it would ofdcbUrse beda 
simple matter -to.- acquire fhe documents1 and study!their content d 
under, a. master,. --The method of ascent, hov/ever ,wis. also a- jeal-.. 
ously guarded secretv-: Tin- order to • understand its'‘complexities, 
a second manual is required, a manual give^'td Ghuahg'fs. grand-
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father by the head of the Cheng-i sect, the 6lst generation 
Heavenly Master, in 1851. The document.is an ordination manual 
for passing on the registers of spirits^ names, endorsing, -the right 
to perform Taoist ritual, in the orthodox tradition. The manu­
script is in good condition, and bears the seal of the 6lst 
Heavenly Master. /' * d
In a terse passage the manuscript explains how.the 
Heavenly Master judges the proficiency: .of '..the? Taoists coming 
to Lung-hu Shan for an orthodox.p,r.dination. If a .Taoist, is able 
to use the Huang T ’ ing Ching ’( ‘'the'" Yellow''’Court Canon ') he is 
given the highest rank, that is-, grade one, in whichever of 
the five classes of Taoists he belongs '• to. ^  Thus there .is no 
difference in a grade one monastic Taoist, nor the highest grade 
popular Taoist, a fact'hitherto unknown to the world of scholar­
ship. Sinologists, both Chinese and western, were consistently 
wrong in classifying Taoists as ”self-perfecting”, such as the 
Ch’uan-chen sect in the north of China, and ”other-perfecting” 
such as the Cheng-i sect in southern :China.,, Both sects practise
interior, meditation based upon the Yellow Court Canon, and both
q
sects practise ritual for the sake- of .the common man.'
If the Taoist knows the spirits of the -Chang Oh’ing sect, 
the female deities occupying the■nine palaces of the heavens,
( the nine palaces of the head, in the, microcosm ), he is to be 
given a grade two or three ordination,1 again regardless of which - 
kind of Taoist he claims to be.^/./If he knows the spirits', and 
registers of the' Cheng-i sect, he is .made a grade four or a
grade/i-i^e/Taoist. ■ Finally, if :he; Imbws the i'^ -Iior.d 'lao [ : T * ai-
shang ] 3 Surveyor of Merits!'r^i&i&r ,b;he:<- is ■ given:-algrade
'six or dihation * /  ;•' The. term j? register"/ [: lu ]- is used:' frequent­
ly -in. the text* Its meaning* wi 11-11)eGometciear■ asithl/wbrk uni-' 
folds itself; if of the-present, lt,raniher defined as/allisi;/' of' 
spirits,, inoluding their names,, -a .descriptioii- of'''their pclp the s, 
.their retainers, and their place in.- the liacrocosm as' well as the 
microcosm of the'Taoist * s body.' It is -hasicallyyaiicnowledge lof 
the spirits and how to use.them,which places•a Taoist in one of 
the nine grades within his order. To know the registers, he must 
he in possession of .a .certain number of books, and”:have .their 
content explained-.by-a inaster, Thedistinctions^ iny.the nine 
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.The Yellow .Court. Canon
The- Shan# Ch! ing canon and its- registers
Ibe Cheng-i Canon . and its registers
The Three-five: Surveyor of Merit registers
14, registers 
'only, includ­
ing Hsu-chi a 
' Chen- fj en.
. The ordination manual of the Heavenly Master, head, of ' 
the Cheng-i sect, does hot mention the registers-which- a Taoist
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15must know who is less than grade six. J The manual does indicate, 
however, that.a Taoist who is grade five or above may include in 
his official title the words "Immortal Minister" [ Hsien ChTIng ] 
whereas' the sixth grade Taoist and lower may only use1, the term 
"Immortal Official".. [ Hsien. Kuan ]. The grade of a Taoist can 
therefore be easily determined by asking his lengthy title, which 
was given.at his ordination. The title includes the highest kind 
of registers he has received, and in the case of the Taoists of 
Taiwan the termImmortal Official", thus indicating that very 
few of the present day, Taoists are above grade six.^
The authenticity of the do.cuments,. in ...Ohuang.1 s possession 
seems beyond question. The books from Lung-hu Shan in-Kiangsl 
province are stamped withrbhe seal of the monastic -Library, and 
with the.-..personal seal of the 61st Heavenly Master. The rice paper 
on, which the characters are perfectly'-written bears on the outer 
edge Cheng-i Szu T fan, "Heir of the Cheng-i altar". The 63rd 
generation1 Heavenly Master, who fled lung-hu Shan in 1931 when ' 
the monastery was burned by the- communist armies, came many , 
times to Chuangfs residence in Hsinchu to see the,rare manuscripts. 
Chuang adamantly refused to relinquish the documents, though they
• . 15
were the last extant"copies, According to the tradition of the 
Cheng-i •' sect, he preserves them for the son who will succeed 
him.1!- • .
The ordination manual - shows‘that the Heavenly Master may 
grant titles and grades of ordination in any of the five classes 
of Taoist orders.:It also shows that the Lung-hu Shan monastery 
which -acted as headquarters for the sect, practised the same kind
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of meditations;, that was supposed to-’have distinguished the 
monastic, sects of north-China, Another of the rare documents. 
given'to Chuang1s gradfather by the 6lst Heavenly Master was 
,a woodblock print commentary on the Yellow. Court Canon, it was 
through meditation and study of- the- Yellow Court Canon that 
the. grandfather-ChTen.was able ,to ascend to the highest grade 
of Yu Hu ordination. This document will be .substantially, 
cited in chapter four, It’s use at Lung-hu,Shan shows that the 
Cheng-i sect -.practised the meditations of the Ytl-.ching monastic . 
orders, and granted ordinations in the’monastic sect's 'as'well.
, Though;the literature'is scanty on the subject, it is'
also clear that the great monasteries practised orthodox liturgy
*-; ’ f t  1 1  ■ . 1  • ‘ ‘ ■ • 1  ■ • i 1 7
much, as the popular Taoista," of-Taiwan. The Chiao festival on
. Taiwan uses.rituals that can. be found in the Tao Tseng, a fact
:"that will be,, discussed in chapter-six. These rituals were used
in thet.great Taoist monasteries, sometimes with the emperor,in
'attendance, as well as in the: festivals of the folk, religion.■
^ ie -lao. Chiao Yuan Liu defines three kinds, of rituals,, to be used
in the Chiao .. Theofirst is named "Yellow Register" , . [Huang; Lu]
■ 18' - ’ ■ and is used for.funeral ritual. The second is called "Jade
Register" and .is a lengthy Chiaoperformed for the;, nation, or
for the emperorand lasting 49 or 99 days, finally the third
kind - isfcalled "G-old Register" and:* refers to the sets of rituals
used by the Taoists of Taiwan for .the Chiao festival. The Shen-
hsiao or Red-head Taoists do not' perform the Yellow Register, ■
that is, funeral ritual.'Thus’the term "Red" appliedioto their
’'ranks by the peopic of north'Taiwan refers to.this fact. Red is
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the.-color' traditionally used at happy events. It is; used at wed­
dings, at rituals asking for children, and at exorcisms’for ex­
pelling harmful demons. Red symbolizes Yang at Zenith* and is
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thus'efficacious for expelling^the evil'forces of Yin. .It is
.therefore a color which accurately symbolizes the. ritual Limita­
tions' ;of the Shen-hsiao, cldssj of Taoists. It is in this sense
that the , people of north ..Taiwan-classify such Taoists as ""Red-
head";’/ ’since, they are, limited;in their ritual performances to 
ceremonies vfpr-the benefit'-of’sthe living.
■ The Black-head Taoists can perform all the ceremonies 
which' the .Red-heads perform, ahd'besides are called upon to 
'bury the dead.’ Thus they make use of the G-old Register rituals 
in performing the Chiao ceremony for village festivals, and 
performtexprcisms, cure sickness, and so forth, as do their 
lesser brothers the Red-head Taoists of north Taiwan. They also 
make use of Yellow Register, ritual for burying the dead. ,for 
this, reason; the., people call them Black-head Taoists, the termi­
nology being one of function, rather than one of dress. Profes­
sionally, the Black-head Taoists'know - many* more registers, or 
lists of the spirits’ names, dress, and summons,'and know how 
to usestore ; ritual"manuals than'do their lesser brethren, the 
Red-head;Taoists of north Taiwan. .
.Some research scholars have mistakenly suggested the 
possibility that Red-head'referred to the red cloth wrapped 
around the head of the Lu-shan or Three -Sister’s sect Taoists 
during.liturgical performances. Black-head refers to the black
. . ’ ' - ■ ■ ' • ' 20 • 
skull cap worn during more,orthodox liturgical services. .
Almost all of the Taoists use the black , skull cap with, the
small: gold crown when performing their ritual#;! .and almost
all know how'to perfoim the.' f r en z i cd heterodox ritual of the
lu-shan or Three" Sis;befts sect. A simple .questioning;;Of _the .
TaoistS; o;f:-north /Taiwan will show -that Taoist si who’ Cali' them- ■ -f ■
’selyesv He ay e;nly--'Master-'sect [;, T;T"ieh-shih P ’aif], Llhg-pao.. sect, 1
Lord ;Lap.f sec t , -Three ''SISter Vs ;or Lh-shan sec tv-; and-even:'the ;-
ihierpreters of the - mediums: the-men -who interpre/fet hetmutter^;' \
nhgs:;.o,f:;;'the. mediums .when/-in trance } go. by the,name ofiRe'dlhead.
further "research will show that moat' 'of the Black-head Taoists
- possess; the frenzied exOr'c-is if rituals ^ nf 1theitu^shah/:sect, and
leven put them to use, because,;the' peopleof, the .folk religion-';.-.
ask for such -ritual. 'v-:' ■ "lu " 1 " ' A .-A n  . :
., Ohuang has vividifepollqctxo5iBfof the/ latgef collection 
of Iti-shan manuscripts which his father possessed. Upon the 
. deathibllhls -father. Chuang1 s mother, daughter of the famous 
Oh.' en. who had' been- to Lung-hu Shan, systematically, burned; all 
:'pf • ti&‘4thetterbdp'x manuscripts of the Lu-shan -sect., lest;,they'be 
put tpgupe by.-her.'son. '• Only a six page set of fu-talismans 
escaped:,her\search,.':a;' Sample;-of 'which will appear'In the appen­
dix, of Ithe present ;workii.}ic.;-;; .
• , * The' real •distinction, between the Shen-hsiad' or Red-head
-Taoist;.and the.. Yu-fuljor Black-head Taoist, tlieny ^ can. .Oflly be 
, known: to 'the',peisdh; whoipossesses theyOrdination■ manual-.of: the 
■'Heavenly Master at • Lung-hu ’ Shan * -..The Black-head Taoist knows - ’ 
some or all of the 1.24 registers;of a "Three-five .Auspicious, 
...Alliance Surveyor .of"Merit" •; the/ Re'd-head Taoist"knbwatqhly the
-A f ’A - , . ‘VA * / . * R V ; Apy . . 1 '■;■■  if- n •---~ ^ ■ .-,y - - .
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14:-.registers of the "Auspicious Alliance" class of Taoist. Inclu­
ded in this set of spirits1 names and summons is a register 
dedicated to Hsti-chia Ohen-jen and the spirits . of the Lii-shan----   r.r. Vl. .  ..... rfM-ir<i n.
sect. These two sets of registers will he compared in chapter 
five, where the meditations in which the.Taoist implants the 
spirits,: in the microcosm of his body will be discussed. The 
point to be learned from the Tao .Qhiao Yiian Liu,is that the 
difference between the Red-head^[ Shen-hsiao ] Taoist and the 
Black-head [ Yii-fu ] is one of spiritual knowledge. The Black­
head possesses lists of spirits, summons, and rituals which 
give him power over the world of■the living and the dead. The 
Red-head Taoist controls spirits with powers over the living 
only. It is possible but very difficult to progress up the 
grades of Taoist ordination within each classification. It is 
even harder to cross over from one class, as for instance a 
Red-head, into a higher' class, that of a Black-head.. This Is 
because the Black-head Taoists are very strict in revealing the 
secrets of their profession to none but one son a generation.
The Red-heads, on the other hand, take many disciples, and do 
not always follow the traditional rules of transmission. Finally, 
some Taoists.,. especially in southern Taiwan, practise both 
Lii-shan ritual with the red cloth tied around their head, and 
Black-head ritual -.for burying the. dead. The rules are not 
always kept in a strict fashion.
ii. Myth and Legend. . ; '
The history of Taoism as the Taoist of north Taiwan tells 
it is mixed with fact ;and. legend. There, are tin general- three
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kinds of ‘[sources'- whicfi. the. Taoist draws'upon to explain his 
origins,. The first Is,...the . semi-r,legendary semi-historical 
account's- of- the aqtual: men jandiwcmeu who. were the founders of 
religious. Tapism.: These-;-accounts, such as the encounter hetween 
Ohang Liang and Huang; Shih Kung during the Oh'in dynasty, im­
mediately preceding the .establishment of the- Han.,, can be..found 
Ain-, the Dynastic Histories of China. A second kind, of history 
or story Is concerned with the; popular spirits of the-folk .re­
ligion, such as the Luke of the Soil, [ Tfi-ti Kung ], the 
virgin goddess Matsu, or the-Emperor of the Dark Heavens [ Hsian- 
t *ien.Shang-ti ]. Such stories-must rightfully be classified .as 
folklore. As such, they are part of the public, domain> and. can 
be heard' in any village temple. The third kind of history is only 
found in the Tao Chiao Yuan Liu', .the private manual-, wiiich the 
Taoist keepsrfor his own use;. It is mainly concerned vfth the 
protogenesis of the macrocosm, and the hagiography or at least 
a brief description- .of. thf Heavenly Worthies, the worship of 
which -is the private1 domain of the Taoist. -■• •'
The distinction between the folk.religion and popular 
Taoism can be seen here very clearly. The gods of the folk reli- 
-gion, the legendary'history;of; which is public domain, are the 
objects of respect and;worshipvof both;,the believers.. In the folk 
religion, and the Taoist.. That is to say, the Taoist is also a 
devouf believer in the'Yoik-religion. To attain the ends of the 
folk religion, the blessing-, of man in the-' visible world, and 
the entrance .after death into 'the world of Yang and brightness 
instead of Yin and punishment, is the work of the Taoist. To
accomplish the.se ends,’-'the Taoist . is invested wi th a v/iiole new 
set of spirits, unknown to the common .man. Because; of, the' . 
secret powers he has received,' he can.- summon' and command'the 
spirits who are essential in the winning of blessing:for man­
kind.; x
It is precisely in this point that;,the- Taoist- is diff­
erent from the -common man who professes belief in ...the. folk : 
religion. The Taoist professes'the 'same1 faith a/s the common man 
in the demons, of the world'of Yin,-./and the/i^bright: spifltsn- • 
that fill the. world of nature around man. "Butvhe. also 'knows -a- 
third and higher set of1 spiritsthe heavenly worthies who / 
control the origins from which the, xml verse is generated, and' 
formed. By using the- secret rituals he has learned * the Taoist 
can in .effect:ccntfoi> the /moving!.principles of the universe, . - 
personified by the-.,gods which...have, been implanted into the 
microcosir *of ..his' body. ;' -; .
To the Taoist jv-thentie ;macrocosm- and the microcosm 
are the„same in structure. The” spirits that fill the universe 
also fill the body;- the workings of the microcosm find reson­
ance In, add vastly effect the workings of the macroCosttTt 
Is the genius of the ancient Chinese mind, reflected in the 
cosmology of the Taoist., to express the working' principles.; 
whereby the universe was formed in terms of personified spirits 
The five primordial elements, the five directions,. the four 
seasons, the three principles of the universe-which form heaven 
earth, and man, the two primordials, Yin and Yang, and finally 
the transcendental Tao are. personified spirits which, fill the
microcosm, the body of the .faoist.' It is about these spirits 
that the Tao Chiao Yuan Liu -mainly speakso - - ■ V "
The myths of'origin found-,in the',. Tao Chiao Yuan Liu are, 
abbreviated and concise. They are used by the Taoists- as a 
reminder, rather, than as a text. When the myths were explained
-to the-'author by Chuang, he first took incense and. lit it before
, - ■ • ’ ' 23 1 - . ' ■; -
the gods of the family, altar. He -then took up pen and paper,
■and wrote out the short account from memory,'as it appeared in 
the secret manual, finally-,; while pacing up and down in front 
of the family altar, lie expanded' the'text into a much-longer 
narration and/commentary. , Usually;'f pur or five ''pages of motes' fy 
were required to record Chuaug's commentary on the short form­
ulae appearing in the manual. . " n  -/g- y ;'Y/’ :'hy,;.-y
The Tao Chiao; Yuan Liu . ■(....The- Origin- of ■ faoismt;)' ’does' not 
speak ,of creation-, but of generation. Before heaven and, earth 
were divided there was * simply a primordial - undi'ff erentiatadh -a ■ . 
mass called Hun-t Tun. The mass seathed and churned ..until in the 
very center was formed a drop of primordial breath;...The. mass, 
before congealing was the nameless primordial ultimate, the 
invisible •transeendant'principleWu-chi [ ]. The drop
which congealed in the center;was the, visible., immanent "Great 
Ultimate" , ‘ the T 1 ai-chi ■ f ^^■
■ .The- great .ultimate,moved, and’ gave‘ birth to fang. Having 
fulfilled its;; movement/,;/ it•; then'-f ested, and .gave/■ birth' to', Yin 
Yin- and Yang then join:ediin'‘-a:/productiye and harmonious union, 
which gave birth to the -five 'elements-, 'in the following, faahion'r.
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from the Great Yang comes water;
Great Yang is prior to breath; 
from the Great Beginning is born fire;
The Great Beginning possesses breath .but 
is prior to substance, 
from the 'Great Origin comes wood;
The Great Origin has form, but 
does not yet have material substance, 
from the Great Substance is born metal;
The Great Substance possesses material substance 
but does not yet have phenomenal aspect, 
from the Great Ultimate is born earth;
Visible form and material' substance are complete 
in the Great Ultimate [ the' T ?ai-chi ], ^
The above process., is a foreshadowing'' of the productive 
activity of Yin and, Yang that causes/Jhe five’elements to 
give-birth to each other, The production"Of’the five elements 
is forecast in the five-fold stagea/frbm’the Transeendant 
Ultimate Wu-chi to the visible immanent ultimate T *ai-chi.
The process which precedes all transformational change in the 
visible world is itself a series of five changes, which 
takes place in the Prior Heavens. It is significant that 
the number is five, the basic number of the Ho-t hi, the life- 
giving chart that will be described in the third chapter.
The five primordials can be found at every level of the 
macrocosm and the microcosm. It -is to be found firstly in the
Prior. Heavens', the abode/.pf "the primordial breathsdescribed 
above,.’It is also.to be, found,in the earthly dimension, in the 
five sacred peaks of China, finally - it is to be found in the 
microcosm, within man,- in the-five central organs of .the body.
Just aSi the ;flve virtues’, pf .benevolence, -righteousness, and so
forth'; are basic , to the Rop/trines of Confucianism, so thee-'five
j ; "£*;:■• . = ,. .> -rf . 03
elements---are central to Taoism-.-
. jThfe'’ Tap Chiao .Yhan hiu/describes the • above notions in the
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■ following .fashion:; ' .
f!'h.c Wu-chi gives birth to the T ?ai-chi 
, yX The 1 T ai-clii ) moves and gives birth to Yang...
Rests, and gives birth to. Yin...
Yang shifts, -Yin unites, h ' .
■ r.' ' ibv; . Then'fLs b o m  water, fire.,' wood.,: metal's,• and earth.
: The five Breaths make things flourish in their
. proper order; - - ’
;■ • 'The four seasons progress according to them,
' /Thus the- seasons, and all of.the visible-world are'gov­
erned ; by the.-breaths of the five elements. The five elements are 
spatial as well as temporal concepts. Thus the element wood gov- 
■yerns the spring, the East, and the liver within man. The element 
fire governs the summer, the direction South,:and the heart of 
man. The element metal governs the'West, the'season .autumn, and 
the lungs of man. The element water governs the North, the season 
winter, and the'kidneys within man * finally the element earth
governs the center, and the spleen, within- man. "'
The^'whole .of .anan1 s ,body-;- thus corresponds to - the primordial 
workings of the Great’Principle , 1 T at-chi <, ■ Yin- and Yang, and ■ '
the; five • elements, -When Yin and,.Yang: divided,!--Yang/being'light- '■
went-■upwards ■'and. formed th.e "..heaven s. Yin/being hehvy descended .
. y y-- ■ , ■ 30 ' ■v ■ *■' . ’ ' -un.: " ■'
and formed the earth. Man’s- body also1 corresponds to this -
distinction; the head is the heavens, and the- eyes,, are :suh and yv
moon.; In each' of ' the- parts o.f 'the body., corresponding to .the-.• ;.
structure,;of the universe, is a spirit, : The five "organs mentioned
above have a ruling, spirit, - The .left and right hands'are official
spirit messengers. The left and right feet are dragon-'and tiger
32^ ■■ ' ' : ' ■ • ’lords. The upperpartsp of the body contain the Yang spirits of ;
the heavens, and the lower parts hold the, Yin'spirits*: of earth. -
v  - - h  “ 3 3
As the head is heaven, so the feet areearth.  ^ • ,
The text goes on to explain how the spirits must be .,
• summoned forth from the body during the orthodox--,Taoist rituals. 
The part of the ritual-in which the spirits are.-summoned forth ■
is called Ghti-kuan, sending forth or exteriorizing the officials.
■- 3 5  : • ' ' ' • ' ’■
The Tao' Chiao-YUan Liu- says, simply: P ■ ■
The heart spirit comes forth,-from the moiith • .
The kidney spirit comestfOrth from the ears■
The lung,spirit, comes -forth from the nose 
The liver, spirit'comes forth"'from the eyes 
v - The spleen,spirit :;comes‘forth from the navel
The commentary of the Taoist..-master, a form-Of'-oral ■ tradi­
tion not included in' the’text, i-s essential for a-'complete' under­
standing of the passa'gev It is- not enough" to know the names of
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the spirits, or the. external organs from which'* they are summon­
ed forth. One must/also -know the mudras, Propositions-of- the 
hands, the': talismans that' act as .heavenly command, and- contract, 
the position- in which the feet* and- the body-are held, and the 
incantations which--are secretly recited,' in .order tb make the 
calling forth.of the spirits successful. Each of these trade
secrets requires'a separate manual" from the Y aoist'1 s collection
■ 36 -• -in order to understand. The’ Tao Chiao Yuan L.iu. therefore acts
as a unifying'teaching guide to a series of esoteric'.. manuals,.
which would be- otherwise unintelligible without a master. . ■
' , To explain the "genesis-;of. the heavens and the earth,
Chuang' took from one of the great trunks•in:his roomy,filled 
with sacred vestments, a set of beads. There were: four large 
green beads, made of carved' jade, equally .separating 108 smaller 
beads ,(. fb'' in'each ■ section .)' strung On a lengthy ’necklace.
The -top beady made'of'green jade , represented-the Wubchf"the 
Transeendant Ultimate. The very bottom,large, green bead repre­
sented- the T T ai-.chiy the visible, /iimnahehtyG-reat /lltttmate. The 
two large gade 'beads von the . left anh,,:t.he;,.right represented ;.
Yang' and Yin,’ respectively/The /IDS heady; /divided'. Into'. four 
equal segments of twenty- seven-..eachr.eprosented,,ihe; 3,6.. divisions 
of the heavens and , the ,/Y2 divisions, of .the;'earth. The/Taoist'v; 
wears the lengthy: necklace during" solemn ritual ceremony, a ■' 
reminder of ,the genesis. Of.the cosmos as written above in;the 
Tao Chiao' Yuan Liu. Chuang then began to' explain the 36, stages , h 
of the heavens, .in the following manner. ' , - .
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. ■" • . The heacLof the bright spirits ,v;patrons of the .folk reli­
gion, 'Is - the-/Heavenly Emperor, YtL-huang' l.a~t 1.. ■ (The- Great Trade 
Emperor ) •: He rules from the heavens as ' his counterpart, on 
earth, /the .visible emperor, rules the./world .of men. But hi ghe rival 
than -/‘the, J add/, ’pmperbr,. and exempt from Phis -rule- are. the. Heavenly 
Worthies,/andtthe -highest^ , of all, the Hgayenly; Worthies are the: ■- 
\Threes -.Pure ’-'Qiies -,Vwho rule In the' three'^highest "heavens. The- Three 
‘ Bure- Ones - [ Sail.- ChPIng ] are described-'. In' the Tap Chiao Vttan Liu' 
in,.brief./and. concise terms: ' - ./ ''•
* /• Hstian ( dark,'■mysterious) is heayeny the color blue;'
Yuan ( origin. ) vis earth; the color,.yellow';
Shih ( beginning) is mar|‘:/the color/.'white;' ,
The,-San Ch1 ing, ( ' three / pure:' ones.)i/etre lords 
■of primordial breath, . ;•
The One gives birth to the Two;; ■ ' : •
■ The Two give birth to the-.: Three - .; •
" ' The Three prdduce. the\10G6Q6l.|:hihgsy^/v(LaO“tzu, 42)
-' «JC., ■ * . t ij . . ■>■■. - Y . ' ■* 3
.. ;..Ihe three primordial breaths 3Ap^ch/pro4ub eh the, heavens,.
‘ the earth, and .man are; therefore given -three colors, and are; .. 
lelated by the ‘ Taoist : manual to W-phshagelbf^ thh'PTao^te ' Chlng. '
In an earlier passage the; Tao.. Chiao Yuan' Liu assigns/ names and 
palaces to each oil the Pure; Ones :4 '^r YYYvi . :1';. :
-Pure Subtlety Palace . Jade Purity .Saint’s realm Primordial 
* • • • Heavenly Worthy'.[ Yuan-shih ,T !len-tsun ]#hly;y
Yds Abundance Palace ' Highest Purity'Realized realm. Ling-pao.
. Heavenly Worthy [/Ling-pao T tien-tsun ]. v /
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G-reat Red Palace -G-reat Pure Immortal’s realm Pao-te 
Heavenly Worthy [ Pao-te P ’ien-tsun■].
, Phe; realm of the first Heavenly Worthy, Ytian-shih' P 1 ien- 
tsuh, is the abode of the saintly ones [ Sheng-jen, ]; the 
court of the second Heavenly Worthy, Ling-pao P ’I'en-tsun, is the 
abode of the Realized men [ Chen-Jen ]; and finally the court 
of the third Heavenly Worthy Pao-te P ’ien-tsun, is the home of 
the immortals [ Hsien-jen ]e A subsequent passage gives names 
■> to " the. Phree Pure Ones: Yuan-shih P ’ien-tsun' is named Chang Pzu-
hsiu; Ling-pao P ’ien-tsun is named Liang Wei-tzu; and finally
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the^  third Heavenly Worthy Is none other than Lao-tzu himself*
In the accompanying commentary of Mr* Chuang, the first Heavenly 
Worthy is- the patron of the meditative tradition within the 
Paoist 'orders, such as the Yu-ching class of Paoists who medi­
tate on the Yellow Court Canon; the second Heavenly Worthy is 
the patron of the ritual tradition; and the Pao-te Heavenly 
Worthy .is the patron of the- exorcistic curing’tradition in the 
Paoist orfersb' ’ : J v , _ : '
Hot only do. the Phree.Pure Ones rule from their palaces 
in the three highest1 heavens, they also have their spheres of 
influence within the ^ microcosm of the body of man. Phe Jade 
Pure One, [ Yuan-shih P ’ien-tsun ] rules the upper cinnabar 
field within the brain of man; the Highest Pure One [- Ling-pao 
P ’ien-tsun ] rules -the central cinnabar field,, the heart of man; 
G-reat Pure One [ Pao-te P ’ien-tsun ] rules the lower cinnabar 
field in the belly of man. Phe first of the Pure Ones is the lord
-'i\ i " ; •'■ 4-5.
of man ‘ s spirit; the second of the PureOnes ic lord of primor­
dial breath.; the - third Pure One-is lord of primordial semen.
The Shove information can he summarized in the following -chart:
•if r 1
Tao -name • color cosmos. rule source secret word
■One Yuan-shih ,. Blue Heaven• Head Spirit -
Two' Ling-pao Yellow Earth." Heart Breath
Three • Tao-te; ;v' 5 ' White .Man / - Belly Semen ■ rSf7-- . 
i>=/i ’
"The lao Qhiao Yuan Lin gives- only one of- the secret 
characters whip'hrH;iie---4^ ao'isi; hknpw in. order to summon-;/the 
Three Pure Ones. Among the rare hooks which Chuang!s.grandfather 
brought hack 'from Lung-hu Shan in 1851 -is a.manuscript document
■ entitled- Hah Tsu l Tien-shih Okuan Ohu T f ien-ti ilUi,(The Trans­
mission from the Han Heavenly Master of the.Itahoo-names of - each 
of the Heavenly,/Emperors).  ^ The manual contains a set of 
four or five names for each of the Heavenly Worthies$ and all
of -the heavenly spirits sLimmoned during ritual performances*. The 
-three characters printed in the chart aboveythe "taboo” names 
of the Three Pure Oness • are.but a fraction, of . the total number of 
secret names which are necessary to summon forth the spirits? 
and perform orthodox. Taoist liturgy. The characters in the Tao • 
Chiao Ylian Liu are hut ■ a minimal requisite' for ritual use'. Many
■ of the lower ranking Taoists of. Taiwan know only the few taboo 
characters listed in the Tao -01100 Yuan Liu't and Chuang consi-
-ders their attempts at liturgical, performance with great, disdain.
■ The deities of the heavens, the five peaks, the ten 
directions, the spirits of earth and'of the underworld are. 
all listed in sequential order,.in the* Tao Chiao Yuan-Liu.
The manner of implanting the spirits in the body will be ■' •
treated of^in .chapter four. The rituals for summoning .the 
spirits wi11, be described in chapter five.■ The present chapter.. 
.will turn to some of the legends regarding the spirits, espec­
ially,the .legends of Lao-tzu, .which '-takeup sa:' grfat^r^part-' of 
the latter section of the manual. It•,will. finally' mention- the 
hagiography of the founder of religious, Taoism., Chang. TaOrling. 
The legends; .of the Tao Chiao Ytian Liu present/an interesting , v 
’variation on some well known themes in the body of. Chinese'folk­
lore,. ' • '
,The first of . the legends nccuring in the manual . concerns■ 
the-origin of the Three Rulers, - San Kuan Ta.: li.^ The Three;, 
-Rulers are: • • . . ' " ;
'■'• l.The Heavenly Ruler, giver of blessing,- 'Purple
■ ' ’Subtlety Primordial' Yang Great ..Emperor.
' vm ■ 2. The Earthly Ruler, middle principle, forgiver
■ ; of Sins, 'effulgent spirit Pure Void Great■Emperor. ..
■/ . ...-y. :3.: The Water-Ruler , lower principley dissolver of
■ ■ > ' ■-■ ■; -/ ■ ; ,  , - . 45.
evils, gold spirit,, Abyss ■ ofgYin Great Emperor.
Y  . ' On -the first day of the;:Chiao festival the Taoist. priests 
read several sets of canonical texts in honor of these three 
deities, to forgive sins-and win merit, -Their festivals are •'
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celebrated in the1calendar of the folk religion; the Heavenly 
Emperort's feast is- the 15th of the first Month. The Earthly 
Emperor’s feast is the 15th of' the 7th Month. The Water Emperor's 
feast is the 15th of the 10th Month. So powerful and all pervad­
ing is' the influence of the folk religion that Buddhist temples ' 
celebrate these festivals and use the Taoist canons to read 
before the statues of the Buddha in their own monasteries.
The Tao Chiao Yuan Liu tells the following story of
the origin of the Three Rulers, Long ago in. the presence of
47the Heavenly '"Worthies, Lord Lao ( Lao-tzu ) summoned all the 
saints'and sages of the three realms, heaven, earth, and-water, 
in the center of the Seven Jewel forest. There he explained 
the Taoist canons and rituals. 'When he had finished, all of 
the spirits returned home except one, the Dragon King of the 
Eastern Ocean, the ruler of all the watery regions. He expressed 
his desire.1 to.i speak-with'the-; heavenly Emperor, and was granted 
audience., in his. old .age, the Dragon-King had but three daught­
ers, and had not yet found worthy-’husbands for them, "Let-us go 
to . see them,if I’Shahg-ti .‘Ire'a- grand procession, the heavenly
court paraded to the palace of -the Dragon King, and their 
at a sumptuous banquet-- the daughters were Introduced to the 
Heavenly Emperor. •; *"
As a' result - of the meeting at the banquet, the three
48daughters "naturally" conceived, and each gave birth to a son.
The Dragon King then memorialized, the Heavenly Emperor; In his 
munificence .the Jade Emperor decreed that his new - sons would be
enfeoffed with the positionsof rulers of-^heaven, earth, and
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“ the' watery , regions,,, in answer to the Dragon' King1 s memorial . -
Perhaps the most striking quality of the 'myth is Its 
simplicity. The details of the story are in'no. way secretver­
sions of it can he heard in the local temples, as recounted by 
the story-teller. A' number of scholars from the western world
. ■ ■ - ■ . ■ y an' ■ ■ ’■
have included it "In collections’of folk tales.- The .Tao Chiao 
Yuan Liu'.adds an' important- detail ^ In that it makes Lord Lao 
into an ancestor of the-Heavenly Emperor, thus;'confirming'that, 
the Three Pure"Ones and, the'pantheon of Taoist gods are In a 
spatial and temporal sense/superior to the- Jade Emperor .Above, = 
It also , demonstrates how the rule of the gods ■ Is a mode 1' for 
the earthly ihrle Yf/the Smper on/the-three sonsof ■•■the Heavenly 
•Emperor are enf defied with three kingdoms, recalling', the. golden 
age of; China T sYfeudal?^ p)asty..Theii]ayth then is a-type Yf ;.those 1 . , 
stories which demonstrate; ^ he /necessary connection .of' the Taoist 
with-the folk religion, ' , 1
The manual next tells the history of the founding of 
religious. Taoism. The.eigth generation predecessor of the found­
er of religious Taoism'was Chang. Liang, a hero who helped in 
the.; overthrow of the Ch » in dynasty < and■ the establishment of the
.Han, The .Tao Chiao Ytlan'Liu says .simply that Chang Liang was the
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disciple of the Duke : of the Yellow Stone [ Huang- ,Shih Kung J. .
The one line reminder In the Taoist manual is a reference to .
' , ' . ‘52 -
a biography in the- history of.the former Han dynasty, Chuang 
recounts .the tale almost verbatim from the Han dynasty history.
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; ‘ Chang Liang was an official of the minor ;Hah: kingdom,. . -
which wad - annexed by the legalistic state - of Cli’in in 2^6/33,0. Y  Y  
Chang, then a yo.ting man, swore/ vengeance on,-- the , dictatorial 
Chiin regime. Ye>wandered5 about■ih exile, until .one day he 
met an . old,';.maYibitblng ,by a./bridgev/The - old man dropped, one of -, 
his sandals and asked Chang to retrieve . it * The young Chang did 
"so with great f deference/ which so. pleased the. elderly :-sage, that ; • 
he’1 promised to deliver a: secret book to Chang' five ,days hence, "
Chang returned, to/the' bridge/.pn ,the morning, of the fifth - •' 
day / ’only to'find;that.thefold man/had beoh waiting for.some.time. 
He angrily refused to‘-yield the.-bo ok,/and'insisted, that'the:;'young*, 
Chang .return again/five days hence, and no t keep; the older man’ 
waiting* 1 Chang waited/the five ='daysand returned to the- bridge 
before sdnrise, ..Again, he, was. too late,, and again :*the-'did,man / 
refused to. yield..the ‘.book, A third-rendezvous was-net another 
• five days-.hence, Y'YY,,. , " Y ' - f‘Y
. Determined not to keep the old man waiting a third time, - 
Chang Liang went to the bridge during the night; the old man 
came just-before dawn, and was elated to find,Chang Liang wait- ■ 
ing-,-'He■ delivered over a book called T ’al-kung Ping-fa, the ■ 
Military Methods of,■[ .Chiang :] T-fai-kung.??W-I.th this manual,
.Chang would bed dme . the.-Ins true tor'of/kings, 'and ‘ the-leader-of 
many; successful ■military ventures, 1 The’. old man revealed'his name., 
as Huang-shihl K.ung, - the Duke of /the Yellow Stone,,- Chang -later"iY - . 
became-’ohe" .of. the. 'generals;' who ‘ helped-'‘In .the'-vf oundlhgYf the’. .
Han' dynastyY -V; h . ■- •' - . Y ' v ' Y-:
. It was Interesting that Chuang would spend more time on 
this story', which comprised■ only a few short lines of" the Tao 
Chiao Yuan Liu, than on the following" story'’ of Chang, TaoYLihg,' 
the founder of religious Taoism and patron spirit af/Lung^hu 
Shan,' the headquarters for Cheng-i Taoism, *. Chang /Liang was-the 
8th generation predecessor of Chang Tao-ling. - But the-Important 
part.of the story to Chuang was the hook of /military methods; 
this was a type ;of, military'Taoism which relied on spirits-and 
on magic, Chuang'said, 'and was typical of the military.Orders 
of Taolsts such as. at Wu-tang Shan in Hupei,' and in earlier times 
at Hua Shan ip Shensi. .Chuang made much of the fact that the 
hook given to Chang Liang hy Huang-shih Rung was the same/used 
by Ohu-lto Liang in the, wars of the Three Kingdoms, and, that the 
same , book was ' still .'a. -part ~ of the military tao 1 sts ’■ ritual. .•
■ Chuang then took from his manuscript collection a document 
in-exquisite handwriting,-'which''had''-been copied out by his .
maternal grandfather In 1851, shortly before,going ip Lung~.hu 
Shan for.his ordination, and just after passing his examinations’ 
/•for,-the Chln-shfh, the highest grade of literati* .-The' book was 
■ a part qfhthe:; legacy which,.had •Leen,.In the, grandfather, Ch1 en * s 
family for', generations', and Had'been transmitted by ;& Taoist 
Instructor fmn Hua Sham The. ndme of • the, bo ok. was Chlf-men. Tun- 
Ghia,• ahmarvelou.s book for summoning- and cotimanding the six. Chia. 
'and'the six Ting- spirits^The “p f e f a c e ' - . d a t t h e  Sung ’Dynasty 
.but Chuang insisted that it was the same manual that had.'been 
used-‘first by Chang Liang to help found- the Han,- and then by / 
Ohu-ko Liang, in the period following the Han. : . -
Hie possession of a document from Hua Shan in,;.Shensi 
was-to Chuang proof,of.his family's long connection with'ortho­
dox- Taoism, The Chjl-meh-, Tuh-chia: was /.a - basic document for the 
militaristic- orders among the..,.Taoist sects;, and related Chuang' s 
family to Wu-tang-Shan and to Hua /Shafi.. Chuang ,:s-family was the. 
/only Taoist' lineage, on' Taiwan/that''Yould:'claim such; a .heritage'i ' /
; Chuang.' wasr equally proud of 'possessing-the Yellow.‘Court Canon ,
[ Huang- T 'ihg Ching , J/and the YbmmentafYy that' sfipwed ■ thev medit­
ative use which the monastic Taois.ts made ,of; the,., manual. In the. 
■same fashion as above, YhUahg told.’a legend of Origin for the 
Ye],low Court -canon's. -and brought forth the manuscript-',' '-showing 
the connection of his- familyvwith the/.Yu-ohfng or monastic-medi- 
.tative tradition. finally lie- brought forth the many ritual -, *
;.manuscriptswhich/lii.s;; maternal grandf a the r had/re del ve d;/f rom, the 
Ylst .Heavenly -Master at bung-huySfian/;: i^ AlllthpeeiTaoist''
traditions; were thus; to be found in, the,;Chuang family* ' ./ Ill
/ - , . In - each of the above cases ,! ChuangT-s explanation followed
/theisame pattern, /'first,/the myth-of, origin, was related'; .-fhen ■" V ‘ 
Chuang--"would produce- the/manuscriptv'whichlcontained the-'secret/ ;/:’ 
revealed in/the myth, finally,/he/would.relate the'manhscript 
/to his own family tradition',;-and.-explain its ritual use/vlhus. 
in the case.of the military ritual'described above, Ghuang made 
Lise of the Wu-tang Shan style, liturgy on. the first day of the 
■Chiao festival, .during, the/ceremony if op. purifying the. sacred'
■area before ritual. -Myth' Q-f b.rigin ■and,.ritual;were- so closely 
related- as to be..almost inseparable.
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The Tao Ohlao Yuan- Liu thus has three distinct types of 
myths or legends-. - The first relates the genesis of the visible 
world, and is' closely connected with the liturgy. Each of the 
accounts of the transformational change from the Great Ultimate 
to the two principles, and the three origins, are to be found 
represented in the liturgy, as described in chapter six. The 
second kind of story is semi-historical and semi-legendary.
It can be found in standard history books, but is used by the 
Taoist to give credence to the origin of a docLiment. The third 
kind of story is part of theYorpu.s of Chinese folklore, and is 
known by all. ^his last- sort of story affirms the close ties 
of the Taoist priest with the folk religion.
The Tao Chiao Ytian Liu spends many pages in the second
kind of description, relating the pious accounts of the life 
of Lao-tzu, and of Chang Tao-ling, the founder of religious 
Taoism. It is perhaps significant that Chuang did not speak 
of these topics, but went directly to the theoretical explanat­
ions which occur in the following chapters.'This -was quite the 
contrary of the Red-head Tapisk Oh* ien, • who also -op'cnod his 
huge collection of Lu-shan manuscripts for the author to photo­
copy. To Chuang, the meditative' tradition of the Yhang-ch * ing 
sect and the liturgy of the»Cheng-i-orthodox sect-were the most 
important. To Ch’ien, the heterodox Red-head taoist,- the curing 
of the sick and the exorcism of evil demons took precedence. 
Ch’ien too knew the ritual of orthodox Taoism, but he and his
entourage performed quite differently from Chuang and his Black­
head confreres. This was born;out by the Red-head*s use of" the
Tao Chiao Yuan Liu ,,to. speak of Lao.-tzu; -Lord Lao p'; the third; of 
the, Three'.''Pure Ones,, wad charged with'curing./the;-sick and expel1* 
ling evil demons. Thus the two Taoists, the-/-Red-head''Ch’ien .and 
the BlackYiead Chuahg,.used the. manual, . each fn/his'ewn tradition 
to explain'the origins of.the various facets of religious Taoism
'TheTao Chiao Yuan Liu is thereforela manual which acts 
as a basic source' for the understanding of religious'Taoism! Y  ; • 
But it is only a basic work,' and requires many other supplemen­
tal sources,- both oral tradition and written documents, to be 
fully understood. Chuang followed .his discussions of the Origin 
of Taoism with, three ether.texts, on. three levels;.nf;iind:erstand­
ing respectively. Religious Taoism is.fundamentally a-method, 
based oh'the belief- of- the cosmology of the,,T ’ airchi (-/Great 1 ; 
Ultimate,;,.Yin and Yangp,Three Principles1, and:iso/fdrYh;)lfor', 
restoring the state of primordial life, blessing and Yang. On 
the highest level, thplprihchplps^o'f,Taoism; can/be/expressed as 
a primitive science, and a cosmology. To.''expla±'b'--*t‘3xip' phase/, Y' 
Chuang’made use of t33p:!prefaces;/,to the/ -ilching^/the Book of Y' ’ 
Change's, and especially, the . two ; charts ■ Ho-t ’u and Lb~s.hu, which 
will be explained /in ..the- iaext chapter.'^' ;! Y  ' ’ Y Y - .- ;; Y / ; . /
On the ^ next.lleveY religious. Taoism, is a.:m'e"dita-tiye. tradi­
tion. The principles of the Hor-t;!hV'ahd;the ho-shu _ d-fenanthro­
pomorphized into -a' series of spirits, to be implanted'fh. the 
microcosm by a' series" of meditations.. Chapter four will/treat 
of Chuang1 s explanation * YflthiS; second.: phase,' towards.,an - under­
standing .of1 the complexities -of religious. Taoism. ''' Y
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On the third, and lowest level, religious Taoism uses a 
set of rituals whereby the spirits implanted in the body are 
summoned forth to help man .through the difficult stages of life. 
The basis for this third stage, the Tu Jen Ching, the canon for 
helping-men through/the uncertainties--of life, is explained in 
chapter five. The Taoist considers himself to be a man dedicated 
to helping his fellow man, precisely by restoring the power and 
blessing of Yang and life.
In the final chapter, the:ritual, of orthodox Taoism as 
practised by Chuang-ch-’ en will be-described* In the liturgy, 
all three of the above stages are verified. On the lowest level, 
the Taoist summons forth a number of heavenly spirits, each of 
whom carries the petitions of the men and women of the community 
to heaven, before the throne of the Jade Emperor.. In the-second 
and higher stage, the spirits of the-highest heavens are called 
into the Taoist* s body, and then implanted In -.the community-, 
causing the blessings of the five primordial elements, and the 
life-bearing power of -^ang, which they represent-. On the highest5 
philosophical plane, the process described by’the■Tao Chiao Yuan 
Liu, the proto-genesis of the cosmos, is being re-enacted. The 
process in which nature changes from life to death, summer to 
winter, ( that is, -the Lo-shu ) is arrested. In Its stead, the 
process of generation which took place In the prior heavens, 
before change, ( that is, the Ho-t*u ) is made to be present 
among the community of men. It is this process' which will be 
described in the next chapter.
i, ' '" . ; in' ' ' \i - *' ' .  .
*. 1 . HO»T’U AILD LO-SHU:
y - THE PRINCIBIES'' OF TAOIST LITURGY.’
..Before giving, any. further instructions in religious 
Taoism,IChuang.insisted that the author read a number of 
commentaries on the I-ching, the Booh of .Changes. The comm­
entary' Which Chuang himself- preferred,-, and which he picked 
out from'the shelves of a Taipei book shop for the author to 
purchase wasj the lACao' HslpiEaf Chen /Chuan,- a commentary' 
on the" I-ch-ingrwritten by. a. Ch1 ing dynasty Taoist named 
Liu I-in ing. ?*' / * 1 ~1' p.y /I -V.‘A . '
To Chuang-, ’Taoism-thayUmanyf levels of, knowledge., and • 
the simple .Red-head Taoists-, ’ who; merely summoned spirits 
hardly had the right to call themselves Taoist. Liturgy, in 
the estimation of Chuang, was a profession, 'Which could be 
put;to use to support one’s family. A. Taoist who performed the 
rituals for pecuniary considerations alone was heterodox.
The more orthodox the Taoist, the'closer did he approach his 
monastic brethren on the mainland of China,.'who spent their 
lives in meditation. - Meditation was both a necessary pre- 
■condition for performing the liturgy?, ..and; an essential part 
,of. the Taoist* s life. . But. inorder ;to:'pei?f o.rm T,ao;ist-medi^ 
tatioh',;' one ..must',first understand .fherprinciples of>■ the ' 1-ching, 
the theoretical basis for'both liturgy and .medotation. : .1 1 '
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The prefaces of- the Inching pointed out hy Chuang as
2
applicable all spoke of the Ho-t *u and the Lo-shu. The Ho-*
t'u ■ was an esoteric term for the Pa-lma ( Eight Trigrams )
as drawn by -the mythical emperor Eu Hsi, and the Lo-shu was
ahother name for the Eight Trigrams as drawn by King Wen,
■3
ancestor of the founder of■the Chou dynasty. The commen­
tary of Chuang, following the I -Tao Hsin Ea^  was highly .com­
plicated.
1. The Ho-t'u.
'The Ho-t'u is the chart of the Prior Heavens [ Hsien-
t ’ien ]. It is the Tao of the Wu-wei, the transeendant invi-
sible act, Wu-chi, ( Transeendant Ultimate ). It is also a
depiction of the cosmos in its life-bearing order, the order
6of the five elements when they give birth to-each other.
This is called the Shun ( Prosperous ) series of the elements; 
it represents the progress of Yang from, its birth in the north 
( the Winter Solstice ) advancing through spring in the east, 
to the heat of smmaer in the south when Yang is at maturity.
The Ho-t *u is thus a chart of Tzu-jan ( nature ) when life is 
flourishing.
The legend of the Ho-t *u says that it originated in the
time of the mythical emperor Eu Hsi, who saw a dragon-like horse
7
emerge from the Meng river. :0n its back was a marvelous chart, 
consisting of a series of:7.do,ts. 2 and ,7 were by,the head, 1 
and 6 behind;- 3 and 8 were; on the lefty ; and' 4- and 9. on the 
right. 5 and 10 were in the center.; . It.resem^ledv'the,following
illustration: 0
Fig. 1.—  The Ho-tTu as seen by 
Fu Hsi, emerging from the Meng River.
The dots represent the Prior Heavens, before the 
differentiation of Yin and Yang, or the process of transfor­
mational change. In the prior heavens, there is always life, 
that is, there is no process from life to death, as in the 
visible world. It is therefore a very desirable state to be 
in, freed from sickness, death, and the evils of Yin. An 
abstract of the chart resembles the following diagram, which 
has arranged the dots in a circle, the shape of the heavens.
The dots represent the primordial aspects of the five elements
q
in the order in which they give birth to each other:
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A h .,,abstract; of .the; Nowiy’.u
There are five sets ozfr .white'do-ts » hi , • 3 v-?VYan-Syf-9
there are-..also - five- s ,black’ dot'sv. 2 , 4- 9 .6., 'Byhand 1 0 .
Each set of dots represents .one of the,ten heavenly stems, in 
tyro series,;;; the even.fhhiaheirohseries;irepresents Yinjand the-..odd 
number represents Yang. The' figure is.symbolic of the seasons 
and theielements.ji-in: as/much’ as they give "Life and- blessing.^ / • v.ny
The relationship can- be: seen more -readily in the., following ‘ .
graphic--formr L-' :."h hyy ’' ../h ' Yfhh'yi
-' ■ . i. - . ' TABLE .1 h ‘ ; -
Ohart'..showing'the relation of the. Ho-t Tu • to the cosmos- - Ifphi
Yang series Element Yin series. 1 Direction ' - Season %  ’
' “Ghia— o ^  ’ 
Piftg-*-7 iS- 
Wu— ■ -h
Keng--9t 0 -' 
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Fu Hsi was inspired by the chart on the horses back, which 
he had seen emerging from the Meng river, to construct the eight 
trigrams of the prior heavens. The eight trigrams of Fu Hsi 
do not demonstrate the changes from Yang to Yin that govern 
the visible world, but rather the eternal transeendant state of 
the Invisible heavens, which produce continual life. The eight 
trigrams of Fu Hsi can thus be superimposed on the Ho-t’u:
Fig. 3—  The Eight Trigrams of Fu Hsi represent 
the Ho-t’u .
The Ho-t'u, or the chart which came out of the Meng river 
therefore represents the five elements, the four seasons, and 
inspired Fu Hsi to construct the Eight Trigrams of the Prior 
Heavens [ Hsien T ’ien Pa Kua ]. ihere is a two-fold meaning 
to the trigrams; they represent firstly the life-producing 
force of the prior heavens, and secondly the marriage between 
heaven and earth, Yang and Yin, which brings forth life and 
blessing.
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In the first sense , the'Ho-tfu represents the primordial 
elements in as much as they, give''birth to each other, Thus 
wood in the. east gives .birth to fire in the south, lire gives 
hirth to' the earth of center, from earth is- produced metal in 
the west, from metal in the west comes water in the- north, 
finally, water begins anew the cycle of life by begetting 
wood in .the east. '
Again referring to the Ho-t*u each of the .elements’ has 
two numbers assigned to it, and two sets of dots. The even sets 
are black, - and represent Tin, while the odd numbered dots are 
white and represent Yang, The meaning is symbolic, that is, 
the G-reat Ultimate first moyed and 'produced Yang ( 1 ), then 
rested and produced Yin ( 2 ). In the Ho-tTu , then, the num­
bers 1 , 3 9 d, 7 9 9 represent the Yang series of the five ele­
ments, whereas the-even numbers 2 , 4 , 6 ,; 8 , 10 represent the 
Yin series of the five elements.
10Counting is done by means of the ten heavenly stems.
At the, bottom, representing the north, .the one dot and the 
character'Jen signify yangified water; the six dots and the 
character Kuei symbolize yinified water. In the south, the top 
of the chart, the number seven and- the character Ping represent 
yangified fire; the two dots and the character Ting represent 
yinified .fire. On the east side ( the left side of the figure 
on page 58.) the three dots and the character Chia represent 
yangified wood.; the eight dots and the character Yi symbolize 
yinified wood. In the west ( the * right side of the figure )
the nine dots and the character Keng represent-.yangified metal
the four dots and-the character Hsin represent yinified metal*.
finally, in.,-the center,, the five white dots and the character
Wu represent yangified earth; the ten black dots and the char-
11anter Chi stand for yinified earth.
The overall shape of the chart is round, thus symbolizing 
the heavens* As such it represents the forces of. yang, life, 
and blessing* It describes the action of the cosmos from win- ' 
ter through spring and summer when Yang is in ascendancy and 
Yin.is in abeyance. The five elements are forces' which bring,
forth life,, and .produce each other-. . •
The total - number of dots im-the Ho-t Tu is; 55 * Of these, 
25 are white dots, the sum of 1 , 3 ,- 5 , 7 , and nine. 3Q are 
black dots, the sum of 2,' 4, 6 , 8 , and'10. Since the Ho-t * u , 
represents the. state of the prior heavens before change, a
; second'and a third chart can be constructed from it, showing-
the state :of the pur© heavens, and the state of the pure earth 
( that is, the state ■ of pure Yang ..and- piire Yin ) before they 
were joined in the fruitful union;which begot all things. ’
The Ho-t * u therefore has’ a; second meaning. Besides 
depicting the life-bearing order- of, the five elements, in. 
the prior heavens, it also represents the marriage of heaven 
and,-earth which .gave, birth to the myriad things. The-.symboli­
zation can only be seen by taking the Ho-tfu apart, and re-'
- 12 assembling it again, * as in the -. following charts.
0  0  9
o—o—o o—o—O O—0—oA A t
9
0 - 0 — 0  
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Fig, 4—  The chart of the 
pure heavens; the 25 
Yang dots of the Ho-t tu .
The above two figures .represent the Ho-t *u divided
into its two aspects, the chart of the heavens ( Fig. 4 )
with the 25 Yang dots spread evenly over the five directions,
and ( Fig. 5 ) the pure earth, with the 30 Yin dots divided
evenly over the five cardinal points. Five then becomes the
basic number of the heavens, and six the basic number of 
13
earth. The two charts are necessary to explain the fundam­
entals of religious Taoism; the relationship between the Ho-t ’u 
and the commentaries on the I-ching become clear when the 
Taoist1s disciple is instructed in the first lists of spirits’ 
names, the registers of an orthodox Taoist. The very first set 
of spirits which a Taoist learns to summon are the 25 Yang 
spirits of the heavens, and the 30 yin spirits of earth. For 
each of the numbers in the Ho-t’u chart, the Taoist envisualizes
...




Fig. 5—  The chart of the 
pure earth; the 30 Yin 
dots of the Ho-t’u.
■a spirit or a series oi : :si3iritsy';,P'orrespondingA-to, the . spatial 
andtvtemppral-. • structure of the cosmos, ' The . Ho-t Hi is vthen a 
mahdale^representihg the ...Cosmos'Which instead of" being a 
set'of abstract dots, , or: mathematical-figures' is in reality 
a chart of : the spirits-who control the universe., ■ Chuang . 
first explained -the Ho-t Mr, then went on ’to describe the ’ 
spirits, ’which corresponded to the numerical structure of the 
chart-ofnthe ; Prior-EeaYehsi ' /. . 1 ;•
. lhe:.: Ho*-!’u-Is ' constructed "by -combining.:.thentw6 lCharts' 
shown; in figures ;4 and: A’;fhCf combing done.'In 'the-, tv
f oliowing fashion. The':nurn bers '1,, . 2 >;■ and; 4’ ape. 'subtracted',
from, the chart of'the.liea/vens; 1 .is '•'sukfraCied;irb^flh'e '.east,, 
2 frqm^thei-weatj, ^ 4 ' from the.; south;, _
5- in the 'Center,, remains- ron.staiyt;..,, • 03h.ese numbers are; .then :.
added to .tH|; earth chart.-’ !‘;i';ds.':;a'^dedl;(tt) .the bsonth-,. '2 to the 
. e a s t , t o  *the’‘we:st, ^ and .1 toq-thnfc enter,'with 6 - in: *)the yhp rth •










6 —  Chart of- heaven and earth before marriage.
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In the above figure, the chart on the left, with the
series of dots from 1 to 5 represents the revised chart of the
heavens, and the chart on the right with the series from 6 to 
10 symbolizes the revised chart of the earth. In the next step 
of the process, the two charts are combined, in such a way that
the north of heaven is married or paired with the south of
earth, the east of heaven with the west of earth, and so forth. 
The combined chart is the Ho-t'u, and resembles the following:
Ho-t’u is, then, a chart of the prior heavens 
showing the five elements as giving birih to the myriad 
creatures. But it is also a symbolic representation of the 
marriage of heaven and earth, Yang and Yin, which produces 
the five elements ( a mandala of the cosmos ) and the myriad 
creatures. The Taoists will take the Ho-t *u, and make spirits
Big. 7 —  The marriage of 
Heaven and Earth in the Prior Heavens
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of its numbers. The spirits, will then be summoned into the 
Taoist’s body, implanted'therein by ritual meditation. By 
calling the spirits into his body, the Taoist is in fact im­
planting the .life-giving chart of'the prior heavens, the ■
Ho-t *u in the microcosm. The Ho-t *u ceases to be a mere 
symbol, and becomes that which it represents. The dots 
which represent the primordial elements have been changed 
into spirits, who- by their very presence in the microcosm 
bring the life-giving effects of the prior heavens into the 
Taoist's body. The Ho-t!u is then basically a mandala of the 
prior heavens, depicting all the spirits which reside•therein. 
The Taoist plants the Ho-t Tu into his body in order to per­
form the'liturgy. During ritual, he calls forth the spirits
and implants them into the community, thereby restoring the
16life of the prior.’heavens.
The ..Ho-rtlu therefore >h'as • very extensive application in 
the rituals of .-religious Taoism, The .central point of 'the Ho- 
t *u, thatcis j-kfhe very center dot of the five which appear in 
the middle of • thechart, is ,the abode of the transcendental 
Tao in the microcosm and the macrocosm, Chuang interprets 
this point to be the Yellow Court of the Cpirit, the .subject 
of the Huang T Ting Ching,.which shall be explained in chapter 
four. He also interprets it to be the flowing red pearl, into 
which the primordial,worthy YtLan-shih T * ien-tsun leads all the 
heavenly spirits. The red pearl is central to the Tu Jen Canon, 
cited in chapter five. In the interpretation of Mr. Chuang,
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then? the meditative tradition represented by the Huang T 1ing
canon9 aiid the liturgical tradition, represented by the Tu Jen 
canon are equated. The flowing pearl into which Primordial 
Heavenly Worthy leads the heavenly spirits, the Yellow Court 
in the microcosm, and the center of the Ho-t*u are the same*
The tradition which Mr. Chuang represents can be traced 
both to Lung-hu Shan in Kiangsi province, and to the Taoist 
monasteries of Shensi province from which Chuang claims orig­
inal descendance. The commentary on the Ho-t!u used in the 
present chapter is from ChPi-yun Kuan in Shensi. The same 
Taoist Liu I-ming who writes the commentary on the Ho-t *u 
and the X-ching, is the author of the commentary on the 
Huang T 'ing canon in chapter four. According.to Liu, who 
wrote at ChLi-yiuibKhan in the third year of the Chia-ch'ing 
emperor1s reign, 1799, "The central do.t in the central five 
of the Ho-tru and Lo-shu, 11 '"Primordial Heaven's true, one breath"
"G-old cinnabar’," .the "Wii-chi" the' "T Tai-chi" and the "Tao"
17are equivalent. As will be seen below in chapter four, 
the same Liu I-ming commentating on the YelloW Court canon 
[ Huang-T!ing Ching ] makes the Yellow Court into the resi­
dence of the Tao within man, and equates the Yellow Court
18to the flowing pearl.
The relationship of the meditative Yellow Court Canon 
with the liturgical popular tradition of Taoism is not known 
simply because it is a part of the secret esoteric Imov/ledge 
which elevates the popular Taoist to the highest grades in
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ranks of Taoism. Referring "back to the ordination manual of
the 61st generation Heavenly Master cited in chapter two, the
Taoist is given the highest grade who knows the meditations of
19the Yellow Court canon. The lower grades are determined hy 
the number of spirits which have been led into the Yellow Court,
( synonymous with the flowing pearl, cf. chapter five ) that is, 
with the number of spirits invested in the microcosm of the 
Taoist's body. The Ho-t'u, then, appears in the Taoist sense 
as the plan of the spirits, or the mandala of the spirits 
implanted in the Taoist's body.- :
If the Ho-t Hi refers to the spirits■within the Taoist's 
body, it can also be applied to .the structure of the body 
itself. Thus the yang series of the elements are taken as 
symbols for the essential psyrts of man. These relationships 
can be seen in the following ' chart: * •- ;,
, .TABLE 2 r' •
The Ho-t ?u as applied'-to the. Yang series of elements
Stem Humber Element ■ title
Jen 1 Water semen ^
Chia 3 Wood nature Hi'
Wu 5 Earth S breath
Ping ■ 7 Eire spirit
Kuei ' 9 Metal affection iff
Thus, the number I, and tlie character Jen representing 
yangified water in the north symbolize seminal essence* The 
number 3 and the character Ghia representing yangified wood in 
the east are symbols for nature [ hsing ]. The number 5 and 
the character Wu representing the yangified earth of center 
symbolize- primordial breath* The number 7 and the character 
Ping representing yangified fire in the south symbolize pri- . 
mondial spirit* Finally the number 9 and the character Keng
onfor yangified metal in the west symbolize man's affections*
The five Yang constituents of the body cause virtuous 
acts in man* Primordial semen or seminal essence causes wis­
dom* Primordial spirit causes the person to communicate v/ith 
heaven, and inclines a person towards Li, courtesy, propriety, 
and ritual. ManTs Hsiiig or nature must naturally be inclined 
to act benevolently, a,benevolence, which Chuang insists, 
in commenting on the passage must extend to every living 
creature, man, animal, and plant* Thus the man who would 
practise the Tao must be filled with the virtues of the Tao, 
which extend everywhere. Primordial affection means to be 
strict in fulfilling one's dxities of reciprocity, Yi towards 
one's,fellow men* Finally, primordial breath'is the Hsin, or 
pledge of faith, spoken by the "Pure One" breath of the pri­
mordial heavens* The Prior Heavens never breaks its covenant, 
to restore, primordial breath and life in the cosmos.
The Yin1 series of the five elements have their effect 




The Tin series of the elements and their effect in the 
Microcosm; the order of the .elements towards .death* ,
Stem Humber ■ Element Title
Ting -.’ 2 ■ Eire • ■ greed/for lmow3„edge
, Hsin ■ , 4 Metal demon-soul [kuei-po]
: -keng 6 Y/ater .sullied semen
■ ' Yi ' 8 'food wandering soul [yu-hu
Ghi ' 1 P ’ Earth unseemly will
The above series is actually a"description-of5the five elements 
in the order in which,they .overcoiie each .’other, mr cause change 
from Yang to Yin, life to death. As such, they fall under the 
chart of the Lo-shu, to be mentioned immediately below. But 
their place in the Ho-tTu is not improper, since in the Ho-tTu 
the Yin elements, always present, are subordinate to the Yang 
elements, now in ascendance.
The number 2 and the character Ting stand for yinified 
fire, and the thirst.for knowledge in man. The number 4 and 
the character Hsin sjnnbolize the demonic part of the soul of 
man, the Kuei or the Po, as mentioned earlier in chapter one, 
fhe number 6 and -the character Keng ( water ) symbolized 
suJLlied semen, which has been allowed to flow out aimlessly.
The number 8 and the character Yi stand for yinified wood, and 
the ’’wandering soul” , that part of man which wanders about 
aimlessly after death until purified from the stains of Yin 
and wickedness in the fiery underworld* One of the purposes of
Taoist liturgy is to free the wandering soul from the world
of Yin, after death* Einally the number 10 and the character 
Chi, representing yinified earth, symbolize the unseemly will, 
man’s uncontrolled desires*
These five elements in the so-called Hi ( contrary )
order in which they destroy each other, inevitably lead man
from the state of pure Yang at his birth and during childhood,
to the state of Yin at death. The ’’wandering soul” [ Yu-hun ]
is master of’birth and life. His nature is Shan good. Moved
by feelings,', he produces ;joy. The ghost-spirit [ Kuei-po ]
is the master of death. His nature is evil. Moved, he produces
anger. The spirit of knowledge is in command of the spirit-
soul. He is basically poor and impoverished. Wheh moved, he
seeks after knowledge'for the sake of pleasure. Sullied seminal
essence is ruler of the-uncertain. 'His nature is sickness, and
when moved, he produces:sorrow. The uncontrolled will rules
outgoing motion» It1s nature is rebellion, and moved, it pro- 
22duces desire. -
- Even though these five creatures of the microcosm are 
transformations of the five, elements, and only have power in 
the.visible world of the posterior heavens, not in the state
of the Ho-t’u , there are still some distinctions to he made in
the above charts Of the f ive, - seminal essence, knowledge, and
will are generated after the Hun and the Po,. souls. Of these
two, the Hun soul is prior to the Po., In answer to the
Buddhists, the Taoists say■that it is the Hun soul which has
within'it the seeds of Karma and reincarnation, and is that
which makes a man a man, and a demon a demon. The saint and the
2dsage are refinements of it; good and evil deeds are its doing.
Another■term for the five yin elements in man is the 
"kive thieves*” When the five elements of the prior heavens,, 
ruled hy Yang,- are joined to the five elements of the posterior, 
heavens', in the Ho-t 'u, then theynfive \,thievep” of :the posterior 
heavens are said to he ruled by the five primordials of the
24 ' , . v \ *
prior heavens. -The ’’five thieves*’ are. overcome hy the five
virtues;, - Both' in quiescence'and in -kovement*, iV'is the Yang
of the prior heavens which is master, and Yin is servant.
This is man’s state at birth. Yang is at its zenith, and Yin
is at nadir. Yin gradually grows, and takes the ascendancy.
As day sxicceeds day,, and year succeeds year, seminal essence
flows o u t t h e  mind is confused, and the heart upset. The
five Yin elements grow in strength, and the five thieves
manure. The five primordials, the Yang series of the elements
gradually disappear, ^he breath of Yin becomes pure, and the
breath of Yang is exhausted. It is thus that all men finally
must die, in following the course of the posterior heavens, the
25movement from Yang to,Yin, life to death.
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The possession of the Ho-tTu in the microcosm is, then,
• a very valuable asset. . If one were able to follow solely the 
Shun order of the prior heavens, in which the five primordials 
always give birth to each other, and Tang were always in ascen­
dancy, then there would always be life, blessing, and peace.
Then would one possess the learning and treasure of,the sage 
and the holy man, the Tao of the prior heavens, the Wu_Wei, 
the action whereby generation and birth come about. By use of 
^he Ho-t 'u, the power of the prior heavens bevomes one’s own 
legacy. Even though living in the visible world of the post­
erior heavens, the person who possesses the Ho-t hi, and there­
fore possesses the power of the Tang series of the elements 
can reverse the process of the changein the visible world, can 
nourish, and bring about a continual state of the prior heavens. 
It is this power which is the special prerogative'- of the Taoist, 
which is his inherited secret. When the Taoist performs lit­
urgy, he effectively plants firstly Into his own body the 
spirits of the prior heavenssymbolized by the mandala of the 
Ho-t!u , and then calls the spirits forth to restore the primor­
dial life and blessing of the prior heavens to the community 
of men about him. To accomplish this objective, however, a 
second chart is necessary, a chart which shows the workings 
of the visible world of the posterior heavens,
21 The Lo-shu
The Lo-shu is the chart of the posterior heavensdepict­
ing the blending and separating of Yin and Yang in the visible
world. It is the order of the five elements in which they 
destroy each other, called Ni-yiin ( contrary motion ), 
depicting the inevitable process from Yang to Yin. It is the 
visible Tao of immanence, as opposed to the invisible Tao of 
transcendance. It is the Yu-wei [j^^ ] as opposed to the 
Wu-wei It is therefore the Tao of transformational
change in the visible world of the posterior heavens.
The myths regarding the Lo-shu relate that it was
discovered by Yu the Great, who saw it depicted on a spirit
tortoise’s back, which emerged from the Lo river, ^hus, it
was called Lo-shu, the writings from the Lo river. Yu used
the Lo-shu and the Ho-t’u to control the floods, the myth 
2 6continues. ° In order to restore blessing and livelihood to 
the world, both charts are necessary as complements to each 
other. The Lo-shu resembled the following:
Fig. 8 . The tortoise Yti saw emerging from the Lo river.
IjQ-shu, unlike the Ho-t 'u, was composed of lines 
rather than dots, and the lines were spread out over the 8 
points of the compass, on the carapace of the tortoise's 
"back. Nine lines were at the head, and one at the tail. Three 
lines were on the left, and seven on the right. Pour lines 
were on the upper left side, and two lines on the upper right. 
Six lines were on the lower right side, and eight lines on the 
lower left. In the center there were five dots. ^here were in 
all forty-five positions, ten less than the Ho-t'u. The outer 
8 positions, arranged on the 8 cardinal points of the compass, 
were the inspiration for King V/en's construction of the eight 
trigrams, and the present form of the 64 hexagrams of the
I-ching. In the Lo-shu, the numbers 7 and 2 have changed 
place with 9 and 4, from their original positions in the Ho-t'u. 
The ten dots of the center are removed. For the sake of conven­
ience the lines are depicted as small circles, and the Lo-shu
p  o
usually is shown in the following form: °
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A glance at the Lo-shu reveals that ..it is in fact a 
magic square, ho matter in which direction the numbers are 
added,, . they always will, yield the sum of 15® The number is 
not arbitrary, for 15 is in fact the sum of the numbers 6 and 
9, where six represent noldt! yin-, that is,Yin which is about to 
be changed back into Yang, and nine symbolizes Yang at zenith, 
nold" Yang, also immediately prior to change. In the Lo-shu,
6 is the number of earth, and 9'is'the number of heaven. The 
magic square ; can', best' be , demonstrated ■ by arranging the Lo-shu 
in the following fashion:"
4 9
* . , * 
2
3 . ; 5 7
- -8 • - 1 6
fig, 10, The magic square; no matter in which direction 
the numbers are added, the sum is always 15® The Lo- 
Shu is a magic square.
The Taoist priests make use of the Lo-shu in two ways, 
first, it is used as a floor plan for liturgy. The temple or the 
area in which ritual is to be performed is conceived of in the 
Taoist!s mind as being'arranged according to the eight trigrams
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of King Wen, or the Lo-shu of YU ■ the G-reat. The use of' the
diagram will "become clear in chapter six when the liturgy is
described in fuller detail. The second use of the Lo-shu is
in performing the ritual dance steps of Yu the Great, used- in
almost every orthodox liturgy. The steps' of the dance (there
are many other patterns besides the Lo-shu ) follow the order
29of the magic square, in the following fashion:
Fig. 11. One of. the types of the ritual steps 
of Yu, usedrin Taoist liturgy.
In the concept of the magic square which the Taoist 
envisages on the floor of the temple, ' during the performance' 
of liturgy, the Lo-shu is envisioned as being.the eight tri­
grams of Wen Wang, superimposed on the eight directions. Thus, 
the north is the trigram K * an , the east is the trigram Ghhen, 
the south is the trigram Li, and the west is the trigram Tui. 
The northwest is the trigram Oh 1 ien, and represents the gate 
of heaven. The southwest is the trigram K Tun and symbolizes 
the entrance of earth. The southeast is the door of men, 
represented by the trigram Hsun. Finally the northeast is the 
trigram Ken, the devilfs gate. The center is conceived in 
the Taoist!s mind to be the Yellow Court, the locus where the,
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audience with the eternal Tao takes place, during liturgical
performances. The eight trigrams of Wen Wang, as the Taoist








N o r th
heaven
Fig. 12. The Lo-shu, or the eight trigrams of
Wen Wang, as the Taoist envisions the plan of the 
temple floor during the performance of ritual.
Recalling that the Lo-shu is also a chart of the five 
elements in the order in which they destroy themselves, the 
following process must be superimposed upon the above illust­
ration. Earth in the center position overcomes water in the 
north. Water in the north then destroys fire, moved in the 
Lo-shu to the west. Fire in the west destroys metal, changed 
to the south. Metal in the south overcomes wood in the east. 
Finally wood in the east subordinates earth in the center.
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Yin is now in the position of authority, and Yang is overcome. 
Even though Yin is hy nature quiescent and Yang moving-, the
quiescent has overcome •••that 5whdeh is "moving/hiid the nthief”
"1 . 
is now lord.  ^ .. ' - ty "
The purpose of the Taoist in performing ritual is to 
reverse the ahove process. That is, in lieu o’f the five elem­
ents destroying each other, the Taoist hy imposing the Ho-tfu 
on the Lo-shu, causes the five elements to restore each other 
instead. He does this firstly hy calling the spirits of the 
five directions who cause life and blessing, and who suppress 
evil and Yin, into the five organs of his body. Thereupon he 
summons forth the spirits, and plants or inserts them into 
the five directions of the village community. This ritual is
called Su-clhi , and takes place late at night, after the first
32full day of orthodox ritual.
The second purpose1of the Taoist, once he has planted 
the Ho-t 'u in,the community of men, is to cause the marriage 
of the elements in the center. It must he remembered that the 
elements fire and metal have changed places In the Lo-shu. 
Eire,, originally in the south, is now in the west, and metal, 
originally in the west, is now in the south, Eire and metal 
appear as the two elements most responsible for change and 
for destruction. Wood, water, and earth are the elements 
responsible for life. As long as the elements are separated, 
there is death, but once joined in the productive union of 
the center* then once more life can be generated. The very
fact, of being In the center, the Yellow Court, the- abode of 
the transcendent Tao, is enough to cause life, blessing-, and 
the restoration of primordial Yang, ■ -
‘The Taoistutherefore takes the water in the north, 
assigned-the number* '” 1”, and.metal in the south, assigned 
the1 number-;. ”4Tt ? and ■ joins them in the middle. Joined together 
the sum of metal and water is therefore; equivalent to 5n ? 
the’ symbol of life.in the'Center. Thereupon the Taoist takes 
the wood in the eastwhose, number is H3n- and. joins it. with-, 
the n2u- of-, f ire: hn -the .^ iest ^ ' The sumof the two . elements, 
now.,married' In- the center, is also' ”5 %  "the' number symbolizing 
the audience with the life-giving Tao of the center. Finally, 
the audience of'the element earth"-in, the1 center, whose number 
is "5” Is accomplished,*-, so that the-.five elements-, In ,3 sets, ' 
each of which is equivalent vto five,,.have audience with the. 
Tao in the center*- these three audiences are called the Tsao 
Gh Vao ( morning- audience;!),? • Wu> Ch’ao ( noon audience ), and 
Wan Qbdao ( night audience.) respectively* They take place 
on the second day of ,a three -. day ~ Ohlao ritual *
Finally, the ^Taoist seeks to close off the gates of 
the Yellow Court, , so thakr the threh-pMmordial. principles, 
that is, primordial breath, seminal essence,,and primordial 
spirit-do not flow away* In order'to accomplish this end, . • 
the three primordial spirits, Ytian-shih T-1 ien-tsun, Ling-pao 
T ’ien-tsun, andfao-te T ’ien-tsun,•are invited to a banquet 
in the center of the Yellov/ ■Court, that, is. In the center of
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the ritual area* as well as in the center of the microcosm of
man- The Yellow Court is conceived of as having' two gates,
the Hsuan gate from*whence; the primordial principles flow away,
and the P*in gate which is the entrance to the Yellow-Court.
Once inside, the Taqis.t hopes to sealthe Iistian gate so that
the Three pure Ones may norlonger flow away. This ritual is
performed on the last day of the Chiao festival, when the Three
Pure Ones are invited to a banquet, the ritual is called Tao
ChTang, and immediately precedes the grand presentation of the
'54-people1 s petitions to heaven, •
In all three of the above cases, then, the performance 
of Taoist liturgy required.? a knowledge of and applied use of 
the Ho-t*u and the lo-shu. The title of a grade six Taoist, 
"Three-five Surveyor of Merits" is itself symbolic of the 
relationships described above The three sets of five are 
brought to an audience with the Tao in the center. The three- 
sets of five are married in the center. Finally the three
fives are kept at the eternal' banquet in the center. Mr, Chuang
therefore insisted that the author, and his other disciples,
including'his son, know the prefaces to the I-ching, and the •
uses of the Ho-t hi and the Lo-shu, before explaining the 
rubrics of Taoist liturgy. The theoretical basis for religious 
Taoism, then, including meditation and ritual, v/as foxmd in the 
prefaces to the I-ching, in two charts symbolizing the eight 
trigrams of Pu I-Isi and Wen Wang. By means of the Ho-t fu and the 
Lo-shu, the Taoist could control the universe.
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The esoteric knowledge of the Ho-t!u and Lo-shu has 
three levels of application. In its most;elite sense, it is 
the> hasis for Taoist meditation,; as will he seen immediately 
"below in chapter four. ■ In a* second sense, it' is the reversal 
of the H i-yiin pro ceus\ of "the''-elements * so that instead of de­
stroying themselves, the elements bring life. Finally, In the 
use of the Ho-tTu as even the lowest Taoist knows it, the ritual 
called Su-ch*i . is the controlling of the spirits of the uni­
verse. The pendulum has swung full, and the principles have 
been totally anthropomorphized into spirits, though there is 
no difference in what the higher and lower Taoists are doing, 
the lower grade Taoist may only know that the spirits of the 
prior heavens; are coming.
The above distinction can be demonstrated by a brief 
discussion of the Su-chTi ritual, which is more amply described 
in .chapter six.' In the Su-ch1 j. ritual, performed late at 
night after a whole day of Ohiao ceremonies, the Taoist 
plants the five primordial breaths of the five directions first 
into his own-'body, ’then into the community. Using the theor­
etical basis of the Ho-tTu,- the following process can be de­
scribed.
.When the Ho-tru ,chart is superimposed on the Lo-shu, 
the primordial breath in the center, of the Ho-t'u, the yangified 
Wu earth causes ' the center to b’e restored to life. This is 
caused by. the presence of the eternal Tao, whose Hsin or coven­
ant is.always to restore life. The eternal Tao is unchanging, 
transcendant life, and by contact with-the earth of the center,
restores it to its primordial state, of Yang -and life. The 
earth of center, however, is,still the earth1of'the lo-shu, 
and so.-moves northward in the order of death and destruction.
l'he./earth of center, being restored to its Yang state, 
instead of destroying and robbing water of the north, restores 
the yinified water to its pristine Yang state. The chief 
Taoist envi siializes the process by seeing the primordial breaths
of the elements in colors. Thus the primordial breath of the
north is. seen as a purple-black color; the west is a white 
vapor; the soiith is red, the .east is blue, and the center is 
yellow. The Taoist high priest, such,as" Ghuang himself,■ stands 
in the center meditating on the process, while the disciples, • 
chief and assistant cantors, sing a description of the process, 
and perform rubrical movements symbolizing what is happening..
Water of the north then proceeds to destroy fire in- 
the west, but again the process is reversed, and instead
fire is restored to its pristine state of Yang. Fire then moves
to restore metal in the south. Metal restores wood In the east, , 
and wood finally'returns to earth in the center.
The restoration Is 'seen through; The primordial-colors 
which symbolize‘the elements in their Yang state. To the lesser, 
Taoist of the .Shen.-h.siao biass^ythe res to ration; is simply a • 
summoning of,.the spirits as.so.ciatod jWitlp the ,direction and the , 
color of the element. The knovnLedge of the Taoist, then,.ac­
cording to the rank or grade he has received', varies from, the
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elite theoretical explanations of the Ho-tfu and the Lo-shu, 
and the meditations which restore primordial breath, to the simple 
snmmoning--.of 'spirits which control the forces of nature*
In .esoteric terminology, the five elements have all 1 had 
audience with,,the Origin” [' Ch’ao Yuan ] *. It is this 'audience 
with the eternal, invisible Tao■symbolized by the center dot 
of the Ho-t1u * which gives'life, blessing, and eternal peace' 
and happiness. The five elements have been joined- in the center, 
the three sets of.five have had audience with the Tao, To unite 
the three fives within the microcosm of man is to cause a-new 
Tao-life to be born within, to insure immortality by reversing 
the process from life to death, to an order where life-'and Yang 
are always in^ascendancy. This Is not to say that the Taoist 
or the man who practises the Tao does not die. Rather the inter­
ior invisible part of man is'perfected,' so that upon: death, one
is wafted up in broad daylight to join the world'of■the heavenly
■ - 36worthies, as an immortal, a realized man, or a holy person.
In the estimation of Chuang, discussing'the processes described 
above, the duty of the Taoist was to help the men of, the world 
through the difficult stages of life, by using the marvelous 
powers which he had received when called xipon to do so* This 
was the basic definition of a Taoist; a man without pex^sonal 
selfish ends, but •who acted like the'- eternal Tao in unexhausted
giving*57
. .THE YELLOW U i P - ' M ^ p y f
When the author first visited the Chuang residence, it 
was with the expressed hope .to study the beautiful Taoist 
ritual called Ghiao* Chuang was the. most famous of/.the Taoists 
in-Hsinchu, and in fact north'Taiwan., for the orthodoxy and 
perfection of his ritual performances. But Chuang laughed at 
the idea of studying ;ritual alone,* Instead, , as related in . 
the last chapter, he insisted that .the author read the prefaces 
to the•I-ching, and understand the use;of the Ho-tfu and Lo- 
shu as a theoretical basis for liturgyY Hext, he. brought out 
from the many trunks.stored away in the second floor of the 
house, under the rafters, the sets of manuscripts brought back 
by his maternal grandfather from Lung-hu Shan on the mainland. 
These documents he wanted the author to photo-copy, and study.
The most important of the documents', in Chuang’s esti­
mation, were the Yellow Court canons and their'commentaries.
A Taoist who merely-performed liturgy and did not meditate was 
to Chuang heterodox,"in * that his only interest was in earning 
a living, and not .in-practising the Tao. Having understood the 
theoretical basis, for, Tanist liuurgy, the next’ step in’the pro­
cess was to understand the application; of theory to the pract­
ise of Taoist meditation.. Through meditation, the. Ho-t’u , and
especially:.,.the central -point :-of the Ho-t ’u , the ahode of the 
eternal la.ovyWas" to he hmplahted in "So the microcosm, of man’s- 
body. The most essential of all texts, then, to perform ortho­
dox liturgy was the Yellow Court canon-, which was in Chuang! s 
estimation a manual of interior meditation.
there were two Yellow Court canons, the Wai Ching, that
is the exterior or exoteric canon, and the Hei Ching, the. inter-
iior or esoteric canon. Chuang spoke first of the Wai Ching, 
the exterior canon, but did not want to discuss the Hei Ching, 
since it mentioned the esoteric spirits and their names. In
all Ohuang gave four volumes to the author for photo-copying,
2 3the exterior canon, the interior canon, an 18 page commentary
on both canons from Ch’i-ytin Kuan, a Taoist monastery in Shensi
and a very rare document from Lung-hu Shan which was used by
the 6lst Heavenly Master at the ordination of his grandfather,
a liturgical performance of the Huang-t’ing Ching.• This
last document had both the interior canon, in 36 headings, and
subsequently the exterior canon in 23 headings, written together
as one document. The signature of the text held the interesting
note that the two chapters run together were the old form of the
Huang T ’ing Ching , ( Yellow Court Canon ). D
Though Chuang was unwilling to speak of the spirits, he 
gave to the author another set of manuals' to be photo-copied 
along with the Yellow Court canons. These documents, all from 
Lung-hu Shan, and bearing the seal of the 61st Heavenly Master,
.were lists of the uames'V:orders,ucoimnandsand talismans for 
summoning the spirits into,the, body, and calling1 them forth 
again to.perform liturgy. The manuscript pages harried:the 
title "Oral secrets transmitted from the Han Dynasty Heavenly 
Master"- and bore the seal of Lung-hu Shan and the 61st Heavenly 
Master on the coyer. Chuang .had,.shown them to noone,' neither 
to the then reigning 63rd generation Heavenly Master, nor to
. ’ ■ 7 * ‘ .• / ' .
his own sons.1' , ,' , 1
. When, the* author had-photo-copied' the documents, Chuang 
then’useh them ..fasha ■ basis,'of instruction. Therusual rule in 
such a case was . that the disciple, write out--.the texts'by hand, 
and-lore’sent: these to the master for commentary. Chuang was 
most anxiotis, however, that the beautiful -script of the schol­
arly/’grandfather Ohten be preserved, and'insisted that the 
phnto-Gopy process be used instead. Both the time element, and 
the imperfection of foreign handwriting made- the arrangement 
ideal.
■ Chuang*s method of transmitting the documents and their 
meaning was as follows. When visitors had all left, and the 
children and grandchildren of the extended family had all gone 
to bed, :he-would'first light incense to the spirits on the 
family ’altar. Then^ opening the'manuscripts or documents to 
be transmitted,-tie would ;pnce up'and down in front of the altar,
, while the ’author would take notes, finally,- Chuang would sum-
■ ' P
marize what he had said by writing it .out with brush and ink.'
In the following, pages the summary of- what Chuang said 
as copied in the notes of the author will he- presented. When­
ever Chuang directly quoted the text of the Huang T 1ing Ching 
( Yellow Court Canon ) or the commentary from Ch’i-yun Kuan 
in Shensi Province on the' Yellow Court Canon, the words of the 
text will he put in quotation marks, and the text cited in a 
footnote. Much of what Chuang said differed quite basically 
from the interpretation which- Maspero gave to tlie Yellow Court
canon, which interpretation is known to Chuang through the
q
Japanese translation of Maspero*s -book. Chuang was In general 
impressed with Masperofs work on Taoism, but considered his 
interpretation of the Yellow Court Canon to be wrong, as will 
be seen below.
The-interior or esoteric canon Kei Ching was revealed 
by the Ling-pao Heavenly Worthy, and the exterior or exoteric 
canon by the Taa-te Heavenly Worthy, Lord Lao. ^  Although 
the book is divided into two parts, the exterior canon and 
the interior canon,- the subject matter- of the two sections 
is the.same. The book is concerned with the dot which is cen­
tral to the Ho-t'u, the residence of the Tao in the microcosm.
The name given to the center .is the "Yellow Court" because Its
11subject is the Yellow Court pf the center, and its environs.
Yellow is the symbolic color of the center, and the
word "court" [ T ’ing ] signifies the residence of a person, or 
12of a spirit. In this case it is the-, symbol for the residence
of a spirit in the microcosm. - '
The center of the Yellow-.Court is void, Beoar.se of this, 
there is no color which it does not contain, no principle which
I t  r  iit does not implement. It is called 1 Court” [ T.Jing v J Because 
in its center it houses the pivot and principle of life. The 
ten™thousand things all derive from it as center, and thus it 
is called the "Yellow C o u r t . [ Huang T fing]
The last word in the title, Ching or canon Is a homonym
for ching, a path, or Tao. The canon of the Yellow Court- is
therefore a treatise on the Tao of the center. "The center is
shapeless and formless, so that when looking at it, nothing
is seen; listening to it, nothing is heard; seized, nothing 
16is grasped." It is obscure, and hard to understand; one can 
use the epithet Wu, and thps call it the invisible,*transCend­
ant, nothing; and also apply the term Yu, the possessed, the 
visible, and the immanent. Within it are held the 3,000 macro­
cosms, the four seasons, the five elements, the nine palaces,
17the eight trigrams, the three principles, and the nine breaths.
It is the place in the microcosm where the ten-thousand 
spirits congregate, and so, in the interpretation of Chuang, it 
is the same as the red pearl into which the Primordial Heavenly 
Worthy leads all the spirits for an encounter with the Tao,
It is by reason of knowing the Yellow Court and its environs 
that the saint, the realized man, and the immortal are formed; 
it is the same principle, by way of condescension, whereby the 
Buddha is fashioned. In neo-confucian terms it is called the 
T 1ai-chi, the G-reat Ultimate. The Buddhist names it the Chen-
k * i-ine;, the true-empty. The Taoist names it the "void transcend-
ant" , the "Gateway to all mysteries", and the "Primordialifemale
gate." [ YUan P ’in chih Men ] The last is a reference to
20the entrance., to the Yellow-Court.
The Yellow Court- discussed in the text of the canon has ' : 
no physical locus within the body. There are other texts where 
locations within the body are given the term Yellow Court; for 
instance, the physical center of the body, the point,-between the 
kidney and the heart, as well as the place between the navel-and 
the kidneys are all given this title in other texts. Finally-,' .
it is not one of the nine palaces In that part of man which 
corresponds to the heavens, the head, which -is 'sometimes given 
the name as well. '■ .
The Yellow Court is precisely the "void between"-, the 
center of the body which cannot be seen or touched. Since all 
of the bodily organs can be seen, none of them can be the 
Yellow Court which is the abode of the invisible, the trans­
cendent within man. - Thus, the other organs are called ching, ' 
the environs of the Yellow Court. The other organs a're the 
residences of the various spirits' of the body which surround 
the center, where the primordial spirit lives, in the Yellow 
Court. It is in the center that the audience with the Tao . 
takes place; Taoist ritual is thus something which basically '
takes place within the microcosm of man, and is merely ritually
2-1
symbolized by the' external liturgy.
The Yellow Court is therefore called the root and the
visible organs and parts of man’s body the branches of the
microcosm. Each part of the body has a spirit, and the body
is itself divided into three sections, corresponding to '
the three divisions of the cosmos,, the heaven, earth, and water 
22regions.






Mouth spirit \p  ^
Tongue spirit 4  *f
Teeth spirit






Gall spirit ffjl JfcvJ
Lung spirit 
Three Tracts spirit
The 8 spirits of the lower regions, corresponding to water:
The above classifications divide the body into 24 admin­
istrative divisions, 8 in each of the three spheres of the visible 
cosmos, heaven, earth, and watery There is a second set of 
spirit rulers corresponding to the invisible prior heavens, 
dwelling in the organs of the microc.osm« Their names are as 
follows:
4o The nine realised men in the center of the body:
Lower Abdomen spirit 




Right Yin spirit Jv, I ^
Left Kidney spirit if ii
ir %Right Kidney spirit Ay
Heart: Yermillion Palace realized'man
Kidneys; Cinnabar Origin Palace realized man 
Liver: Orchid Pavilion Palace realized man
Lungs: The Shang Book Palace realized man
24Spleen: The Yellow Court Palace, realized man
G-all: Heaven Soul Palace realized man
Big Intestine; Eternal Spirit Palace realized man
Little Intestine; Primordial Spirit Palace realized man
Bladder: Body Aula Palace realized man
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Five of these organs are especially Important, because 
they correspond to the five elements, the five directions, and 
the five sacred peaks of the macrocosm, They symbolically 
represent the five points of the Ho-t!u , and the primordial 
life of the Prior Heavens, implanted into the microcosm. The 
commentary which Ohuang was using did not give the names of 
the spirits of the five- organs, nor the Fu talismans, the 
secret titles, and so forth. Other books were needed for the 
purpose of implanting the spirits, and summoning them forth,
In order to know fully the secrets of the meditative ritual 
whereby the spirits were summoned into the body, it was neces-. 
sary to be given a description of such minute^ details as the''*-' 
clothes the spirit wore, the colors, and the equipment he or 
she carried, so as to envision perfectly; what the spirit'looked 
like, the size of the entourage of accompanying spirits, and 
so forth. Chuang did not describe the spirits, but gave further 
manuals for the author to photocopy and study, presuming, that 
the disciple would have studied and memorized the secret texts.' 
It was not until the transmission of the Tu Jen canon",as 
described in chapter five that the lists of' spirits were actually 
mentioned, and described.
The commentary went on to describe the nine spirits 
within the heavenly palaces, that is, within the head of man.
The nine palaces In the head, corresponding to the nine courts 
of heaven, are, conceived of as being directly behind the eyes, 
with five courts on the "first level, and four courts directly 
above, on a second level. Two spirits, called the Double Oinnabar
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Palace fealized men [ Shuang T !ien Knng Chen-jen ] guard the
25entrance to the heavenly courts. The names are as follows:
5* The .realized men in the nine' palaces of the head
i. The Ming-t’ang Palace realized man 
ii, The Cinnabar Pield Palace realized man 
iii, The Tung-fang Palace realized man^ 
iv, The . hi Huan Palace realized man 
v. The Plowing Pearl Palace realized man 
vi. The Great- Ti EmperorCPalahe realized man 
vii. The Heavenly Court-Palace .realized man 
viii. The,Ultimate Truth Palace realized man
[Tan T !ien]
[Liu Chu]
[T’ien T ’ing] 
[Chi Chen]
ix, The. Great Huang Emperor Palace.,realized man 





T ’ien Chi Hi Ta
T ’ing Chen Huan Huang
Ming Tung Tan liu Ta [Til]
T ’ang Pang T ’ien Chu Ti
Pig, 13 -- The arrangement, .of the palaces within 
the head'of man.
.There were in fact.-more than one . 'spirit within each of 
the palaces? and many of the spirits were feminine. The know­
ledge of these spirits was the criterion for fudging a second 
or third grade Taoist, Chuang, who knew the spirits because he 
had received the books of his maternal grandfather, neverthe­
less had only been given a grade six ordination before his 
father’s death. At this point was revealed one of the most
significant features ‘of religious Taoism, the role of women 
in the transmission of the secrets. Chuang as a young man 
had worked for the invading Japanese government. To the neglect 
of his'Taoist duties, he had taken up the post of a minor 
.government official translating texts and interpreting. He 
had traveled to Japan, and had a hook of poetry published, 
huring. the;Second.World :far he had been to the China mainland 
as interpreter., and scribe, It was not until after the .end of the 
war that 'Chuang returned to Hsinchu, and began again to study 
the exacting profession of Taoist ritual and service,
• 'Shortly .after Chuang* s. return to the life of '-a Taoist,
his- father died. . He had received up to that time only a lowly
grade'six ’register for his ordination. It was from Chuangfs
mother 'that he received his basic instructions in the higher
grades of Taoist knowledge* This good women, who had helped
first in her father’s household, then in her husband’s career,
knew more, than Ghuang’s own father of the higher,mysteries of
the Taoist orders,' She first systematically destroyed the
‘heterodox texts of the Lti Shan sect, which/ her husband had 
■. 1 ■" ' w  0 7  ■
been‘collecting. - She thereupon instructed her son in the
■ orthodox ways of her father., Chuang*s-maternal grandfather,
.Oh’en, . It was thus that Chuang knew of the gods and goddesses
tliat were the privileged knowledge of the monastic orders of the 
28. mainland. The learning that he had neglected to acquire from 
his .maternal grandfather and his own father, the knowledge that 
.could have made him a high ranking Taoist before his father’s 
death, Chuang learned from-his mother, who was more orthodox
than her husband in the traditions of the Yellow Court canon.
The tradition of the Chuang-ch1eh'family'was originally monas­
tic , and Chuang took great pride in the fact that his performance 
of the liturgy came from the great monastic traditions of Lung- 
hu Shan in Kiangsi, Wu-tang-Shan in Hupei, and the Hua Shan mon­
astery iii Shensi. It was precisely in his knowledge, of the 
gods and .goddesses of the nine palaces in the head, that the 
connection with the monastic orders of China mainland could be 
established. Chuang had received much of this knowledge from 
his mother, as well as from the large collection of books 
deriving/from the monasteries of mainland China.
■The commentary on the Yellow Court canon continued to
enumerate-the spirits, including the six Chia and the six Ting
29spirits, the nine orifices, the hundred joints, and so forth. 
There' are varioLis Yellow Courts mentioned in the text, and once 
again the commentary warns that the visible yellow courts, 
three in number, are not to be confused with the real yellow 
court. The Hi Huan palace in the head, the central part of the 
body between the heart and the kidneys, and the spleen in the 
lower part of the body are all referred to as "Yellow Court".
r Jf- -iBut these are all ching [_ J or phenomenal appearances sur- 
roimding the Yellow Court, It is the "One, great, all encomp­
assing Yellow Court" which is the subject of the text. It is 
a great enfolding net [ 1 Ta Pao Luo ], omnipresent [ wu suo 
pu tsai .] and eternally present [ wu shih pu jxi
If a person possesses the spirit of the Yellow Court
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then the five central organs and the six lower organs, the nine 
orifices and the .hundred joints, are all filled with a vivify­
ing yangified primordial breath, which flows up and down in the 
bodyfs circulatory system, restoring the body to life and 
rejuvenation® The spirit of the Yellow Court, then can be 
identified with the central dot of the Hcr^thi, which when 
brought into the visibld world of the'posterior heavens, that 
is, when superimposed 'on the\Ld-shu<p; causes -the five elements 
to be. revivified with the power of Yang."So too the spirit of 
the Yellow Court penetratesinto alldthe sections of the body, 
restoring the life-giving forces of fang*
The ruler of the spirits in the microcosm is the heart®
That is, the five organs, six channels, nine orificies, and
hundred joints are ruled by the spirit which resides in the
heart. The name of the spirit is "Realised man of the vermillion
■51
palace," as well as Hsin Wang, king of the heart. But, the
only reason why the spirit of the heart has power over all the
other spirits of the body, in fact the explanation of why he is
able to.be a spirit, is because the "One-spirit of the Yellow
'52Court moves him to be so."^ If the spirit of the heart does 
not totally rely Lipon the power, of the "One" spirit of the 
Yellow Court, then he himself would have no power, and would 
cease to be a spirit.
Thus the spirit of the Yellow Court is master.over the 
heart, and as such rules and organises all the spirits of the
“body® The commentary says- that the "One" spirit is divided and
i. -■
becomes the many spirits;- the many spirits then return '[ kuei ] 
and become the "One" spirit® 55 The text is not to be inter­
preted to mean that the spirits of the body are in fact ident­
ical with the spirit of the Yellow Coiirt® If such were true, 
then the body could not- die, and the process from fang to Yin, 
childhood through maturity to death would be impossible. Rather, 
the spirits are revivified by the passage of the Yellow Court 
•spirit through the body; the spirits in turn come to have 
audience with the "One" spirit of the Yellow Court in the 
center of the body® Taoism can therefore be applied to three 
levels; it can firstly be. seen in the abstract, through a
description of the same process in the I-Io-t ?u , as in chapter 
34three above. It can secondly be applied to the interior medit­
ation of the Yellow Court Canon, as in the present chapter and 
the following fifth chapter, when the spirits of the body are 
brought in meditative audience before the "One" spirit of the 
center. It can finally be applied - to the litiirgy of orthodox 
Taoism, when the same process is performed ritually, for the 
revivification of the whole community, as described in the 
last chapter of the work®
. The commentary then goes on to define the spirit of the 
Yellow Court as the spirit of the center, the TJairchi There 
never was a spirit that was not-identified with the center, 
and the commentary attempt^/to prove' this by afcontrived ana­
lysis of the character for spirit, Shen. ^
The character Shen ] .is composed of the radical^
and the phonetic \j?-. . : The phonetic side can he symbolically
interpreted to represent the character for center O  , The 
character for center cjp [ 'chung ] ban further he interpreted 
as composed of the character for one, turned perpendicular 1 ,
and the symbol of the T !ai-chi o  , a circle. Thus the char­
acter shen or spirit, when referring to the spirit of the Yellow
36Court symbolises the Tao of the center, the Great Ultimate, 
the "One" spirit. Spirit is. center, and center is spirit.
Because the spirit of the Yellow Court is present in the 
center, the five central organs fand the six lower organs, the 
nine orifices and the hundred joints .all perform their separate 
functions in harmony with -each other. They are not' rebellious, 
nor do they oppose each other. But if the spirit of the center
is not present, then sickness, rebellion',' and all evils will
enter the microcosm. The parallel can be once again drawn be­
tween the chart of the Ho-t fu , which causes the five elements 
to flourish and give birth to each other, and the Lo-shu, when 
the elements oppose and destroy each other. The presence of 
the spirit of the Yellow Court is like the application of the 
Hp-t hi to the macrocosm. In the first case, the One spirit of 
the center makes the microcosm flourish; in the other, the 
yangified primordial breath of the center in the Ho-t*u causes
the five elements to restore each other. The Great Ultimate
of the macrocosm is the Yellow Court spirit of the microcosm.
The purpose of the meditations on the Yellow Court canon
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is, then, first to know the spirits in the environs, surrounding 
the Yellow Court, Knowing too that the spirits are illusory, 
that is to say, subordinate to Yin, one must gradually "yangify" 
them* The "yangifying" process is done hy union with the "One" 
in the center. By this process, in esoteric terminology, "brass 
"becomes gold, stone "becomes jade, and the microcosm is returned 
to its origin, the root ox all things*
If all of the body in its present state is subservient 
to the chart of the posterior heavens, that is, the Lo-shu, 
and therefore is inescapably in the process which moves from 
Yang to Yin, life to death, it now becomes necessary to point 
out that part of the body which can hold the transcendent Tao, 
the source of primordial life-giving Yang* The commentary says 
that there is within the body somewhere a drop of the seminal 
essence of Yang* It is not in the heart, nor in the kidneys, 
but behind an aperture to the primordial pass,^ If one can 
discover this aperture, the whole body can be refined, the 
seminal essence of Yang obtained, and the cinnabar pill of 
longevity formed within*
The secret,;'bf tlia Exterior canon is that these many
terms are but synonyms -for the, Same' thing. Seminal Yang is
nothing else'’than the spirit of"5the Yel'low Court* Another
name for the ’spirit' is; Ku shen,, the spirit of the valley, a
term taken from the sixth chapter of the Lao-tzu* The Yellow
Court is the naperture to the primordial pass", the gateway to
18the transcendent Tao, the root of heaven and earth.
The esoteric terms for the Yellow Court are so many 
that the uninitiated, when reading the text, cannot hope to 
decipher them* The commentary hy Lin I-ming defines "Highest 
One”? "True attained”, ”Root of spirit”, "Plowery root”,
” Spiritual Ling rebt”, i: "Spiritual mushroom”, and "Jade hero”
■ ■ ■ . • • . r
all as other terms for the spirit of. the- Yellow Court* ■
. . . »  ", f
Esoteric terms for the process whereby one nourishes the 
spirit of the Yellow.''Court, .beipoiies awarehof and establishes 
its presence are: "Banquet in the void center", "Congeal the
pearl”, "Harden seminal essence”, "Peed'upon primordial 
breath" and so forth.^ Once one has passed through these 
mysterious portals, and held audience with the eternal 
Tao, then the interior self is no longer in the stream of 
Yin and Yang's alterations, but stands perpetually before 
the changeless transcendant*
The Yellow Court, or the "Primordial Pass” is the place 
where the spirit of the valley resides* "The five organs, the 
six passages, the nine orifices, the hundred joints, move 
and are quiescent, receive and give forth, due to the move­
ment of the spirit of the valley,” the commentator relates
"The man who possesses it is blessed; the man who loses it
n42 ■ dies*”
The commentator then drev/ the following chart in 
order to illustrate spatially the descriptions of the pre­
ceding pages* The circle in the center represents the 
Yellow Court, and the spirits surrounding are the "environs”:
Teeth, Tongue, Mouth, Ears, Nose, Eyes,










Eig* 14 — ■ The Yellow Court of the spirit 
and its environs; the microcosm*
When the spirit of the valley, or the spirit of the 
Yellow Court- is present,, then all within the microcosm"fun­
ctions smoothly. The-text becomes lyrical in singing the 
hymn of the microcosm in perfect order: ^
The hair causes, the blood to .ascend; the-hair spirit!
The brain preserves seminal’-essence; the brain spirit!
; The eyes -see; .the eye spirit! ,
The ears hear; the ear spirit! • - . ' ■
The,, mouth moves; the mouth spirit!
The'tongue tastes; the tongue spirit!
. The , teeth chew; the "teeth spirit!' ' t
/ The throat swallows"; the throat ^ Spirit J -*;/ L *








Left Yang/spirit , 9 Center spirits
Right Yang spirit 12 Month spirits
9 Head spirits
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The lung's breath is regulated; the lung spirit I 
The liver nourishes the blood; the liver spirit]
The spleen.dispels (harmful) grain; the spleen spirit!
The stomach stores away grain; the stomach spirit!
The gall's majestic brightness; the gall, spirit!
The three tubes are warm and ripe; the tube spirit!
The great intestine expels impurity; the spirit of the 
great intestine!
The little intestine receives water; the spirit of the 
little intestine!
The bladder expels water; the bladder spirit!
The belly holds matter; the belly spirit!
Left Yang sends up Yang breath; the left Yang spirit!
Right Yin conveys Yin breath; the right Yin spirit!
The left kidney is master of preserving semen; the., 
left kidney spirit!
The right kidney is master, of expelling semen; the 
right kidney spirit.
The nine palaces in the body's center, each managing
* it's own affairs; the nine center palace spirits 
The nine primordial courts in the head, each with its 
• Y f mwhh spirit; the" spirit,s of the mine primor- 
;V- dial paiacea'of the :li.ead*
The 12 spirits in""'two' series bring food and drink; the 
twelve spirits of' the storied towers.
1 0 3 .
The commentary.does not list any more spirits or their 
functions. It says simply that the four limbs, the hundred 
blood vessels, all that is inside and outside of man, each 
small part of the body has its own spirit. It is the One spirit 
of the Yellow Court which presides over all of the myriad lesser 
spirits, and makes, them act as one body. ...Only the person who 
knows all the spirits in the inner and outer parts of the 
microcosm, can cause each and every one of them to be united 
with the ,!0neu spirit in the center. The spirits are,, thus 
revivified with the principle of Yang, through the audience 
with the Tao in the center.
The person who can caiise the spirits • of the microcosm 
to have the audience with the eternal Tao in the center of the 
Yellow Court thereby gains control of his nature and fate; his 
name is entered on the register of the immortals, a register 
held by the highest Pure Ones; his name will be erased from 
the register of the dead.*., because he has received and preserved 
the ,lOne1 spirit in the Yellow Court within.
The 'basic and first, step towards, being a Taoist is, then, 
to be invested .with .the;, eternal transcendant Tao within the 
Yellow Court, the center of' the microcosm. Thereupon the 
Taoist must know all the spirits of the microcosm, and stimmon 
them to the solemn audience with the Tao in the center, an 
audience which drives out the forces of Yin and restores the 
original state of primordial life-giving Yang. Finally, with
the marvelous array of Yang spirits now invested in the Taoist!s 
body, the Taoist priest Pah then summon forth the spirits and 
cause in the exterior‘Wpild that---which has already taken place 
within the microcosm of his own body, the destruction of the 
forces of Yin, and the restoral'of all things to the pristine 
state of Yang.
In order to realize the presence of the Tao within the 
microcosm, a lengthy preparation is necessary. The young 
Taoist is first taught to establish peace of heart, in order 
to attain that quietness and stillness of the passions'which 
is necessary for "fixing" the spirits within. Both anger and
A
levitous joy "make the Tao pass one by”. The Yellow Court
canon warns that unless the will and passions are calmed, the
fearsome "wandering spirits" [ Yu shen ] will destroy all poss-
4-7ibility of possessing the Tao within.
,It' is therefore necessary to watch over the passions,
and guard the heart* In so doing, the three "wandering spirits",
will find no entrance, or if already present, will wither and 
48n'die. Hie three -"wandering spirits" are none other than the
so called "Three Corpses" [ San Shih ] which enter’' into the
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body of man and destroy' the, powers of Yang therein. The first
of the..Three- Cadavers attacks the brain of man, destroying the
hi Huan, and the Tan Tu ien palaces of the head. He also causes 
headaches, loss of sight, poor hearing, running noses, and so
forth. Ihe Taoist .envisions the evil corpse of .the: head as 
a middle aged mandarin with a short heard and moustache ?
. R Q
with hair combed, hack under a crown*.- 1 ■
The second; of the cadavers attacks the middle’'part, of
man’ s body ? concentrating especially'on the heart, of man* ■ ’
Besides causing sickness In the five central organs ?■ he also
is one of., the great- sources of attachment to sensual- pleasures
and lustful actshJ;In appearance the second cadaver is like a ;
51small dog with a lion-shaped head* The -third of the three
corpses attacks the‘lower1 part of man’s body.'-He attacks the
belly? weakens the -blood? and opens the gateway of the right
kidney? which makes' seminal -essence flow away* In. appearance
the third cadaver,is the, most terrifying of all? resembling
52a single leg with a cow-’s head set on the top*
The' wandering spirits or "cadavers” take root in man 
because he is' not stable? but changes from movement to rest, 
and back to 'movement again? using up his vital forces? far 
from interior peace.- :Wlien man finally realises that visible 
reality is not genuine?- that only the Tao- of the Prior Heavens 
is unchanging and true? and all the rest is false? then will 
there - b.e“peace'"in the.heart within? and' the vital forces will 
not: be Wasted.' Only than will''"the .three cadavers be prevented 
from taking root within.
■ Once the-'heart^has^been purified: from external desires? 
then the spirit of the Yellow Court can be kept within. The 
text of the Yellow- Court'canon is as follows: ^
Constantly Is’un ( consider as present ) the 
Jade Chamber;
. Bright spirits will come]
Always think of the G-reat Asure?
There will no longer be hunger or thirst*
The "Jade Chamber"? the commentary assures the disciple? 
is another wo.rd for the Yellow Court'* Jade is synonymous with 
the Yangified Wu earth of the center? that belongs to the Prior 
Heavens. One must continually and habitually keep one’s heart 
and mind in this Yellow Court? not letting it wander abroad; 
only then will the "Yellow Bud" blossom forth? and the- "Spirit-
ual sprout" will be present? all terms for the spirit of the
54 55Yellow Court. The marginal gloss reads:
Yin rises up and Yang descends
True Primordial breath congeals 
In the Yellow? Couirt
Watering the Earth of the center*
, Then? the"Yellow Bud'blossoms forth
from-it ?» 1 --;■■■ - ,
That1'which.is called the. Ling sprout.
The mystipal union.of the self with the Tao can only■
take place when the person1 "is truly” ’peace, and when mind?
heart? and will are emptied of disturbing passions. The comment
ary goes on to say that when the heart'dies" ? only -then does
, 5 (5the spirit truly live.
When: the heart and the will have Trdied” to external 
things, then ;the three cadavers are starved into annihil­
ation. Then the Three. Pure Ones, symbolizing the three 
primordial principles, are horn in their stead.
When the eye does not loo It outside,
•. Then spirit is present;
When the nose does not sniff ( external hreath ) 
Then Primordial Breath is horn;
When the ears do not hear external things,
Then seminal essence is saved.
Primordial spirit, hreath, and semen are represented
hy the Three Pure Ones, Primordial Heavenly Worthy, Bing-pao
Heavenly Worthy, and Tao-te Heavenly Worthy. In the meditation
where the Taoist is -successful^ ih; expelling the three cadavers,
he sees the Three Pure Ones entering into the microcosm through
the eyes, the heart, and the: nayelj ■ respectively, taking the
58place of the exorcised ^ demons,. .
With the hody now in a purified state, with primordial 
hreath, spirit, and semen kept inside in the center, and not 
allowed to flow away, all is now in readiness for the grand 
audienceThe Tao conceived within the microcosm is called a 
Yao elixir, a sprouting hloss'om, or a new horn child. As an 
elixir, it is composed of the union of primordial spirit, 
hreath, and semen, in the center; in a more spiritual sense, 
it is conceived as the 'Three Pure Ones , manifestations of
the eternal Tao of. the~Prior'Heavens. The;-spirits of the micro­
cosm must now he /brought before the. Yellow . Court in the center 
for the audience which revivifies and' restores life and Yang.
But the audience with the Tao is not yet ready to begin, 
because the Yellow Couirt of the center has not been prepared, 
or decorated. The very first of the spirits to come, says the 
text, are the "Six Ting*1 lady spirits with their mates, the
RQ
"Six Chia" Jade hoys. The purpose of the "Six Ting" ladies
is to beautify the interior of the Yellow Court, to fill the
various organs with heavenly music, and to seal off the exit
in the Yellow Court through which spirit, hreath, and semen
flow away. When the principles of life, three in number are
not kept in the Yellow Court, then they pass freely through
the passages in man’s body, ascending and descending ( the Jen
and the Tu passages ) and are gradually dissipated. .If the
"Six Ting" ladies are not kept present, continually watching
over the gates of the Yellow Court lest the vital breaths flow
60away, then the Tao cannot he conceived within*
The commentarjr warns over and over again that keeping 
these orthodox spirits within the microcosm is a very diffi­
cult matter. It is "like treading on a tiger’s tail," or "like
61walking on thin ice." The slightest movement of the heart 
towards the pleasures or hatreds of the exterior world will 
cause them to leave; the ears, eyes, mouth, and nose must he 
figuratively kept closed from the ever present forces of Yin,
always ready to enter. The keeping of the sullied hreath of '
exterior-things from polluting^ the interior of the Yellow
Court is/the practise of virtue', Hsiu Te 9 a virtue which leads
62to the gateway to the eternal Tao, ta Tao ; chih men. The
first section of the commentary ends with the promise that if
one practises this kind of virtue, then like the four-legged '
serpent that becomes "a dragon, and the-pheasant which becomes
a phoenix, a spirit will he formed'within man, a spirit with
65three manifestations. These three, the Three Heavenly Worth- 
ies who are the' center of Taoist’ ritual .as well as Taoist 
meditation, are the gateway to audience with the Tao*
The next step in-the Yellow Court canon is the applica­
tion of the principles of the Ho-t!u and the lo-shu as described 
in the last chapter, to the microcosm. It is an'application 
of the primordial breatli of the Prior Heavens to the five
elements within man. The text of the Yellow Court canon says ,
64-s imply:
The five elements' have a Ch1 en and' a 'Tz 'u 
( even and uneven ) series, •' , '
But all have the same root.
The three ’sets of fivd • joined .• - 
with primordial hreath 
- Will he rooted in the-”One.”
There are two series of the five elements, says the • ■ 
commentary. There is the Ch’ien or heavenly series of uneven 
numberssubservient to Yang, and the K ’un or earthly series
subordinate to Yin. The Yang series is given the esoteric 
a
term Ch 'en ] in the text, and the Yin series is called 
Tz 'u J. Both series come from the same root, that is,
from the Wu or yangified earth and the Chi or yinified earth 
of the center.
Recalling the two sets of the eight trigrams, the Pu Hsi 
arrangement of the Prior Heavens, and the Wen Vang arrangement 
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Pig. 15 —  the Pu Hsi arrangement of the eight trigrams 
on the left, and the Wen Wang arrangement on the right. In 
the changes, wood in the East joins with fire in the South; 
the Yellow Court Canon calls these two male elements. Metal 
in the West joins Water in the South, both female elements, 
food's "5" and fire's ”2” add up to five. Water's "1" and 
Metal's "4" also add up to five. When these two sets are 
married or joined in the center, then the life-giving spirit 
in the center, the spirit of the Prior Heavens, causes re­
vivification.
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Turning- lack to the explanations of the Ho-t!u in
chapter three, one recalls that the five elements are assigned
numbers. Water is ”1” and metal is ”4”; the Yellow Court canon,
6 5calls loth of these' elements female. The esoteric term for 
the union of water and metal is 11 A tiger is horn from water” , 
and the theoretical expression of the same is “seminal essence,” 
Seminal essence, it must he remembered,, is anthropomorphized 
into the third of the Three Pure,Ones, the Tao-te Heavenly 
Worthy. The sum of ”1” and ”4” is five, and so the first of 
the three fives is formed.
Wood in the east is ”3” and fire in the south is given 
the number ”2”;iwood and fire 'joined - together are also equal 
to five, the,-second setsof the-three fives. The esoteric term 
for the union .is ” A dragon comes out from fire ” , and this
combination is' taken to be the,male set of elements. The
It - v V'
anthropomorphized aspect of the union is- the Ling-pao Heavenly 
Worthy, and Primordial Breath- is the symbol,
Finally, earth in the center is the .number five, the 
symbol for primordial spirit, and the Primordial Heavenly 
Worthy, Ytian-shih T Tien-tsun. With these three brought into 
the center of the Yellow Court, then the primordial breath of 
the Ho-ttu , that is, the Transcendant Tao of the Prior Heavens 
deigns to be present. There is much more to be learned from 
the Yellow Court canon, but it was here that Chuangfs conver­
sations with the author on the document came to an end. Chuang
advised the author to read the entire manual again and again,
a hundred times over., until it was memorized and thoroughly
understood* The Ming dynasty commentator Shih Ito-yang had read
67the manual for twenty years "before understanding it. The com­
mentary used above was the result of his study„ So, too, the 
disciple of religious Maoism must use the manual over and over 
again, until its principles were completely understood.
Chuangrs understanding of the Yellow Court canon,
based on commentaries from famous monasteries on the Chinese
mainland, was both meditation and .liturgy oriented. The
c ft
same text of the Yellow Court canon quoted above says:
Hold onto the Jade,
Cherish the Pearl?
Join them in the (center) room.
The Jade and the Pearl joined and cherished in the center are 
symbols of the three Pure Ones, joined together in the Yellow 
Court. The red pearl, the drop of Yang in the sea of Yin, the 
central point of the Ho-t *u hidden in the microcosm, are all 
esoteric terms for the activity taking place within the Yellow 
Court of the spirit. It was the flowing pearl, the drop of 
Yang in the infinite sea of Yin, that is the point of departure 
for the following chapter. In the Tu Jen canon, the next 
document revealed to the author by Chuang, the Primordial Heav­
enly 'Worthy leads all of the spirits of the microcosm into
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the pearl in the center. She bright pearl, says the commentary, 
is the Yellow Court' of the center-with the presence of the 
eternal Tao. The Tao is,present when the three fives have 
been joined in the center, that is, when primordial breath, 
semen, and spirit are joined in the Yellow.Court.^
Primordial breath is conceived of as the. yangified 
elements fire and wood. Seminal essence is the yangified 
elements metal and water, finally, spirit is the yangified 
earth of center. These three principles are anthropomorphized 
into.: the : Three Heavenly • Worthies, and-their, presence in the 
Yellow, "Opurt of the spirit is the sigh'that the eternal Tao 
oil the Prior Heavens is present. The term for the Yellow 
Court; when the Tao of the to Wei, the transcendant ultimate
principle • .1 s present, is the precious pearl which is cherished
. : . 7o
in the court of-the center.
The connection of the Yellow Court canon with the liturgy 
of orthodox Taoism is therefore eyident, a relationship which 
will be demonstrated again in chapter six. During the liturgy, 
the Taoist applies the H o - t , the yangified five- elements to 
the visible world during the ritual called Su-ch >.ie The audience 
-with the Three Pure Ones takes place during the rituals called 
Morning, Hoon, and Night Audience, respectively . finally, the 
Three Pure Ones- are joined in the center on the last. day,of ritual 
during the rite called Tao-ch toig. ‘
The Taoist must therefore know how to call the Three Pure
Ones, and all of the heavenly spirits5 into' the microcosm; he 
must also be able to silmmon them forth again in order to perform 
liturgy' for the sake•of his fellow men. The books which Chuang 
revealed to -the author from this point on were all -concerned 
with the edoteric -knowledge■proper to the religious Taoist, that 
is, the method of summoning, commanding, and controlling the 
spirits. , In.the following.chapter the process whereby the 
spirits are called into-'the body by Taoist meditation will 
be discussed. In the-sixth and final chapter, the summoning 
forth of the- spirits to perform the beautiful ancient liturgy 
of orthodox religious Taoism will be described. Though many of 
the lesser Taoists of Taiwan do not .know the connection-of the 
elite Yellow Court canon with the intricate liturgy they 
perform, all of them know the secret commands, conjurations, 
hand symbols, footsteps, and'lists., or registers of spirits 
as described, in the_following pages," Only a Taoist who had 
received a. high-ordination -such-as ChuangTs maternal grand- 
father would - kfowa.the me/dltat I o'ifs'‘performed in private; but 
all of the Taoists, even to the lowest disciples, know some­
thing of the meditative liturgy whereby the spirits are summon­
ed forth-and commanded, for the sake of blessing the common 
man of the village community. It is indeed in the liturgy that 
elite meditation, esoteric spirits, and the belief of the 
common man are United,
IMPLANTING- THE SPIRITS: TAOIST MEDITATION
If the Yellow■Court canon is interpreted by'the monastic 
Taoists to be a manual of interior meditation, and the physio­
logical, terms toebe ' symbols for . spirits p it remains necessary - 
to know how to call and summon forth the- spirits. The popular 
"fire dwelling"-.Taoist may or may not'know the elite meditative 
tradition oil his monastic brethren. But all Taoists who perform 
liturgy.must know something of the spirits,, and the meditations 
which implant -them into the body. They must know as well the 
meditative ritual which summons .forth the Spirits’,i.N order to 
perform the liturgy, Por this purpose the Yellow. Court canon 
is.not necessary, that isthe-lower gradeslof Taoist ordina­
tions which do not includeVa knowledge of the1 Yellow Court 
canon, are- in no way .impeded from performing the liturgy.
On the lowest level, the Taoist priest of the.village 
community is a man who knows how to summon the spirits, and 
who can expel the evil forces of Yin. To do this, he must be 
able to perform a certain kind of ritual meditation, wherein 
through the use of hand gestures, secret conjurations and 
talismanic contracts the spirits are- made present and cont­
rolled, The meditation wherein the spirits are seen as present
in the ritual area, are sent off with the petitions of the 
community to the heavens, or are commanded to cast out the
1evil forces of Yin, are an essential part of every liturgy.
The popular Taoist must consider the purpose of his 
life to he the helping of his fellow men through the difficult 
stages of life and .death* A Taoist who does not act like the 
eternal Tao, that is, who does not give selflessly without 
thought of personal interest, is a Taoist in name only. The 
seventh chapter of the lao-te Qhing is therefore the model of 
a Taoist!s life, where heaven and.earth-are said to he endur­
ing because they act selflessly. To Chuang the word Wu-szu, 
no self-seeking, and Wu-wo, no ego, ¥^ ere synonymous. The term 
Wu-wo, originally a Buddhist term, meant for the Taoist not 
that there was no self, hut rather that the Taoist must act as
p
if the self did not matter. When called upon to perform the 
liturgy for his fellow men, no matter what time of day or night', 
no matter for the rich or the poor, the Taoist must immediately 
summon forth his marvelous powers and come to the aid of the 
distressed.
In order to teach this principle, Qhuang next gave to 
the author the Ling-pao Wu-liang Tu-nen Qhing, the hasic text 
of the popular Taoist. The hook can he translated as the 
"Ling Pao canon for helping men over the difficult stages of 
life." .The introductory section of the canon describes the 
attitude of the Primordial Heavenly Worthy towards the suffer-
ings of men in the world of the posterior heavens; that is, 
he desires "blessings, good health, and longevity for all 
living things. This part of the canon Ohuang.interpreted as 
the model for the "fire-dwelling" Taoist to live by.
The lu~~;jen canon next relates how the Primordial Heavenly 
Worthy leads all of the myriad heavenly spirits into the ■ 
pearl, large as a grain'of rice, which must be interpreted 
according to Chuang as the Yellow Court of the. Spirit in 
the microcosm. In the following pages the first part of the 
Tu-jen canon will be presented, in which these two themes are,,;' 
mentioned. The meditative style of performing the canon will 
then be described, as the author was allowed to perform the 
rite during a Chiao ceremony. Next,” the "lists if the spirits 
called into the micro cosnrwo.ll be given-.-" The 'registers -.of the 
Black-head Taoists, and the shorter lists of the Red-head 
Taoists will be compared* finally "the meditations which- the 
higher grades of Taoists perform will be recounted. With the 
spirits implanted in the body, the rituals of chapter six are' 
able to"be performed.
1. The Tu~fjen Canon.
The Tu-jen canon has three uses. It can be read in pri­
vate, in a sort of meditative contemplation. It is requisite 
material to be chanted at funeral ritual, finally, it is used 
as one of the canonical readings during-a Chiao festival. The
reading of the text alone is considered to be efficiacious 
enough to give immortality. In the introductory passages to 
the canon the stars are described as stopping in their course, 
and nature as waiting in breathless expectation, for seven 
days and seven nights., - ( the length of a greater Chiao festival ) 
the "sun and moon, the stars of the 28 constellations, the 
Big Dipper, all pause in their revolutions," The spirits of 
the wind' and the quiet valleys, the- depths of the ocean, the 
mountains, streams,forests and trees, the very.earth all assemble 
taking their appointed seats, they-listen to the Primordial 
Heavenly Worthy recite- the text. In a pulse of primordial 
breath, inhaling and exhaling, uniting with the ineffable Tao, 
the Primordial Worthy ends the reading and begins again^
Primordial Heavenly Worthy
Sits.above in the heavens
On a'five colored" lion.
He speaks ’the can oil’ a first dime;
All the heavenly sages praise itj The deaf hear!
I-Ie recites the canon a second time;'
All the blind%can-seel 
-■ A third time he reads it;
All the dumb can speak.
A fourth time... the lame walk!
The. fifth time, the sick are restored to healthI
He reads the canon a sixth time;
White hair turns to black] 
fallen teeth grow out again.
A seventh time he reads the script;
The old return to robust youth.
The small and weak mature and are strong.
An eigth time, ... wives are pregnant]
Animals conceive; those who have offspring,
Those who have not'yet, all give birth successfully,. 
He says it a ninth time;
from the earth.1 s depths pools spring forth;
Hold and ;jade like dew appear,
A tenth time, dried bones are born again,
Rise up, and become men.
Then do all the men and women of the nation,
To a man, experience a change of heart.
All, through the passage of life protected,
Together receive eternal life.
The Tao speaks] —
When the Primordial Heavenly Worthy spoke 
The first time, from the East, the limitless
5Measureless ranks, they who had attained the true,
6G-reat spirits, unbridled multitude, 
floating through the skies assembled.
When a sepond time, he read.the canon,
from, the south, the limitless measureless ranks,-.
Of great spirits, Tao-realized, unbridled 
Multitude-*."floating through the skies, assembled*
He read the-, canon a third time;
from.the west, limitless, measureless ranks,
The Tao-realized .great spirits, unbridled multitude 
floating - through the skiesassembled*
When he. read the canon, a fourth-time, .
from .the north, limitless measureless ranks,-
The Tao-realized great spirits, unbridled multitude
floating. through the -; skies assembled*
A fifth time he read the canon; . f • - .
from .the-'northeast, limitle ss, measure'! ess ranks, 
The Tao-reali^ed great spirits, unbridled multitude' 
Bloating' thfough thb ,;hkies, assembled... : 'y>f- ;
When a sixth time he read the canon, ‘
from the southeast, limitless, measureless ranks,. 
Tao-realized great spirits, unbridled .multitude',:,..- 
floating through‘the skies, assembled*' . , r
A seventh time he read the canon;- 
from the southwest, limitless, measureless' ranks, - 
Tao-real.ised great spirits, unbridled 'multitude, 
floating through the skies, assembled*. ,w
An eigth time he read the canon; “ * ■ '
from the northwest, limitless, measureless ranks . 
Tao-realised great spirits, unbridled multitude,
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Floating through the skies, assembled.
He read the canon a ninth time;
From the upper regions, limitless, measureless ranks, 
Tao-realized great spirits, unbridled multitude, 
Floating , through the skies, assembled.
He read the canon a tenth time;
From the lower regions, limitless, measureless ranks, 
Tao-realized great spirits, unbridled multitude, 
Floating through the skies', assembled,,,
Thereupon the- Primordial'Heavenly -Worthy 
Revealed tlie One' -pree'ious pearl,
In size, huge as "a grain of rice, '
In the center'of fhe- void mystery,
7
Deriving' from the earth’s five writs.
Primordial Heavenly Worthy ascending led the others, 
The heavenly Tao-realized great spirits.
Highest, Holy, exalted worthies,
VYalking among marvels, realized men,
From the ten directions, limitless, Tao-reallzed 
G-reat spirits, the unbridled multitude,
Each and every one entered into the center of 
The precious pearl„
The first part of the text explains the different 
functions of the Taoist„ He ministers to the sick, helps in
easing the difficulties of childbirth, and making the earth 
fertile. He gives new life to the departed souls, making them 
pass from the punishments of the underworld to the life of , 
the bright heavens. His basic duty,, is to help men through the 
passage of life; the meaning of Tu-jen given to the canon 
means precisely this, the*, passing through ..the. difficult stages 
of man’s life in the visible world of the posterior heavens.
The second part of the introduction is h mandala of the' 
prior heavens, calling the spirits from the eight directions, 
and the,heavenly and earthly regions. The spirits summoned are 
all ’’Realized men” who have had. audience with the Tao. The 
passage is symbolic of Taoist ritual, when the spirits are 
summoned forth to construct the mandala inside the sacred 
area of the*temple, before the audiences with the eternal Tao.
The last, short passage shows the Primordial Heavenly 
Worthy leading all of"the realized spirits of the heavens into 
the precious pearl, ’’large as a grain of rice.” Chuang iden­
tifies the pearl, with the Yellow Court of the last chapter, 
the center of the microcosm when the eternal Tao is present, 
the reference to the earth’s five*writs is an allusion to the 
Ho-tTu , the five primordial elements planted in the earth, to 
revivify the community of men. The precious pearl derives from 
the center of the Ho-t’u « The Primordial Heavenly Worthy leads 
all of the spirits into the center, for the sacred audiences 
with the Tao.
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It this point in the progressive instructions on reli­
gious Taoism, Chuang1s interest turned away from the books 
of theory to the performance of meditative .-liturgy* Always 
reluctant to speak directly of the spirits, Oliuang instead 
gave to the author another set of manuals for photo-reproduc- 
tion. The manuscripts were very old, and in bad condition.
The first of the documents was called Chiu Chuan, the ’’Beginner’s 
Manual”, and showed how the spirits„were to-be summoned forth 
from the body to construct the Ho-t’u mandala,' before every 
major liturgical, performahce. 5 The* ritual was called ’’Sounding 
the ritual drum 24 times”, ’’lighting the incense burner,” and
o . '
"summoning'.forth the, officials." ■
The Ho-t’u , or mandala of the spirits of the Prior Heavens 
is symbolically represented by the Taoist’s left hand. The 
spirits are summoned into the microcosm, and summoned forth to 
construct the mandala during ritual, by touching,the thumb to 
different joints- on the palm of the left hand. The spirits 
correspond to the 12 earthly branches, over which is superim­
posed the eight trigrams of Pu Hsi, the map of the Prior 
Heavens. As the Taoist reads the text which summons forth the 
spirits, he touches his thumb first to the earthly stem which 
corresponds to the spirit, then to the point on the eight 
trigrams ( the Ho-t’u ) through which the spirit is summoned.
In so doing, the spirit- is summoned forth from the microcosm, 
and takes up a corresponding position in the four directions
with the Taoist in the center. The left palm of the Taoist is
Q
conceived of in the following illustration:
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Pig. 16 —  The palm of the left hand of the Taoist, 
as representing the Ho-tru, and the 12 
earthly branches, during liturgy. By 
touching a joint, a spirit is summoned.
Before reading the Tu Jen canon meditatively in the 
privacy of the Taoist!s home, or before performing any of the 
rituals of the Chiao festival, the Taoist then summons the 
spirits in the following manner. He firstly purifies himself 
ritually, by bathing, and by abstaining from meats, not wearing 
leather or wool, or any killed animal, reddolent of the forces 
of Yin. Next he enters the meditation room., or the ritual area, 
and lights incense. He then grinds his teeth 24 times; the 
left row of teeth are ground 8 times, summoning the 8 sets of 
heavenly spirits. The right row of teeth are ground 8 times 
summoning the earth spirits. Finally, the center teeth are ground 
8 times, summoning thecenter spirits.
Then, closing his eyes, the Taoist sits in the lotus 
position, if in the privacy of his own home, or kneels before 
the altar In- the center of the temple, and begins to recite 
the formulae- for' summoning the spirits, and constructing the 
mandala:
-  1 0 1Highest Hsilan, Yuan, T Tai Shang lord Lao
The Taoist sees his body as floating in the vapors -of the 
Three Pure Ones, a green, yellow, and white' mist. He puts his 
thumb on the tips of the fingers Ssu, Wu, and Wei positions, 
in figure 1 6 . He then visualises the Three Pure Ones coming 
out from their ritual positions directly under - the scalp ' 
of his head. . They take Lip their position in the temple by 
the north wall, the position in which the emperor usually 
sits. To welcome their presence, the Taoist also sees the 
four mythical creatures in the four directions of the cosmos, 
the blue dragon of the east, the white tiger of the west, the 
red bird of the south, and the dark warrior of the north, 
surround himself, the Taoist, in the center. Above his left 
forehead is the sun, and' above the right forehead is the moon.
He also sees - two. rows of mythical animals whose presence 
lend awesome respect to...the . oqcasion. Two rows of 8 lion 
spirits and 8 heron spirits welcome, the - Three Pure Ones as 
they come forth.,,-Hp. then recites: • * ■ r \
f v * v r < k ^  -
\ +'■ ki*'
Summon forth from my bodsr's midst the three-five 
11
.-The Kung-ts hao spirits are in two sets. The fiveu 
Kung-ts1ao are staff of the five spirits of the' central 
organs, ’which correspond to the five, elements of ■-•the' Ho-t fu »
The Taoist sees the heart spirit.issuing from his mouth, .in 
a red vapor. The spirit,from the spleen issues forth throLigh 
the nostrils, in a yellow vapor. The ’’Left Hsuan" spirit from 
liver comes forth through the .right,, eye, in a ,green vapor.
The "Right Hsiian" spirit of the lungs ,comes through*1' the nose, 
in, a white vapor. finally'"-the -'spirit pt' the s kidneys-issues forth 
from' the belly, in a black vapor.
The second set of three Kung-ts *ao <, "are the head officials 
who come forth through the brows, the officials of the central 
regions of the body who come forth through the mouth,.and the 
officials of the lower regions who come 'forth through .the navel. 
While summoning these:spirits, the Taoist puts his thumb on the 
Yin* and the .Qhiou positions in figure 16.
He then chants the following phrase summoning the 
six Ghia and the six Ting spirits:
12The left and right official messengers.
The left part of the breast is the residence of the six 
Ghia spirits,- and the. right side of the chest is the residence 
of the six lady Ting spirits. The thumb'touches' the'Mao and 
the Yu positions. Next he summons the "incense bearing gold 
lads" from the left, eyebrow, aud the "Message carrying Jade 
ladies"' from the. right eyebrow. The . five emperors- from, the
-j
five central organs are summoned, -And lastly, the "3 6 Ghih-jih"
incense officials, are each called forth*
There is a Chih-jih official for each of the 360 days 
a year, the name and day of each which must he recalled hy the 
Taoist when summoning the spirits* The 36 spirits correspond 
to the three divisions of the cosmos, upper, middle, and lower, 
with a set of ‘ eight* ‘spirits’- in ' each division* Added to these 
are the seven, Po*‘spirits;.And the-three "Hun■ spirits within man, 
making ten in all* lastly'," the lords'fin and fang are added-tp 
the list, making a grand total of 3 6 a:i( These-spirits, of the 
Prior Heavens, arranged according to the plan of‘the•Ho-t *u 
around the Taoist, are thus summoned forth before every ritual 
and meditative reading*
Por reading the Tu-nen canon, which,.the .author was 
allowed to do during one of the Chiao rituals, having "cons­
tructed the mandala, the Taoist then breathes in the vap’ors 
of the Prior Heavens, in five stages* Pacing the Past’, he' 
inhales the green primordial" breath, filling the liver with 
it* Pacing the south, he inhales vemillion'- primordial breath, 
filling the heart* Turning to the west, he breathes in white 
primordial breath, filling the lungs* Turning to the north, 
he inhales black primordial breath, infusing the kidneys* 
finally, standing in the center and facing the altar, he 
breathes in yellow primordial breath, and filis the spleen*
He then begins to read the Tu-tjen canon, the merits of which 
help all men to be filled'with the Tao of the Prior Heavens*
Having come .this' far with the. • study of religions Taoism, 
it was clear that-1 in ;order to study further, the disciple would 
have to learn endless, lists of spirit's names, the secret for- 
mulae for summoning; them, and the intricate ritual which 
symbolically represented by dance, mime, song, and gesture, 
the restoration of -life and blessing to the community of man*
The next stage in the training of the Taoist was lengthy and 
complicated. It consisted in learning the spirits names, in 
lengthy registers, their dress and ornaments, even to the 
minutest detail. It also meant memorizing several hundred 
texts, with the musical notes, "ritual footsteps, secret char- ;.,', 
acters and talismans, to summon and command them. It meant, 
finally that like the literati who’ must pass the .imperial 
examinations, so as to be able to compose memorials, rescripts, 
amd learned documents'for the throne,,so the Taoist must be 
able to compose lengthy documentsato the emperor of. the heavens, 
and have his compositions read by' the people of the community 
as well as by the spirits of the Prior Heavens.
The following pages will describe but a very minute 
part of the immense knowledge which a Taoist possesses. It 
will name some of the spirits which the Taoist knows from 
his registers, and will- describe some of the meditations 
whereby the spirits are implanted’into the body. Then, in 
the final chapter, the application of the Ta„oist!s knowledge 
to the actual performance of a Ghiao ritual can finally be 
described.
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2o The Registers of the Spirits
A Taoist's rank at ordination is determined by the 
number of spirits which 'he -c.an: mumiipn.,. • i^hus 'the ..number- and 
kinds of ritual which he can perform are limited, by his rank, 
and his knowledge of the spirited ' 1 The.lists■of spirits are 
called Lu or registers» In the ordination manual given by 
the 6lst Heavenly Master to Chuang's grandfather, the names 
of the various registers are found. A summary of these titles 
was given briefly in chapter two# As was shown in the fore­
going pages, the highest rank of Taoist ordination is given to 
the Taoist who can use the Yellow Court canon. But it was 
very difficult to know from the titles in the ordination 
manual what the actual lists or registers of spirits consisted 
of, in the Taoist's mind#
The Red-head or Shen-hsiao Taoists of Hsinchu city
knew that their registers were different from the Black-head
or Ytl-fu Taoists. The elderly Red-head Taoist Ch'ien insisted
in conversations with the author that he was a T !ai~shang
■ 15
Cheng~i Meng-wei titled Taoist, whereas the Black-heads were
San-wu Tu-kung, "Three-five surveyors of merit" register
16 ~
Taoists.
Chuang agreed with the designation, admitting begrudging­
ly then the heterodox Red-head Taoist was in at least one instance 
17correct# Ohuang knew- 24 sets of registers# With this evidence in
hand, it was easy enough to look up the registers in the'- ~
Taoist Canon*"Bringing the various volumes of the canon to 
Chuang1s home* several days were spent pouring over the 
lengthy registers. The ,T 1 ai-shang San-wu _k|ng-wei register 
had indeed 24 sets of spirits, all-.of which Chuang knew*
The Cheng-i Meng-wei registers-on the other hand held only 
14 sets of spirits, one' of- which was IIsR-chia-Ohen-jen, 
one of the patrons of the Shen-hsiao or Red-head kind of 
Taoist* The lists will he compared helow, with the titles 
only extracted from the text*^
Io The T'ai-shang San-wu Meng-wei Registers:
T !ung-tzu One general.
1! " Ten generals.
150 generals.
3 generals, T ’ang, Ko, and Chou*
Shang ling register for expelling 100 demons. 
Primordial life HLm-tlun Red register*
Higher Immortal register for expelling the 1 0 0 demons.
The nine continents register for controlling demons*
The star-web register of the five Tou,*
The Ho-t ki, for preserving life.
Register to release the tiger who causes 6 ills.
Nine phoenix register for cleansing impurity.













14.)- Register for eradicating impurities 
15«) Military talisman’ •: register of the; Nine * Heavens.
16.) Nine Heavenly Palac.es register*
17'.) The Eight-'Trigrams'register... ■/ ;
18.) Register'for expelling,demons, ■ ■
1 9 e). Red Palace register for cutting off evil.’"
20*) Jade men and women register to suppress evil.
21„.) Register for bringing primordial breath/ into the body.
•2 2 .) Register for cutting off the river of heterodoxy,
23.) Register of the 3-5 Kxing-ts’ao,
24:.) Register for - lengthening life and preserving vitality.
"The titles are deceiving, and onlybjr examining the 
actual.nontents of each register does the meaning become clear* 
Turning to the shorter Meng-wei registers, which the Red-heads 
claim to be proper to their order, the following titles appear:
1*0 The One palace T !ung~tzu register,( Lady spirits,)
1 2.,) The Ten palaces T 'ung-tzu register. (” * " .)
v. ’ 3.) The 75 palaces T ’ung-tzu "register. ( u ” • )
■/ 74.) The 3-5 Red palace evil destroying register,(Men).
,5.) T ’ai-i General who protects the body register,
6 ,)- Breath of the 24 stages register, .
■ 7.-) Register for longevity and suppressing disasters,'
8 .) Register for lengthening life and preserving vitality,
9.) Phoenix, register for dissolving impxirities.
1 0 ,) 3"-5 talismans for curing women's sicknesses.
11o) The register given by lord Lao to Hsu-chia Chen-jen*
12.) Register for increasing wealth and blessing,
13.) The 9™1 Ho-t'u register,
14.) The 150 generals register*
The registers of the Shen-hsiao Taoists are therefore 
fewer in number and different in content from those of the 
Yu-fu or Black-head Taoists* The differences are born out by 
watching the Chiao festival ceremonies as performed by the 
two groups* Both the order and content of the Red-head or 
Shen-hsiao rituals 'show/diversity and variation from the rituals 
of the Black-heads* Especially in southern Taiwan, the Taoists. 
tend to combine• both styles of ritual, having evidently
20received the ordination and registers of both traditions*
Looking into the content of the registers as Chuang 
and Ch'ien know them, the titles are not only misleading, but 
fail to give any hint as to the numbers of spirits, the dress9 
and the functions of the deities included under each heading.
The first register, called T ’ai-shang Cheng-i T ?ung-tzu I • 
Chiang-chun Lu, the T ’ai-shang Orthodox One Youth n0ne" General, 
included under the heading Shang Hsien, Heavenly Immortals, the 
following: three Kung-ts*ao liaison spirits, one left official 
messenger, one Yang spirit messenger, twelve wolf-tiger'spirits, 
12 lackeys, 12 B*u She village officials, 12 armored generals, .' 
12 knights, and 12 f,breathif messengers. They wore, gold armour , 
and green belts.
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Under the same first register were a second . series of . 
spirits, with the• title Bhang Ling, Heavenly Ling” spirits, 
and the,same number of officials In each heading. Their armoxir 
was gold, with green belts. They hold sway from the Li-chtln
festival, the establishing of spring, 45 days after the Winter
' 01 •
Solstice,..for ,a -period of fifteen days'.' The second register,
similar to the first, was also two,series of- spirits, who were
considered to.hold sway from■their.festival on the Wei-chen day,
60. days after the Winter Solstice*
The next set of spirits, the third register, held 150 . 
titles, divided into two sections* The first section was called 
Yang, and consisted-of 75 male- spirits, whereas the second part 
were Yin, 75 female spirits. The first 75 were directly'related 
to the numerical composition of the Ho-t’u . as described in 
chapter three* 'The■75 male officials were entitled Hsien Kuan, 
Immortal Officials, and they corresponded to the earthly branches 
’"Mao 9 OhT en, and Ssu, as depicted on the Taoists left hand In 
figure 16 above ( cf* p. 1 2 4 ) or, the numbers 4 ? 5 ? and 
The basic number of the Ho-t ’it is 5, that is, the five primord­
ial elements of the Yang series, in the center. If one multiplies 
each of the above numbers,•-that is, -4 ( seasons ) 5 (. directions) 
and 6 ( earthly stems ) by-the vivifying 5 of the center, the 
total Is 20, 25, and *30spirits respec tivelythe sxim ox these 
three numbers ( according to the principle enunciated above in 
the1Ho-t!u chapter ) becomes 75 male spirits, protectors of the 
interior parts of man*
If a man does not commit evil deeds, and does not work 
contrary to the forces of Yang within himself, that is, the 
order of the seasons, the elements, and the earthly stems, then 
the 75 immortal officials will protect him, blood and breath 
will be peacefully united, the five organs of the interior 
will respond to the five Yang elements, and the residence of 
the. spirit within man will be made bright by the presence of 
the eternal Tao. In the words of the Tao Isang commentary, 
one unites with the true, and makes a feudal contract with 
the Tao.
The second set of 75 spirits in the third register are 
lady deities, called ling officials. They correspond to the 
last'three earthly branches, Yu, Hsu, and Hal, and the numbers 
10, 11, and 12* Since they are the Yin counterparts of the 
75 men spirits mentioned above, their basic numbers too are 
4 , 5, and 6 ;- multiplied by the 5 -of 'center, they become 75 
lady spirits, married to the 75.men in the Yang series* Thus, 
the total number of the spirits’ Is 150* With the 150 major 
spirits are another series of retainers, messengers, and 
troops, as In the first two registers* Their festival, and 
therefore, days of' ascendancy are on the rtAwakening of Bugs” 
day, 75 days after the 'Winter Solstice*
The fourth register is that of the1'three heavenly gen­
erals T'ang, Ko, and Chou* They are ■•lords of the three stars 
in the handle of the constellation Ursa Majoris, and their -
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fixed place in the’ microcosm is in the heart and the two
kidneys. They are summoned forth for every Taoist ritual,.
and have other esoteric names, such as trThe primordial breaths
of T'ai ShangTs three palaces,” and nthe seminal essence of
25fire and water.” The Chen-tsung emperor of the Northern Sung 
dynasty was supposed to have seen'them in vision atop T Tai 
Shan during the imperial sacrifices in 1008 A.I., and subse­
quently enfoeffed them with'the titles of the Three Officials, 
lords of heaven, earth, and watery regions.
The fifth register of spirits names is called the 
Hun-t Tun primordial fate red register. It is a list of the 
other four spirits in the receptacle part of the Great Nipper. 
These four are called Hsuan-chi, and the former three /stars 
and their spirits are called Yu-heng. All seven of the spirits 
fulfill from the heavens what the, seven.--ministers who surround 
the emperor on earth do for the visible world. Theirs is the I; 
duty to order primordial-'chaos from the heavens, and regulate 
primordial fate. In these and in all the registers, a host- of 
immortal messengers, generals, and officials accompany the 
main spirits of the register. ■
And so the registers continue, listing all the spirits 
and their retainers which the. Taoist must summon forth to per­
form ritual. The spirits of the.-northern,palace who control 
death, the spirits of the south/who’bring life, the spirits of 
the eight trigrams *>the generals K ’ang-of the east and Ohao of 
the west, dragon and tiger spirits who guard the sacred area
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during ritual, each haahhis o]yn pregisterp and a host of 
accompanying retainers*
The most important of all the registers are of course 
those which give to the Taoist the power to xise the Ho-t ru.
With the ..method of using the Ho-t hi in his grasp, the Taoist 
can truly control the heavens, calling down the primordial 
breath which gives'life in the Prior Heavens, to restore 
blessing -in -the world of the Posterior Heavens. The register of 
the Ho-t’u includes'many sets, of spirits, which come in fives; 
the spirits are summoned by means of a Pu or talismanic con­
tract, which the Taoist must know how to write and send off,
27to effect the summons.
The most important registers for establishing the five 
primordial breaths are the tenth, the foxirteenth, and the fif­
teenth, sets . In’ the' tenth set, the Taoist receives the plan 
of the Ho-t *u map , with the eight trigrams and their arrange­
ment in the sacred area xhiere ritual is to take place. It also 
shows the positions of the Three Pure Ones in the ritual area. 
These arrangements will be described in chapter six, where 
Chxiang Is seen setting up the ritual area.
In the fourteenth and fifteenth registers, the Black-head 
Taoist receives lists of spirits names and talismans which re­
store primordial breath, expel evil, control other spirits, and 
penetrate through all the stages of the universe. He first re­
ceives a set of spirits and talismans for planting the five
primordial £ breaths into-his own^-body. He then receives sets’ 
of talismans for-each of the cosmological divisions, for the 
heavens ■( five 'directions), the earth ( five directions) 
the.watery regions ( five directions.) and expelling evil spirits
og
( also in five directions! It would he wrong to think that
there were only one set. of five talismans, therefore, or one
single application of the Ho-t fu-» Simplicity is not a desired
virtue in the'transmission of Taoist secrets, or the practise
of professional Taoist ritual. Chuang became very angry when
‘the author asked the names of the set of five spirits, which 
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represent the Ho-t hi, -There were not one, he Insisted, there 
were many. One- could learn the names from the ritual called 
Ch1ing Shen, when the spirits were summoned oh the first day 
of ritual! The sets of rubrical manuals which Chuang gave to 
the author ...had many sets of five talismans, for almost every
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ritual’purposeo The most important set,was that used, in the 
-ritual called Su Ch1i 9 which will be .described in the next 
chapter. Chuang next spoke of meditation.
■ 3. The Meditation on the Five Breaths.
If the five primordial breaths were important to the 
performance of ritual-, they were also the basis ofrmeditation 
in the privacy of-the Taoist?s home. Chuang was very proud 
of the fact that the monastic tradition was in his family 
legacy, and-took great pleasure in demonstrating'the method
of summoning the spirits into the body during private medi­
tation# Each of the sets of spirits in the registers were 
to he implanted into the Taoist’s body, and invested in 
their proper places * The meditation was performed on appointed 
days5 during an entire year,, The spirits were summoned accord­
ing to the season and the time of year that corresponded to 
their position in the cosmos* Chuang assumed the lotus pos­
ture to demonstrate the method, openihg and closing the eyes, 
swallowing saliva, and grinding the teeth in preparation*
The method for "summoning the '.five Spirits of the Ho-t ’u 
will he described below* It is,.called,the meditation on the 
five sprouts, which',are:, equivalent to', the"five" primo.rdial 
breaths* In the heavensthey :u;re' the five "old” emperors; 
in the canonical books they are the five writs, or Eu talis­
mans* In the five directions of the compass, they are the Blue 
Emperor of the east, the Red Emperor of the south, the White 
Emperor of the west, the Black Emperor of the north, and the 
Xellow Emperor of the center* In the visible heavens they are 
the five planets, and on the earth, the five sacred peaks*
Among creatures, they are called the five elements., and in men
■* ; a]they correspond to the ‘five central organs* The Taoist must 
in the preparatory stages towards his ordination, "eati! or 
implant Into his body the primordial breaths of the five 
directions, establishing the above relationship with■the cosmos*
The point to be remembered in.speaking' of Taoist medi­
tation is that what the monastic'Taoist performs in the quiet 
of his cell, the popular Taoist also performs during the cele­
bration of the liturgy* The Taoist high priest kneels in the 
center of the ritual area or stands in the appropriate position 
and performs the same mental summonings and envisions the same 
spirits and colors, which the monastic-oriented Taoist accomp­
lishes in private .1,. The Su-ch 1 i ritual performed at midnight 
between the first and second day-of ritual summons the five 
primordial breaths. ■ represented by the five emperors of the 
directions into the Taoist*s body* This mental summoning and 
implanting causes the same process to be effected in the macro­
cosm, planting the "true writs'* into • the five sacred peaks of 
the visible world, represented in the ritual area of the temple 
Ritual imitates the meditation going on within the Taoist*s 
mind, and its efficacy lies In the fact that the Taoist is 
envisioning what is happening. Meditation and ritual are then 
one; what is described here below as meditation is in fact the 
basis for the popular Taoist*s performance of ritual*
To Implant the five primordial breaths into his body for 
the first time, the young Taoist, on the day of the solar calen 
dar called Li-ch'un, the establishing of spring, ( usually on 
or around Feb# 5 ) prepares himself for the first meditation* 
Between the hours of 3 and 5 In the morning, after bathing, 
and after hearing the first cock crow ( the cock is a symbol 
of Yang ) he goes to lilsi.room, and faces the, .Yin position,^
( ENE by E )* Composinghimselfy he sits down in the lotus
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position, regulates his "breath-,'' and"closes his eyes. He grinds
v' ■ .> • ' • . , ' ■ V ' ‘' 'X A
his four front teeth 9 times, a total of 36 summons, and then
casts all exterior thoughts frpm .'his. min'd./ This * is done by
systematically breathing, opening and closing first the left 
eye, and then the right eye, and swallowing saliva.. The Taoist 
then envisions himself as standing before the Great Void, the 
eternal, transcendent Tao, He feels a warmth rising up from the 
midst of his-body, and-.consciously exhales once, expelling all 
sullied Yin breath from the body* He then sees himself in 
audience with the Great Abyss’, at the north pole star, in 
the Cinnabar Field palace.
From the east he sees a green breath ascending, and' from 
his liver a similar green vapor arises. He breathes in the 
vapor' from the east, which is joined with the Green Emperor of 
that area, the spirit representing" the Tao.-realized life-giving 
primordial breath of the east. The green breath fills the whole 
body, each of the five-organs, head, center, and lower.parts 
of the microcosm. The Taoist sees the 36,000 spirits of the 
body joined with the revivifying breath of the Green Emperor. 
Finally the Taoist arises, pays his respects to the spirits, 
and retires. The ritual meditation is repeated a month later 
on the festival called' 11 Awakening of the insects,” facing the 
Mao position, in the east.
On the Oh1 ing Ming, festival, usually about April 5 9 the 
Taoist again performs the meditation, facing the Chhen position
( ESE by E ) * The color is yellow, the symbol of the' Yellow 
Emperor, and the primordial breath of the center. The organ 
of the body is the spleen*, The meditation is begun between 
7 and 9 in the morning. And so the.meditation is done once a 
month for;an, entire/yeah* at ,the hour and facing the'position 
which corresponds to the five emperors, the breaths, and the 
time of .the - day,* acchrdir% to-: the:following schedule:^6
hate Bestival ■'Time" ‘” ’ Cbmpass • Branch Oolor Organ
Eeb 5 Li-ch *un
A.M.-
3-5 ENE x N Yin green liver-
Mar 5 Bugs awake .■ 5-7 - 'East Mao green liver
Apr 5 Oh'ing Ming 7-9 ESE x E Oh5 en yellow spleen
May, 5 ■Ei-hsia .. 9-11 SSE x E Ssu red heart
Jun 6 . Brain forms
Noon 
' 1 1 - 1 South Wu red heart
Jul 7 Slight'heat 1-5 SSW x W - Muo yellow spleen
Aug I, Li-ch!iu J : 3^ 5- WSW x S Shen white lungs
Sep ’ 8 White dew 5-7 West ' Yu •white lungs
Oct ■8 .Gold dew; ■ 7-9 'WNW x N HstL .. , v  yellow spleen
Nov 7 Li-tung : *9-11 NNW x'N Hai black kidney
Dec 7 Heavy snow
Midnight ,
1 1 - 1  'North Tsu black kidney
Ian 6 Slight cold' 1-3 NNE x E Oh’oLi. .uyellow ■ spleen
It thus takes,a whole year of repeated’meditations-to 
"instill the spirits of the prior heavens into'the bpdye The 
performance of Taoist liturgy is no different■from theperfor-r 
mance of Taoist meditation, in the mental activity of the' :V • •
Taoist high priest, who stands in the center of the sacred 
area meditating, while the lesser Taoists perform the intri­
cate rubrics of the liturgy* The great contribution which the 
Taoists of Taiwan can make to an understanding of religious 
Taoism is, then, precisely in this area* The interpretation 
of the inner alchemical texts of the Taoist Canon, the 
circulation of breath, and the attainment of immortality 
is to the Taoists of Taiwan a meditation upon and instilling 
into the body of the spirits of the Prior Heavens* These 
spirits are then summoned forth to restore primordial-breath, 
life, and blessing to the people of the commuhity, through’' 
the mediation of’,the Taoist and his 'ancient liturgy. The 
secret of the Taoist, hiddeip behind the locked’"doors of. the 
temple during,’ thefChiao festival',; and hidden even more deeply * 
in the recesses of his. mind, to b.e-revealed only once a 
generation to a single’s on, is the method of summoning and- 
meditating upon the gods of the prior heavens.
Amidst the curling vapor of the incense and the 
clamor of percussion intruments, double reed flutes, and ’ - ■
strings, while his disciples are performing ritual 'dance ■ 
steps, burning Pu talismans, and chanting, the head Taoist 
sits or stands in the center of the temple, and-meditates*,
By placing the thumb of his left hand onto the positions of the 
Ho-t *u, imagined on the palm of the left hand, he summons the 
spirits of the prior heavens. In the colors representing the
primordial breaths of the heavens, blue-green, red, white, 
purple-black, and yellow, he sees the spirits of'the five 
directions assemble. By planting them into his body, the 
microcosm, he also effects their insertion into the five 
directions of the macrocosm. He then summons the Three 
Pure ,Ones, and finally causes the union of heaven and earth, 
Primordial Breath and Seminal Essence., with the spirit of the 
Center*. Meditation and ritual are based on the same rule.
Having come this far in the instructions of religious 
Taoism, Chuang then invited the authorto witness a solemn 
Ohiao ritual, in which the principles described above were 
illustrated by the performance of the liturgy. Though the 
preparation described in the above pages was complicated and 
lengthy,, it is only a minute part,and almost insignificant 
in the total preparation required to perform'’the ritual of 
orthodox religious Taoism. A very basic description of the 
intricate and complicated rituals will-be given in the 
following pages, knowing that only the.several hundred manu­
script volumes which a, Taoist possesses can do it complete 
justice., , ■
VI
THE G-REAT1 OHIAQ FESTIVAL
In the first chapter, the Qhiao festival was described 
as the pinnacle and summation of the celebrations of the folk 
religiono A great Qhiao festival occurs onljr once in a life­
time in each of the villages of Taiwan* .Since each village , 
decides for itself when the festival will occur, it is possible 
to see the Qhiao almost annually in the villages around Hsinchu, 
Districts vie with each other in the lavish■preparations and 
the widespread celebration of the event. To the common man, 
the Qhiao means a great religious festival in which the wrong­
doings of the past generation are svyept away,/ and life? blessing, 
and prosperity are restored for the coming; generations <.
According to the Tao Qhiao Yuan Liu, the secret manual 
of the Taoist priest cited in the first and second chapters,,' 
the word Qhiao means a sacrificial offering, that Is, It is
•i
equivalent to the word Chi for religious sacrifice, Qhiao 
means specifically sacrifice directed towards the heavenly . 
spirits, in which the things offered do not include meat, es­
pecially uncooked meat. The offerings consist of incense,
" : • - ■ ' 2 music, sweet things-, wine, and so forth. An ordinary sacrific­
ial offering to- the ancestors or to. .the spirits includes cooked 
meat, whereas meat of all sorts is strictly forbidden during 
the Qhiao ritual, hot until’the last day-of the festival, after 
the Taoist has finished the orthodox rituals inside-the temple,
and comes out^to offer the memorial to .the Jade Emperor of
■, ■ . 3
heaven, is meat allowed to be used for offering. The people then
slaughter pigs’, goatschickens, and ducks, to" be offered in
the P fu-tu ritual, which frees the souls of the ancestors from
the fiery underworld® Qhiao then has the-sx)ecial meaning of
respect and%brship'for the;Heavenly Worthies, in which wine
and incense are the main things offered,^
Qhiao, in'its final sense. Is a religious ritual of re­
newal, ■ The - renev/al--is expressed-In many ways, however, and 
includes-,. In the minds of the common man a series of themes and 
objectives which lead up to the grand finals, the restoration 
of the’ village to Its pristine state of life.and blessing for 
the coming generation! ■
The first of - the'themes leading to village renewal is 
ritual. purification® For as long as a month-;before the Qhiao 
festival begins, the people are encouraged to-'abstain from 
meat® A week before the ritual, meat Is discburag'ed, :and from 
the day the festival actually begins until the morhing of the 
last day, before the P fu-tu banqiiet for the- ancestors, no 
living animal may.be slaughtered. Oh the day which ritual begins
all the members of the village community must bathe, and divesl 
themselves of wool or leather clothes. The'laymen who guard the 
side door of the temple keep strict surveillance that noone 
wearing leather or wool is allowed to enter the temple-area®
The doors of the temple are sealed off, and not only are 
wool, leather, and all dead things forbidden entrance, but the - 
color white is also not permitted to be worn inside the temple, 
since white is symbolic of the west, the' direction where Yin 
Is in dominance, and death 'is prevalent® The ritual purifica­
tion therefore symbolizes the expulsion of death, sickness, and 
the evil forces of.Yin from the precincts of the village® Yang, 
life, and blessing are to be restored, whereas Yin, death, and 
calamities are forbidden entrance® Women, representing the 
powers of Yin are in some communities forbidden entrance as 
well, but this taboo Is a local fiction, and not universally 
observed. Women who- are community leaders are allowed to watch
the inner rituals, and the women who cook for the men sealed
6within the temple are also allowed entrance0
The second , th erne.of -the, ,,Q hi a o leading to renewal Is 
the performance of works of merit® Many of the canons which 
the Taoist is liired. to perf orm are called <n Canons of merit 
and repentancen , and the acts of, the . people during the three 
or five days of ritual-are aimed"at increasing the merit of the 
individual and the community towards winning the final''blessing® 
Thus, the members of the community are all asked to contribute 
according to their means towards the renewal of the village
templeo Each family or -clan pays fo.r- a lamp which is kept burn­
ing inside the temple 'during' ritual performances, The lamp is 
set in a bushe!-’ of ■ pure rice',' in which are inserted a ruler and 
a scales, for measuring good and bad merit, a pair of scissors 
for cutting evil, a sword, a mirror for identifying good and
bad spirits, and seeing the true interior of the man who looks 
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into it.
The wealthier clans of the community also build huge 
cloth and wood structures called TJan. which act as temporary 
lodgings for the heavenly spirits who attend the rituals. The 
T * an are sometimes as high as three or four stories, and are 
sumptuously decorated.^ The effigy of the spirit housed inside 
is given a new pair of silk clothes for every da3^ of the fest­
ival, and the various rooms of the T Jan are decorated with 
artifacts, and opened to the inspection of the visiting crowds 
who come to watch the Qhiao festivities.
Other works of -merit .include the hiring of opera troupes 
and puppet shows to perform..in the streets, for the benefit of, 
the visiting deities and the crowds of mortals. Beggars, lame, 
blind, and all sorts of the afflicted sit or lay by the way­
side, attracting alms from the passersby. Gifts of money to the 
temple and the beggars, entertainment for the spirits and the 
visiting mortals, and,finally the rituals,going on inside the 
temple, add up the accumulated merits' of the community*
A third theme dependant upon the purification and merit 
of the village is the care of the souls of the departed* To 
the people one of the most important events of the festival is 
the P fu-tu ritual on the last day, and subsequently the banquet 
for the deceased and for the living* The great banquet, in which 
a 24 coiirse meal is served, is the final act of meritorious 
giving which frees the souls from the underworld, and sends 
them to join the world of the bright spirits* To the adherents 
of the folk religion, many of the sicknesses and natural cala­
mities of the village community and of the family are caused 
by an unattended ancestor, or the "wandering souls" who have 
no ancestor tablet, or no offspring to look after them* for 
the sake of the happiness, prosperity, and peace'of the vil­
lage for the coming generation, no single act is more import­
ant to the people, than the freeing of these tortured souls
9in the underworld*
For the performance of these and many other deeds of 
merit, the purpbhe of the' Chiao is fulfilled, that, is,' the 
people'gain- P * fng-an, peace, blessing, and the renewal of 
life for’the next life'cycle* * Crops will flourish, babies 
will be born,' and" the members of then-community will live at 
peace with each other and their■neighboring villages*,
The Taoist prepares himself for the Chiao ' in-.;-the same 
fashion as the people* He too does not eat meat, immediately 
prior to the Chiao * The last month or so before the rituals
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begin, .he. conductsthe intensive preparation for the-ritual 
performances inside-and - outside of the temple. : A. price must 
he agreed upon with the temple, for the' TaoistTs services."^ '
■ When the price is agreed upon by the temple custodians and- the 
Taoist high piiest, then other Taoists are called in to assist,* 
Ghuang spends several- weeks contacting all the Black-head - - ■
Taoists who had worked in the past either for himself; or 
were some how associated with his father and grandfathera s ;< 
The duties are divided between the rituals performed secretly 
inside the temple, and those to he done outside, for all to 
see, Ghuang reserves the interior rituals for himself, his 
sons, and his; immediate entourage of disciples« The exterior 
rites, which include visiting as many of the homes of the 
villagers as possible and reading a purificatory blessing,
is given to lesser Taoists,' who are ''acquainlahcosl In all, :
. . . . . .  . a
as many as 12 to 15 Taoists are engaged:-during-a . Ghiao festival. •
Inside the Taoist*s home, the preparations are intensive.
Every member of the family, the aukhdrsincluded* is engaged in
writing the Eu talismans, the lengthy documents* memorials,
rescripts, messages, and so forth,' to be used during the
rituals. Each of the rituals has' its own document, which is
addressed, one by one, to designated ■ heavenly .worthies. The
heavenly worthies then act as intermediaries*Ion the last day
of the ritual, to present the great Yellow Memorial to the Jade
15Emperor above, in the rite called Ghin Piao, ^
. In the , preparation f or'the Ghihb "ritual, all. of the 
Taoists, high .ranking Black-head-and lowly Red-head, are-alike. 
The elite meditations hifitlieYellow:, 0 our t; "canon and. the the or-* 
etical discussions of.ybhe- ppeface to.,.-the I-ching, the Ho-t *u 
and ho-shu, are forgotten, -The Taoist has become a functionary 
of the folk religion, the principles have'-become spirits, and 
all attention is now focused on summoning them.properly, prepar­
ing the-right documents for sending messengers to appear before 
the heavenly throne, and in satisfying the demands, of.the 
people for a ritually perfect performance during the Ghiao i
A Taoistf s' reputation, his popularity at ritual'-'perfor­
mances, and-therefore. the''livelihood'-he makes by his -profession 
are, dependant- upon the-.manner in which-he performs the litcirgyV. ; 
Ghuang*s price is high. It"is known throughout Hslnchu and 
parts of north Taiwan that Ghuang?s performance is perfect. The 
price of the Red-head Ch’iem is much less, and only- the poorer j 
villages hire him for a Chiao» The Red-head Taoist thiang, 
however, who lives in the city of Ohung-li, north of Hsinc-hu, 
is a famous Taoist master who is often called upon to perform, 
two or three Ghiao festivals simultaneously, Huang agrees to 
perform at all of them, and then hires Chdien of Hslnchu-,' with 
his entire entourage, as well as other famous Red-head Taoists 
of Taipei, to the north, to fill in at the various ceremonies * 
Each Taoist has his own specialty, and goes around from Qhiao 
to Ghiao, performing in staggered intervalsd
- ■ Such is not the case with Ghuang, who will not be bought
for a lesser price, and who considers the unscrupulous methods of 
the Red-head Taoists to he sufficient proof of their heterodoxy. 
One 03: the duties which the Taoist master must assign himself 
is the composition of an eight-legged essay, much as the 
scholar, must do who hopes to pass the imperial examinations.
The subject of the essay is the eternal Tao, and the audience 
which is the ritual summit of the Chiao festival, -'the restoring 
of primordial life to the community. The essay is couched in 
the esoteric terms of religious Taoism, and is posted outside 
on a temple wall for all the people of the community and the 
visitors to see. Along with the essay on the Tao is a long 
list of all the names of the villagers, published like the list 
of scholars who pass the imperial examinations* On the last day 
of‘the.ritual this list is posted on an exterior temple wall 
also.,- 'sh-owing that the, villagers have been elected to the7.ro.ster 
of the Immortals, having passed the severe trials of the Qhiao 
rituals,0 and presented the great memorial before the throne of 
the Jade Emperor* The composition of all these varied documents, 
the preparation of the ritual manuals, the vestments, summoning 
the musicians and practising for-the ritual performances, are a 
part of the Taoist*s preparation* ' '
On the evening of the day when the ritual is to begin, 
the'Taoists enter the temple* The,initial, ceremony, the Ea Piao 
or presentation of the memorial which announces the beginning 
of the Chiao usually takes place at about midnight. Before that 
time the Taoists must set up the temple In the proper manner
: for. performing ritual ceremony. The statues "of' the gods' have . ■
already been removed to- an altar in front of the temple*- The 
interior of the area has been’ filled with the oil' lamps in /- 
ornate hand-carved stands, each filled with white rice, and 
holding the symbolic instruments, mirror, scissors, sword, 
ruler, and scale* The oil lamp is laid in the center-of the 
stand, atop the'rice, with a mirror behind it* Along the left • , 
and right.'walls! of the temple, and along the- rear or north . 
wall are hung scrolls representing- the heavenly worthies.■
The Three.;pure Ones each have a scroll,, on the north wall.
The Yang spirits are on the left or east side of.the temple, 
and' the Yin- spirits are on., the west .of right side* A'-Special ' 
table is placed in the center of the temple, for the use of 
the Taoist* a '1.1 ,
On the table in the center-the Taoist lays the precious 
manuscripts from which the liturgies are chanted*>On the east .. 
side of the table is a brass bowl, - ahd bn,.the'-west ,;S.lde a. large 
■ hollow wooden instrument, called the n woo den fish*” • The Taoist ' 
master, who is entitled Eao-kuhg Ea-shfh, ”Master' of-exalted 
merit” , stands in the center^ in ffoht of-i^e-/ritual manuscript. 
The chihf cantor' Tu-chiang stands on the east side,. ,ahd. is in 
charge of beating the brass\gong, representing Yang* The assist­
ant cantor stands on the west side and strikes the wood fish, 
representing Yin * The original rubrics call-"for a stone instru- ;
•ment Instead of the.wooden fish, but wood seems to have generally 
replaced the-"stone Instrument. . . .
The temple as re-arranged by the Taoists resembles 
the following chart:^
Tao-te Primordial i Ling-pao
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Fig. 17 —  The temple arranged for 
Taoist ceremony.
As the hour -of midnight approaches, the laymen begin 
to, arrive. Only those who have been elected by the community 
to participate in"the secret inner rituals are allowed into’, 
the temple. These participants represent the various clans of 
the village, each of which sponsors a votive lamp inside the 
temple* Certain members are required to be,present at each 
of the orthodox rituals, to stand behind the Taoist priests, 
and hold incense as representatives of the community* To each 
of the participants an' arm band is issued, so that they may 
enter and leave the temple as necessary. Noone else is allowed 
to enter the temple, until' the last day of the festival, after 
the major rituals have:ended.
Both the order and the content of the rituals differ,
15for the Red-head and the Black-head Taoists. Since the three- 
or more days of ritual are very complicated, the basic order 
for a Chiao ritual will be presented in the following pages, 
before describing the content. When a Taoist performs liturgy 
for one day only, He follows a'standard pattern, which is used 
both in Taoist and Buddhist ,;ritrialsf-dpneffor''thp, . sake of ’ the 
laymen. The Buddhists use:,,fhe same, Taoyat'rituals of .the*.Qhiao 
when performing popular festival rituals, adding >to ’'the program 
the sutras of Buddhist faith.. AvMspbit>he day Virtual, then, 
whether for Buddhist or Taoist, resembles the following chart:
’1.' Announcing the Ritual &
.2. Summoning the spirits
■3o Purification of the. area- ■
4o The Three Officials canon
5. The North Pole Star canon
6 * The South Pole Star canon
7. The Noon Offering ,
■ ‘'8 * .Tao ChLang- (Black-head ritual) or
• ‘ • ' Loosening the Bonds ( Red-head‘ ritual )
9* The Three Origins canon 
. 10*• The P !u-tu ritual for freeing the souls*
‘I!*. Thanking and seeing off the spirits.
The above set of,rituals, is standard for any celebration
involving the adherents of the folk religion. It is followed in
the popular temples of' the folk religion, as well as in the
Buddhist temples which have a large popular following* ' The
Buddhists would substitute or add to the morning rituals the
reading of the popular versions of the Lotus SutraP: the Diamond
Sutra, andotter. Buddhist texts in place of the strictly Taoist
16rituals such as the Tao Ch*ang or the Loosening of the Bonds.- 
.But The Buddhist temples actually perform the reading of the 
Three Officials, North Pole 9 and South PolQ Star Canons, be­
cause they are popular and well known, texts in the folk reli­
gion * The above being the basic-order of a one day liturgical 
performance, the next chart will show the secret elite rituals 
which only the Taoist"knows, and which are performed behind the 
locked doors of-the* temple.
Table 1
The Basic Taoist Qhiao .Ritual.
( 1st day ) 1* Announcing the Ghiao 
.2, Inviting the Spirits 
3o Thurifying the T !an area 
4 „ Noon 0 f f ering
Rite of >New: Blr'e [ Reh:Teng ]
■ 6 „ Applying the ITo~t kx. Su Chdi ]
( 2nd day ) 7* MorningrAucLience ■ ( ‘Primordial Heavenly Worthy )
8 * Noon'Audience . ' ( Ling-pao Heavenly Worthy )
9» Night Audience ( Tao-te Hevenly Worthy )
( 3rd day ) 10* Tao Ch!ang ( Banquet for the Three Pure Ones )
ZLNzIN * ( freeing the Souls )
12e Thanking and seeing off the gods
In the above set of rituals * the noon offering on the
first day is repeated on all,three days; the first and second
rituals are common to all ceremonies3 and the P !u-tu is of 
course performed outside for all the people to see. If one 
were to combine the above chart with the first■ list-of, ordinary 
ritual? and add to it the special -external ceremonies of the 
three day Qhiao, the program of the festival would be complete * 
In presenting the following chart? the order of the Black-head 
Taoists will be listed on the left* and the program of the Red­
head Taoists will be on the right*
' TABLE 2 
ORDER FOR A 3 DAT CHIAO
Black-head Chiao . Red-head Chiao
( Pirst Bay )
1. Pa Piao ( Announce ) 1 *
( Pirst Bay ) 
Pa Piao
2, Ch!ing Shen ( Invite ) 2 , Ch'ing Shen
3*' Purify the T * an
4, Jade Pivot Canon 3 * Jade Pivot
5.* Three Officials Canon 4* Three Officials Canon
6 , North" Pole Canon 5 * North Pole Canon
7» South Pole Canon 6 * South Pole Canon
8 * Noon Offering 7* Noon Offering
9* Three Origins Canon 8 , Three Origins Canon
10, Pen Teng ( New Pire ) 9* Pen Teng
11, Su Ch1i ( 5 writs )
1 ( Second day ) ( Second Bay )
12. Re-invite the spirits 1 0 , Re-invite the spirits








15* Noon Audience 13. Noon Audience
16, Noon Offering 14. Noon Offering
17* Canonical Readings 15, Canonical Readings
18, Night Audience P  P- ■ 16 ' Niglit, Atidienc e
19* Bloating the Lanterns • •" v; 17,. Bloating the Lanterns
. «  ^
{
• 18, ( Chin~-tf anv&' Su-ch1 i
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■Black-head Ghiao 9 cont1 d Red-head Ghiao, contld
( Third Bay ')
20*.Re-invite the spirits
21. Summoning the Jade Emperor
22. Jade ‘Emperor Canon
23. Tpo Ch!ang ( Banquet for
the Three Pure Ones )
24. Chin- Piao ( presenting the 
. • ■' petitions )
25. Boon Offering
2.6. P ?u~tu ( Banquet for the 
Hungry Souls )
27. Thanking the spirits
28. Seeing off.the spirits
• ( Third Bay )
19. Re-invite the spirits 
20* Summoning the Jade Emperor 
21. Jade Emperor Canon
22-. Phin Piao ( offering the
petitions of the people )
1 ‘
2 3 ® Ho on Offering ~ *
24. P 1 u-tu ( Banquet for the souls)
25* Wan-ling Teng /( Red-head' /
version of the Tao-chJang)
26. J u O h ’ao ( Audience with!
the Three'--; Pure Ones; 
closing .the T fan area ) ■
27. Thanking the spirits f
28. Seeing off.the spirits
29. Expelling the. dempps of'
pestilence? (if called 
for)-. \ ■ ■
The above list is by no means complete. The-external 
rituals' performed in public for the people to seep and the many 
"little" rites which the Red-head Taoists add to. the ceremonies 
■for dramatic effect9 are not mentioned. The kinds of ritual can 
be divided into three general classifications. The first, is the 
orthodox elite Qhiao- ritual performed behind the closed doors 
of the temple, fhe second" are the canonicalIreadings done as 
acts of repentance and merit. These rituals are like the Buddhist
ceremonies, in that they are preceded by almost identical 
purificatory prayers and.conjurations, and are simply read 
or chanted kneeling before the main altare The third kind of 
rituals, some of which*are performed in public and some in-, 
side the temple, are dramatic and instructive''in nature5 
they illustrate such themes as purification,'the expelling of 
evil, and the presenting .of the petition to the heavenly empe­
ror in such a way that the laymen can understand the purpose 
of the ritual while watching,
The first kind of"ritual the orthodox, elite rites 
performed inside the sealphitemple, are' the special-prero­
gative of the Cheng-i sect of Taoists, One must be at least a
grade six Taoist ybo be; able, to perform them, that is, he must
1 o
know the sets of registers-listed above on pages 130 - 1 3 2 ,
This kind of ritual is called K !o-i, that is, the ritual of 
19dialogue. In this ritual, the Taoist high priest,-who
plays the role of the 1 1ai-chi, the ultimate Tao, stands or
kneels in-the center, while the Chief Cantor [ Tu-c.hiang ]
and the Assistant Cantor [ ku-chiang ] alternate in singing
20the ritual text. The Chief Cantor is sometimes referred to 
as the trDragon” for east, or Yang, and the Assistant Cantor
as the ”Tiger”, for west, and Yin,
The K {o-i ritual always follows the same pattern, 
and is the core of the Ghiao liturgy * After an introductory 
passage, in which Chuang reproduces accurately the monastic
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training of his grandfather, starting from outside the ritual
area and entering solemnly through the nG-ate of Heaven” entrance
as illustrated on page 1 5 3 , the ritual begins in the following 
■ 21manner* While sounding the great drum 24 times,, the incense
is lit, and a special Heavenly Worthy for each of the elite
22
rituals is sent off to summon the spirits from heaven* Then
the Taoist kneels and performs the Chhu Kuan ritual, in which
the deities are summoned forth from his body and the mandala
of the Ho-tTu is constructed around his body, in space, as was
described.in chapter five. The spirits which the Taoist
summons correspond to the number of registers he has received
at his ordination* Thus the Red-head Taoists summon fewer than 1
the Black-head; Ghuang, haying received the monastic'tradition
from his maternal grandfather, summons the spirits of the
23monastic registers.
Thereupon the various rituals of the orthodox tradi­
tion are performed, such as the Su-chfi 9 the Three Audiences,
24and the Tao-chiang 9 as will be described below. The Taoist 
first performs the meditations according to the Ho-t-'u, the 
Yellow Court canon, and the Pive Primordial Breaths as des­
cribed above in chapters three, four, and five* Thereupon a 
banquet is presented to the Three Pure Ones, consisting of
wine ('the original meaning of Chiao is the presentation of
25wine as an offering ) and incense* " following the offerings 
the Taoists perform an intricate ritual dance, while singing 
the beauties, of the. heavens ..where the spirits reside, and in
. ' 1 160,
which the Taoists are now traveling* The Red-head Taoists, 
always more inclined to dramatic effects, dempnstrate; the. 
fact by dancing atop a'rattan mat, which has been turned over; 
the word Tien to "turn over” is a homonym for T 1ien 9 heaven. ^  
The Taoists are-now truly dancing in the heavens, before the 
presence of the-Heavenly Worthies and the eternal Tao*. "
■ finally a great document Is burned, which lists* the 
names of the poopie, their.petitions, and the purpose of the 
ritual being offered,.. The rituals then close with recitation of
the twelve’ ,vows of -the Taoist, the recalling of the spirits
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into the Taoist rS;<body, and the exit' from the ritual area.
The actual ■; performance of the rituals is necessarily -far more
complicated than'..the: brief description given.above, .Since the
purpose-of. the folfewing-pages is to show the relationship
between the Ho-tluj -the Yellow- Court- Canon, and the meditative
liturgy of religious Taoism, as described by Chuang, a more
detailed description.of the rituals in their rubrical aspects
■' 1 . 28 
must await a later expository study§ it was the theoretical
meaning ofthe- Qhiao which Ghuang first indicated for expla­
nation. The basic meanings of the rituals, and the .meditations 
accompanying them will be described below*
I* The Pirst Hay
The-first day of-'ritual begins at midnight with the 
ritual called,.Pa -Piao,j, ."Sending off the Memorial"; the purpose 
of ..the rite is th anhohnce' to "all the spirits of .the three
i- ' * • ■> ' W  9Q
stages of the cosines that a Chiao is to "hegin. The purpose 
of the ritual is "indicated^iy :the fact/that' the Taoists face the 
south , the area where the 'bright spirits' of the folk religion 
are now placed, The final act is the sending off of a huge 
memorial' containing the names of all the people, the various 
petitions, and the purpose for which the Ghiao is being offered.
The Red-head Taoists include in the ritual an ”Opening of the
■ 30 ' 'Byes” ceremony in which the various paper-mach.6 statues of
the deities invited, and the scrolls of the- heavenly worthies
are to’uched ?wLth a brush, - The brush has been dipped first in
red ink, then into blood drawn from the comb of a cock, the beak
of a duck, and the Taoist’s tongue, Chuang does not perform
this heterodox ritual, but many of the Black-head Taoists at ~
least touch the scrolls with a brush dipped in red ink. Such
dramatic effects help the people appreciate■the symbolism of
the deeper orthodox ritual being performed simultaneously.
The second rite, which follows immediately upon the
' S! i?
Announcing ritual is called Oh’ing Shen inviting the spirits,
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or Ghu Sheng. , convoking the saintly ones, IDhis rite is the ; 
converse'of the former, and .is meant to summon the Heavenly 
Spirits who are the special object of the Taoist’s worship.
The direction of the rite is the north, and the spirits sum­
moned are those of the Taoist’s register. All of the spirits 
of the mandala, the varioiis sets of five for the ”Bive Talis­
mans”, the messengers, retainers, .jade ladies and gold men, 
are all- invited into the ritual T ’an area,
On the morning of the first day occurs the first of 
the dramatic ceremonies outside the temple*’ The people 
prepare three long bamboo! poles 40 to 50 feet in length*
These have been erected from a platform in front of the - 
temple* Next three lanterns and.three standards are prepared,, 
one for the-Heavenly Spirits9 one for the North Pole constel­
lation with its seven stars9 and one for the orphan souls 
who:will be summoned for the final banquet* The Taoists come 
out from the temple9 and officiate at the ceremony for raising 
the standards and the lanterns on the three■poles? which act as 
an external summons to. the spirits* Some communities erect one 
pole for each day of ritual* so that- avf.1 ve day Ghiao will 
have five poles* Others,erect a great number of bamboo poles* 
including one .at- each home .in.-thev community lhat is actively 
taking part in the coremo.nies * ,Tliree poles only* however* seem 
to be standard throughout Hsinchu county* no matter how many 
days or what the size of a Ghiao *
The third of the orthodox rituals on the first day of 
^ ie Ghiao■jg the Qhin-t ? an 9 the purification of the sacred 
1 1 an area* This ritual is supposed to take place early in the 
morning. :of the first day* Many of the Red-head Taoists do not 
perform it in' this place* however* saving it for a prelude to 
"^ie Su-chM ( also performed out of place on the evening of 
..the second day by many Shen-hsiao Taoists ) or even ;as late 
as the. third day* before the Tao Chdang ritual* Chuang always 
performs the ritual on'the morning of the first day*
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Ohuang!s manner of''performing the ritual varies slightly
from the other Black-head Taois.ts of north Taiwan* The ■ usual
instrument of purification is the Taoist sword, used with
water to cleanse the area of evil spirits* Oliuang tises four
instruments, sword', halberd, spear, and axe, a variation
learned by one of Chuang's ancestors at Wu-tang Shan, in Hupei,
34-the home of the North foie sect of Taoists* The ritual is 
performed' in the following manner*
The Taoist chosen to- perform the ritual, in this case 
the son of Chuang who is chosen to succeed him/ dresses in 
the shorter tunic of a Chief Cantor, without 'the "flame-pin 
inserted in hrs crown* The ritual takes-place in the.southern 
•part of the temple, facing the south* ' On the floor of the 
temple the Taoist imagines the 8 trigrams of Wen Wang, and 
puts himself in the position marked uEntrance of Earth," that 
is, the southwest, or .K ?un position of the trigrams*.
From his position at•the entrance of earth, he Ts!un 
■nfixes" in his mind the images of the spirits who will be sum­
moned forth to-assist him* He first sees the three spirits 
in the handle of the constellation Ursa Manor, the lords T*ang, 
Ko, and Chou, each with his own apparel, in great detail* He
then sees them entering the T !an area, sword in hand, ready to
37assist at the purification*
He’then envisions-directly above his head all:-seven stars 
of the big dipper, and in the four,directions around him-, he 
sees the four mythical creatures, the G-reen Dragon, of the' east.
the Red Phoenix to the south, the White Tiger'to the West, 
and the Dark Tortoise to the North* The Taoist of course 
stands in the center of the cosmos* Directly above he envisions 
the sun and the moon, and the five planets of the heavens*
He next-begins to summon the spirits from his' body, 
beginning with' a sacred hand gesture, whereby the thumb of the 
left hand is' touched to the middle joint of the middle finger, 
while the tip of the fourth finger touches the center of the 
palm* He first sLimmons the G-reen Dragon "from the microcosm, 
thinking; of' the corresponding-.constellation of the east * . The 
music being played by the musicians graphically represents 
the visions going on within the TaoistTs mind* Accompanied by . 
clouds of green vapor which fill the T * an area,, the dragon 
comes forth through the left eye of the Taoist* ’ Next he 
calls forth the White Tiger, thinking of the corresponding 
constellation of the west,. THe^Tiger is envisioned as respond­
ing with a roar, coming out in clouds of white vapor, from the 
right nostril of the Taoist.
The red bird of the south is summoned, with a host of
spirits coming in clouds' . of jade vapor * The. red bird and the -'
38spirits of the south issue forth through the mouth* 'Finally 
he summons the mysterious darkle feature;- of the north, in the 
form of an armored tortoise, born by transformation from the
great Tin* The creature'of the .north'comes- forth from the ears
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of the Taoist, with a  ehphtuof spirits;,. ins a dark vapor*
He then summons all the spirits of the microcosm, the - 
sun and the moon, the four directions, the nine provinces, • 
the 16 generals sxibordinate to' the T f ai-i deity in the eabt,^ 
and finally the spirit officials of heaven, earth, and,the 
underworld, Fortified by this splendid array of evil-expelling 
deities, he is now ready to begin the purification of the area.
The Taoist priest then takes the great sword into his 
hand, from the trashel of white'rice in- the center of the 
altar. He recalls in an incantation that the sword was forged 
from the five elements,pfire, wood,' water, earth, and metal* 
Hardened into' matchless steel, it is a sword for killing or 
forbidding entrance to evil spirits "ail'd"demons. It is this 
great sword which helps the five elements to move in their 
proper order, forbids'demons, and cau.ses the Tao to be spread 
abroad, everywhere. The 28 heavenly constellations, the seven 
stars of the 'dipper, all support its holder, and spread the 
hundred blessings to the- ten-thousand directions of the cosmos*
In his left hand he takes a small metal bowl, filled 
with water* In a second incantation he states that the water 
is not common everyday water, taken from rivers-, streams, or 
the ocean* It is spirit water, emitted by a dragon, for puri­
fying heaven and earth* For the ruler who drinks it, there
will be life, ten-thousand years,'and blessing* Today’ it will
" 42be used -to purify and expel sullied demon breath*
The Taoist then commands the five dragons of the five
directions in'the watery -underworld, to enter the water in 
the small howl in his hands* He does this .by iaeans of talis- 
manic characters written in the air with the sword* The dragon 
kings then enter the water, along with the primordial breath 
of the five directions-, and the five heavenly- stars* It ip 
through the use of the sword, **no ordinary'sword” the Taoist I. • 
repeats, that the talismans can be written and the water puri­
fied* It is now ftno ordinary water*1 for the spirits of the five
43directions have penetrated itI Taking a sip from the bowl, 
he finishes the-incantation with a crescendo command,* blowing
a spray of water from his ‘mouth in the form-'of a great cloud
44 -of vapor* .. ■■ ■.
The Taoist then piirifies each of the *'gates" in the 
central T * an area, as depicted in the diagram .on page 153*
In the present rite, the eight trigrams of King Wen, as imag­
ined by the Taoist to be depicted on the floor of the temple, 
have moved with,the Taoist to the southern part of the temple* 
The Taoist. is'■-always the. .center of the cosmos, and the eight 
trigrams,'move with hinrto the north or the south of the temple, 
depending in which direction he performs the ritual* The Taoist 
therefore paces around the circle of the eight trigrams,.stop­
ping at the gate of heaven [ Ohiien ], the entrance to earth 
.[ K*un ] the road of man [ Hsun ]. and the devil*s door [ Ken ]• 
In each position he draws a talisman in the air with the sword, 
and blows a cloud' of spray from his mouth, in purification, thus 
keeping even the smallest demons from entrance*
Having purified the area.a first time, 'and summoned 
the spirits of the heavens to. engage in the battle- against 
evil, the Taoist then proceeds to'’the entrance of earth posi­
tion in the southeast, and begins to make ■ present . the five- 
emperors'of the five directions,- with their heayenly hosts, of 
accompanying messengers, knights, and foot soldiers. The ' ■ ' ’ 
summons is in accord with the Ho-t!u , thus' constructing or 
superimposing on the eight trigrams ox Wen Wang, l(' the chart • -. 
of the Hosterlor ''-Heavens, the Lo-shu ) tire' chart-'and the spiri-is 
of the Prior Heavens* ' - ;v ' y
Respectfully oh high we invite ; -y.y 
The G-reen* Emperor' of the east ;
Wood■official.who dissolves impurities,
Lord messengers nine men; ; .
The-Red Emperor of the south
Hire official, dissolver of impurities, - -
Lord messengers three men;
The White Emperor of the west
Metal official,, dissolver of Impurities^
, . Lord- messengers seven, men; ' :-
The Black Emperor of the north . ‘ I
Water official, dissolver of * Impurities, '
Lord.messengers five men;
The Yellow Emperor of the center - 
Earth official, dissolver of impurities,
Lord messengers twelve men-;
■ Ye who bear,, on high the talismans 
That dissolve;- imparities, Lord messengers;
Ye who this year, this month, this day.
This moment bear the talismans to dissolve 
Impuritie-s, messenger troops,
Young men, lade women,;. 120 in all
‘ . LI
Altogether■come down to this sacred T !an*
The.Taoist meanwhile envisions the five emperors 
as coming forth Into the‘T ian area, as he paces around the 
five directions of the compass in a ritual dance* He paces 
to the west, faces east, and summons forth the emperor of the 
east, Prom the west he paces to the north, faces south, and 
summons the red emperor of the south, envisioning three 
young men enveloped in "red cinnabar" breath. He sees the 
red phoenix spit forth a fire which purifies the area of 
evil spirits * In similar fashion, standing in the east he 
summons the emperor of the west, and standing in the soiith 
he brings the emperor of the north, each with their vapors,
■ - ' i 1. A Q -■
retainers, and special functions* ‘ '
finally he steps- to the middle,' where he summons the 
Yellow Emperor of the center* The vapor of the center is 
called the "Iiun~t!un Primordial One'Yellow Breath", the same 
primordial element which is the center of the Ho-t!u , which 
restores youth and causes renewal.^ By summoning the spirits
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and sending off the messengers with the talismans, the Taoist
prays that all living things may with joy 11 enter the Tao of 
60the Wu-wei. ’1 ' ■
The Taoist then purifies the people present by blowing
■ '51on them some of the sacred water „ He chants :■
Water has no fixed form
But now, by incantation, its form is fixed*.
It-is, here in my hands, now named spirit water* 
Sprayed on the heavens abovey.it purifies;
Blown on the earth below, it causes lasting peace; 
Spewed on man, it produces eternal life; , -
Blown on demons, it causes their form.to wither*
Y/ith one puff, pure as dew; ''
A second puff, clean as new-fallen snow; Y 
A third puff, and’the 10,000 evil forces 
Are cut off, demons are 'entirely- suppressed,
And:} natural calamities’^are vbiought to an end*
The T a © i s t ■' then praxis ' t ha t the : who.l e bo dy of eve ry o ne 
present be purified* He asks that the pfiiiordial breath of 
the center prenetrate deeply into every.-part of the body, the - 
five organs, the six intestines, the seven ruling officials', ' 
the nine palaces of the head, 12 spirit'rooms, 180 spiipit 
passes, 360 joints, and'so forth* The three Hun-souls on the 
left and the seven Po souls on the right- are each to be filled
and made one with the Tao. All three of the microcosmic
sections of;the body, with .eight ordersyof spirits in each,
corresponding .to ..the. 24 divisions of''/macrocosm,, are. filled
■ 159 ' *
with the eternal Tao.
■The Taoist then changes his perspective' bacln to the 
sacred area, and the final ■ sniiimation of'thc,ritual, the sealing 
of the levies gate, so that the .forces .of' Yin may not enter" 
the sacred f 1 an area during the performance of-•orthodox - 
ritual• The Taoist envisions the foiih; mythical beast,s ,as 
surrounding and supporting himself before the final ■■•frenzied 
ritual dance* He sees the dragon- going ahead, to jW'elcorner the 
heavenly forces, the tiger falling■in behind heating gong 
and drums* The Hark warrior of the north supports, him from ■ .
beneath and the Red Phoenix of the south is above, bearing
5 a ‘ . if *. ■
the standards* He sings: ' ■. , ‘
Above, my head is crowned with a Red Phoenix
Beneath, my'feet supported by.the Dark .Warrior.
On my left, the imperial Green Dragon
On my right' crouches the-White Tiger*
The purpose of closing the Devil1s Date is to' keep 
the primordial forces of breath, seminal essence, and spirit 
within man's, center, and not ‘let’ them'flow away. The three pri­
mordial forces are of coiirse symbolically represented by the. 
Three Pure Ones,.who are'soon to be/called into the sacred area 
for audience,, .and. for • a banquet* - 1’he purification of-the T 1 an 
area from the forces of evil is nec.es.sary to induce the Three 
Pure Ones to come, just as .>it was ■ necessary to purify the
Yellow Court of the spirit in chapter four, before inviting 
the eternal Tao to he present. The evil Yin spirits must 
he expelled? and the heavenly worthies brought into the Yellow 
Court of the center? here represented visibly in the sacred
54f a n  area? before the. three audiences’with the Tao can begin.
The Taoist then begins to perform a series of complicated 
.ritual dances? demonstrating the purification in a dramatic 
fashion. He begins by dancing the steps of Ytt? the sacred 
pace which.Yti the Great used when he controlled the flood 
waters long ago. fhe steps imitate the numbers of the Lo-shu, 
as in figure 11 on page 7 6 -above. He again purifies the four 
gates with the water from the small bowl. Then? adjusting his 
robes? the Taoist does a frenzied dance? with the sword and 
other military instruments, demonstrating visually his power 
to expel all the forces of evil. The stances of the Taoist are 
very much like the military dances of classical opera? where 
battles are done in mime. The age of the Tao Tsang ( Taoist 
Canon ) texts which describe the rubrics of the dance steps 
can be dated to. a far earlier period?;however' b showing that
the Taoist version was far earlier than the popular opera?
55which often used the same techniques. ■. The- stance of the
Taoist imitating the Pei Ton9 North Pole star? is frequently
used during the frenzied dance ritual, for expelling evil? a-
56stance also repeatedl.ey to be seen on the stage.
The. rite as Chuang performs it.here differs from the 
other Taoists of Taiwan?, because he preserves .the ritual dance
pattern and the use of military weaponsiofiihe North- Pole 
sect from .Wu-tang Shan in Hupei? a practise which the author 
has.not seen aftong other Taoists in .Taiwan. In the bushel of 
white rice on the center of the altar?' Chuang! s.-. son? now, 
trained to pefform the difficult dance routine? has placed 
four weapons? a'sword? halberd? spear? and axe. One by one 
he takes the weapons? -and using the greatest- skill: and athletic 
.prowess,. fights off thellegions’ of itp.derwofid..demons? with 
the: gestures, thrusts? parries? and. blows"'of’ a knightly t 
■ hero. Ohuang stands # y  ?jitstly'^rojad bf thejexpert performance • 
of the son who is to succeed him? and the laymen speak loudly 
in praise of the ritual-.
Pinally the climax has arrived. The Taoist traces the 
steps of the dipper on the floor of the sacred area* Then he 
summons all .of the heavenly forces? from the five directions? 
the three.great rivers and the four'oceans? the five peaks? 
and the nine*heavenly-mansions? to assemble at the gate of 
Yin? the devil's door? and seal it off forever.
Taking the great sword in his.right hand? the Taoist draws 
a circle on the floor? three revolutions from left to right? 
in this fashion: (t?) ? moving from the outside towards the ' 
center. He then super-imposes a second, circle? from right to 
left? in a counter-clockwise motion? thusly:.^5) * Over these 
two concentric.circles he draws seven horizontal lines? repre­
senting h e a v e n a n d  seven 'vertical- lines representing 
Pinally he draws over the entire diagram theearth?
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character for demon, Kuei In a sudden gesture, he runs the 
character through with the sword, and blows the purifying 
water on it from his mouth, thus sealing forever the Devil’s 
G-ate, and keeping the sacred area pure, for the arrival of the 
Heavenly Worthies, With the Devil’s gate now sealed, the heavenly 
spirits will no longer wish to leave, and the audiences with 
the Three Pure Ones, and the banquet in the Yellow Court of 
the center may now begin.
The laymen know nothing of the meditation going on 
within the Taoist’s mind during the ritual. They- see only the 
frenzied dance steps, which demonstrate in visible fashion 
the purification which the Taoist is performing. Certainly the 
highly dramatic nature of the Chin-t’an purificatory ritual 
make it much easier for the laymen to watch, who.must attend 
the rituals inside the temple as the chosen representatives 
of the community. To the laymen, except for the occasional 
dramatic pieces of orthodox liturgy, the Chiao- is truly a time 
of abstinence and penitence, especially during..the lengthy 
reading of the canons of merit and repentance. The-Taoists 
are, to the multitudesy■.offering inberise and wine to the gods 
in a traditional, efficacious manner,/ wh-iGh only the Taoist 
knows how to perform. ■ The alms of the 'folk religion are being 
attained, but the layman doe’s hxot ;knpw i>y what special-means 
it is being accomplished.
The morning and afternoon of the first day /are taken
up witli the reading of-the,tuanons. of - merit and repentance.
The main texts ax^ e listed on page 157 , and include the Jade
v ‘ 1 j
Pivot canon, the Thr-ee Officfals^  canon , the Rorth Pole canon
58and the South Pole canon..,. The Wo on Offering is a pleasant 
interlxide vto 'the ’endless reading of the canons. The Red-head 
Taoist Ch?ien performs this rite as one of his specialties, 
and indeed he justly deserves the praise the other Taoists af­
ford him for his stately performance,, The rite consists of 
offering nine items to the Heavenly Spirits, and takes place 
each day at noon , during the Ghiao. The items consist of 
incense, wine, rice, fire, a variety of sweet things, fruit, 
flowers, tea, and precious jewels* The laymen of the commun­
ity often provide • jewelry and; old coins for-the occasio.ii, !
The Taoist offers'each item with ritual dance steps; ths
rite is offered first inside the temple to the heavenly spirits,
60and then outside.to the spirits of earth, *
The afternoon is filled with'the reading of canons,
61the main texts being the canons of the Three Origins, Gan Ytlan, 
The Taoists and musicians are given lunch after the Hoon Offer- 
ing, which consists of a vegetarian diet; rice, bean-curd, 
pickled vegetables, and bamboo shoots are the only items 
served. The canons are normally performed by the disciples, in 
turn, while, the other Taoists sleep or rest in their special 
quarters, usually in a room off the east side of the temple*. 
Chuang frequently spends- 'this time giving instructions to 
his sons and disciples on the rubrics of the coming'rituals
The evening of the first day, the climax of the first 
24 hours of ritual, is the most physically strenuous and 
spiritually exhilarating experience- of the Ghiao festival„
At about 8 °00 P.M., the Taoist performs the "Lighting of the
Lamps," a liturgical performance of the forty Second chapter
6 *3 ■ 6 aof the Lao-tzju. Just before midnight he begins the Su Oh * i ,
the rite for restoring'the five_ primordial breaths to the .
village community,, The two rituals will be described below.
The Tao -Tsang - ( ?Taoist Canon ) ‘Says of the fen Teng
A  A ■ -‘A  ■ ■
ritual for- lighting the; lamps, ■ J w yr
The fen Teng is the taking of fire from the center 
of the sun*", It vis to use the Yang' fire,,,, the sun's 
realized fire, to light the. oil lamps* Though it is 
evening, one does not know that it is dark,.,» It is 
to use the Yang light of heaven to illumine the dark- 
ness of the Yin world below,
five :Taoists.take’part in the ritual, including the
high priest,.the chief cantor, assistant cantor, procession
66 ■ leader, and incense bearer. H Each of.the Taoists'carries a
torch, consisting of a bamboo rod about; two and a half feet
in length* The tip of the torch is wrapped with cotton cloth
and dipped i.h lamp oil.- The torches are lit from a newly made
fire* Usually the Taoists simply strike a match to the wicks,
meanwhile extinguishing the votive lamps standing before the
67scrolls of;the Three Pure Ones* The High Priest then chants;
Tlie void transcendant mysterious Tao 
In the beginning gave birth to the One*
The One, it is primordial breathfs beginning- 
Therefore let us light one lamp
Before the Primordial [ Ytian-shih ] Heavenly Worthy 
To illumine the first green ancestral 
Primordial breath!s coming forth,!
When the high priest has finished the chant* the chief
cantor [ Tu-chiang ] then lights the votive lamp in front of
the scroll dedicated to the Primordial Heavenly-Worthy, Ylian-
shih T * ien-tsun- The Taoist entourage sing a hymn in his
68praise. The high priest then intones:
The Tao gave birth to the One breath,
The One gave birth to the Two.
The Two, it is the second primordial breath; • 
Therefore let us light a>second lamp 
To the primordial [ Ling-pao ] Emperor,
Thereby illuminating the beginning of the 
Shih-huang Two primordial breath.
The assistant cantor [ Pu-chiang ] then lights the 
lamp in front of the scroll to the Ling-pao Heavenly worthy, 
and the Taoist ento.urgae sing a hymn in his honor. Again the
Q
high priest intones:
The One give's birth5to the Two,
The Two give birth to the Three.
The Three is next in the series of pr-imordials;
Therefore let us in the third place'-
Light a lamp before the(Primordial Old- -One,
‘ Thereby" illuminating the primordial Old'One's 
; ;■ Coming forthy' ':”r
The chief ^ cantor,,, thep .lightsthe lamp in front, of the
scroll to the: Tao-te Hea/v'enly Worthy, 'Lord Lao , and again a
lengthy hymn is sung in his honor, Pinally the high priest sings
the 'Complete text of the Porty Second chapter of the Tao-te 
70 .
Ohing, nThe Tao gives birth to the One, the One gives birth to 
the Two-,- and the Two give birth to the Three; the Three give 
birth to the 10,000 things! 11 The Taoists thereupon perform 
a'beautiful and frenzied dance ritual around the sacred area, 
while holding the torches. They pray that all four seasons be 
free from catastrophe, and filled with blessing. The light of 
new Yang, symbolised by'the votive lamps lit before the Three 
Pure Ones, and the torches in the Taoists' hands now' fills the 
sacred area, and the community of men.
Two ceremonies may be added at this time, appended to 
^ie Een Teng ceremony. The first is called "Rolling up the
Screen,” [ Qhuan Lien ], and the second is "Sounding Bell and
r -i 71Chime," [ Ming Chung Chia Ch'ing The first mentioned ritual
recalls the imperial audience where the emperor sits behind a
screen, and the officials wait in solemn audience. The manner
of performing the ritual, and the place in which it is performed
vg,ry throughout Taiwan,, Chuang's method, learned at Lung-hu Shan
by the maternal grandfather Ch'en, is as follows,. While the 
high priest sings the praises of the Primordial Heavenly Worthy 
kneeling in the center, the chief cant or and assistant cantor , 
by pantomime imitate the rolling up of a huge screen in the 
center of the sacred;area/; the- ’fYelfow Court", behind which the 
Primordial Heavenly Worthy is present in solemn audience. The 
screen is .rolled up a second time,' for an audience with the 
Ling-pao Heavenly Worthy,, and then' a third time for the Tao- 
te Heavenly Worthy„
The manuscript document of the Pen Teng ceremony which ; 
the author found in the British Museum, originating from the 
Ohfeng Huang temple in Chang-chou city, Pukien Province, on 
the mainland of China,, indicates in the rubrics that the 
ceremony can be performed in another, way, A screen; with the ■ , 
characters Chin Ch'tieh, gold- court written on it is hung in 
the center” of the area, over the table where the Taoists are 
chanting the liturgy. The screen is rolled up first one inch, 
then two inches, and finally half way, indicating that the 
Three Pure Ones are consecutively made present for a solemn 
audience;■ The Taoists of Tainan city in southern Taiwan!perform 
the-ritual after this manner. •
The "Sounding" of Bell and Chime" ceremony is then per­
formed. The chief cantor first rings the brass gong represent­
ing Yang 24 times,'The assistant cantor then sounds the wooden 
fish 24 times, representing Yin. The two are then sounded to­
gether 36 times, representing the union of Yin and Yang in the 
Prior Heavens which brought forth'the'10,000 things. Pinally the 
gong is sounded.-9 times and the wooden fish 6 times, symbolizing 
the separation of. Yin and Yang, the breaths of heaven and 
earth after the union is consummated.
The versions of these last'two ceremonies appended to
Pen Teng ritual are found in separate places in the Taoist -
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Canon. • The Red-head Taoists of T-Isihchu city, and north Taiwan
perform the rituals separately, placing;-the "Raising the screen"
ritual and the "Sounding,the bell and chime" ceremony during
the Noon Audienceoh the second,, 'day,
-Y The'main ritual of the first .dayand in fact one of
the most important rites of ..the Ghiao festival is now ready to 
begin.. The ceremony' is called'' Su Chlf-v- an ^ esoteric term "Night 
Announcement", the true meaning of-which is the secret of the 
Taoist. ’In its most elite sense, the Su Ch'i is the planting 
of the Ho-tfu 9 that is, the "primordial breath of the five 
elements in their life-giving order,* into the community of 
men*- The meditation described at the end of chapter five, 
above, is repeated in liturgical fashion, in the Su Ch !i 
ritual.
As with all Taoist ceremonies, however, there is an 
elite ab well as a popular meaning. To-the lower ranking 
Taoist orders, the'Su Oif'i. ooiitrols'^  the spirits of the 
entire world. There is-no contradiction between the former and
the latter themes. The lower and the higher grades of Taoist 
perform the same ritual* with the same end in mind, the re­
storation of the cosmos to its pristine life-hearing state.
In the case of the lower-rahlcing^ pdpular1 Taoist',;'tile restor­
ation is done by calling down.^  the;'spirits of- the Prior Heavens, 
especially the Hive Emperors’and'their myriads of retainers, 
in the SuJ3h?:L ceremony.. By-so'1 doing The forces bP evil, in 
fact the spirits of the entire world are controlled by the 
power of. the spirits of the Prior Heavens.
. To the more elite Taoists of a higher ordination, 
exactly the.same ritual Is-being performed, with identical 
effects. But.added to his knowledge of performing the ritual ■ 
is the theoretical knowledge of the higher-,r§nking Taoist,
who is performing the meditation described at the end of
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chapter five above, and simultaneously causing the Yin elements
of the'Pasterror Heavens, to : be changed into the Yang elements
of the Prior: Heavens, as described at the end of chapter three.
The.,spirits, of the heavens are called down to control the forces
of Yiry-Eut;the‘Workings of the cosmos, the principles of the
Ho-t Vu' and the bo^s-hu, and'-the meditations of the Yellow Court
canon ape-simultaneously used by the higher Taoist,-while he
controls theyspirits. The lower Taoist is simply commanding
the, spirits. ■
The Su Oh ’1 i is performed in several variations on the 
main theme -of "-planting" or "pressing down" the five talismans,
■ Which' represent and summon the five heavenly spirits of the
primordial life-giving elements.' The method of performing1 the 
ritual as learned hy Ohuang's grandfather at Bung-hu Shan in ■. 
1 8 5 1 , is described in the, following paragraphs.
The ritual begins as do all other liturgies with the 
■lighting of the incense and the construction of the mandala. 
around the Taoist. The Taoist performs the "audience with nature" 
offering incense to the 10 directions, and dedicates his heart 
■ ■to the Tao, the sacred scriptures, and the Heavenly Masters, a 
rite obviously inspired by Biiddhisiim . The main part of the 
Su Oh'i ritual, where it .is 'like-no' other ceremony, is then
ready to begin! To the sound of the great ritual drum,'and the
strains of strings and' flutes,, ,25... Taoist disciples enter the 
sacred.T!an areal Hive are dressed in green, and bearing a 
green banner, stand in j§ast«'"Five? ifiore' in red stand in 
.the south, with a peed 'banner,: five 'are' in the;-west with a
white banner, five dressed in black stand in the north, and '
five dressed in yellpW;stanci in The pEnter. .Five mountains 
have also been"represented by placing five bushels of rice;, 
each wrapped in a cloth representing the element, in the five 
directions'.! ‘ •"
The Taoist high'priest then progresses one-by-one to 
each of the five directions, and,presses down the "True’ Writ" 
f Ohen-wen ] of/that direction into the- bushel of rice. As he 
reaches each direction, the chief cantor sings', "The ’True- Writ 
of the East, please Master,- press•it in;""thereupon the high
182 .
priest inserts a talisman into the bushel of rice, and holds 
it in place with a "gold dragon1*, that is, a paper-mach.6 horse* , 
He then meditates on the G-reen Emperor of the east, seeing him 
come with all his legions of men and retainers, in a blue-green 
vapor arising from the east. A similar blue-green vapor comes 
out from the liver of the Taoist, and fills the cosmos, and "all
r y ry
the people present within the T*an area*
The Taoists then move to the south, and perform the same 
ceremony, with the color red and the emperor of the south and 
his legions of men filling the area, ^hereuponthe'.west, the 
north and the center are the subjects of the Taoist*s restor­
ative meditation. Each area is in turn revivified, brought alive 
with the vivifying forces of the yangified elements, represented 
by the heavenly spirits of the east, south, west, north, and 
center. When the meditations have ended, the- Taoists offer 
wine and incense to the Three Eure Ones, do a stately ritual 
dance, and present the petition., written in official' style '.and 
wrapped in gold cloth, for the spirits. The ritual ends in 
the first hours of the morning, and'the Taoists, tired though 
exhilarated, retire for a few hours of rest.
In fact none of the Taoists of Taiwan perform the Su Oh? i
in this fashion, and Ohuang himself has not done it in such.
78splendor since before the Second World 'War. The use of 2h 
Taoist disciples, due to the post-war rise in costs and gradual 
secularization of -society,, has limited the number of people that
can "be hired to assist at the ceremony* When performing the.
ritual for an ordinary three.or five day- Ghiao' Chuang dis- ■
penses with the 25 assistants, and enacts the ceremony in a
far more ’Simple fashion* While the other priests intone the
words of the five "True Writs”, Chuang remains in the center
and meditates, performing the dramatic ritual in his mind* It
Is the meditation, Chuang insists, which-is efficacious, and
not the exterior drama enacted hv the ritual* Instead of
pressing down or inserting the five talismans into the .bushels
of rice, the talismans are burned, summoning the spirits
79 *into the microcosm, and into the village community*'
The Su Ohfi ritual is not performed by the 'Red-head
Taoists in this manner, and in fact their'version which is
called Su Ghiao or midnight audience, is actually a banquet
/
ceremony on the third day which the Blade-head Taoists call.
Tao Ohfpng, as will be described below* The Su G.fa*i ritual
as performed bygthe Blank-head-Tadists is certainly, one of the
most ancient and solemn of the Taoistfs'repertoire of ceremo-
nies. Even the music ’.used for the ritual is different, cont-
80aining long meditative passages, and many catching rhythms* 
There is no' doubt both from the respect which the Taoists 
give to its performance, and the special place It holds;in 
the Ghiao ceremonies that the Su Oh*! must be considered the 
most . impressive ' of the three or five;- days. of ritual*
II. The Second. Day
The second day of ritual begins-with a short- ceremony 
to re-invite the spirits, and is followed immediately by the
Pi
first of the three audiences, the Tsao Ohhao. The Tsao Ch{ao 
or morning audience is supposed to begin between the Yen 
and the Mao hours, that is, between 3 and 5 in the morning.
It is especially dedicated to an audience with the first of- 
the Three Pure Ones, that is, the Primordial Heavenly Worthy'.
As in other K 1o-i ritual, described above, the Taoist
first builds the mandala of the heavenly spirits around himself
concentrating upon the spirits of the ten heavenly directions.
In the elite meditation performed by the high priest, a green-.
blue vapor is seen coming,..out' of the east, and corresponding
to it a green-blue vapor arises from the kidney. The vapors
fill the whole T 1 an area, and in their midst the Taoist
envisions rows of blue' dragons, and awesometlion-1 ike creatures
who wait as guardi;ans i>ef ore the. presence . of ■ the Primordial
Heavenly Worthy. Tlie' Taoist ’and.' the .people" in the area'are
purified- by the vapors iintopan?ure gbid substance, due to the '
primordial vapor which has. filled all present, during the
' • f t ?  ■
audience with, the.Primordial Heavenly Worthy.
Tlie Morning. Audience thentcontinues with: a lengthy ■
offering of incense to the ten directions, a stately ritual
dance, and the offering of a small blue piece'of rice.paper on■
>' ' ■ ' ft^which are written the petitions' of the community.  ^The Red­
head Taoists often do not follow the orthodox rules, and use
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a large piece of red paper, with all the names of the .villagers 
on it, to satisfy, the demands of the people, hot knowing the 
more elite'meditative ritual, the Red-heads offer the. Morning 
Audience as a rite to the spirits of the ten directions.
As on the "first day, the morning and afternoon of the 
second day is-filled with the reading of canonical texts for 
repentance and merit. The noon offering' of nine items for the 
spirits is performed again, and the duties - outside the temple 
are attended to by a special team of Taoists, who^visit and 
bless the homes of. the villagers, and look after the offerings . 
of food and -incense in 'lhe various- T T an structures housing ■ the 
visiting deities around the village. ^
Meanwhile inside the temple the Taoists prepare for
the second of- the three audiences, called Wu Ch ?ao, or Foon
85 :Audience. The Foon Audience Is traditionally supposed to
begin between the Ssu. and the Wu hours, that is, between
9 and 11 in the morning. It Is an audience with the Tao
under the aspect of the Ling-pao Heavenly Worthy, the god. of
the liaison between heaven and earth. In the elite, meditative'*
sense, the preceding Morning Audience was a celebration of
the uniting of wood and fire. The joining'of wood and fire
( or..the numbers "2” and t?3 ir as described in chapter 3 ? page
79 above )add up to the five of center, and the, color yellow.
The meditative color of the second audience Is therefore
Yellow, and the audience taking place within the microcosm of
the Taoist!s.body is with the Lord of Earth, the Ling-pao
87Heavenly Worthy.
■ As in the Morning Audience, the Taoist high priest 
meditates In the center of the area, seeing a yellow vapor 
coming from his spleen, and filling the sacred T *an area.
The Ling-pao Heavenly Worthy is summoned for a solemn audience, 
and fills,the Taoist and all present with revivifying primordial 
breath,. To the ordinary popular Taoist, the Red-heads, however, 
the Noon Audience is a conglomeration of many things, in which 
the gods of the five earthly directions have audience with 
the Tao, as-the focal point of the ritual.
The Red-heads■of Hsinchu, and north Taiwan^ begin the 
Noon Audience with thejCeremony-called TRClling^up-the screen”, 
described above. Thereupon they b u m  talismans in the five 
directions, as desoribe&flh;the Su GhTi ritual above, and 
quickly follow this rite with the ”Sounding of bell■and chime”; 
all of these ceremonies were performed by the Black-hea.d' Taoists 
on the evening of the first day. finally, the Red-heads do a 
frenzied though graceful -rite called ”dancing the steps of the 
28 heavenly constellations.” In the rite, they place a rattan 
mat in front of -the central altar, and then turn the mat over, 
symbolizing that heaven has come down Into the area. A-. Taoist 
then steps onto the mat,,and to the accompaniment of an Intri­
cate rhythm on the drums, dances a series of ritual steps imi- 
.tating the shape and order of the heavenly constellations.
The rite demonstrates the basic difference between the 
Red-head or Shen-hsiao order of Taoists, and the Black-head 
or Yti-fu order.-' The Red-heads of ,Taipei, T Tao™yuah, and Hsinchu
counties, in north Taiwan perform the rite in this manner, All 
of. them also practise the Lli-shan ritual, and call themselves 
either Ling-pao Taoists or Heavenly Master sect Taoists [ T'ien- 
shih P * ai.]^  ■
The Black-head Taoists end the rite;with the offering of 
incense and wine to .the Three Pure Ones, a stately ritual- dance, 
and the presentation of a large red document to the heavens, 
containing the names of theVpeople ..and ftheirj. petitions » The 
document, is red, symbolising .the time of day., and. the, fire of 
the south, prevalent at high noon,’ fi-; h; • ■ 1
The third of the' audiphceu, ^ called Wan Oh1 ao; or Night
Audience, is supposed to take place just at sunset* Due to other
ritual duties, especially the ceremony called "Bloating the
lanterns" which lasts many hours, the rite of the Night
Audience often does not begin until late in the evening. The
Night Audience is the complement of the Morning and Noon'
Audiences, "in which the Taoists meet in solemn fashion the
89Tao-te Heavenly Worthy, the Lord of Men, .The vapor which 
the Taoist envisions is white, arising from the lungs, and 
the encounter with Lord Lao revitalizes primordial .essence.
With the third-audience, joining in symbolic fashion metalfs 
”4 " with water!s ”1 ", as described on page 79 in the third 
chapter above, the three sets of five have,all had audience 
with the Tao in the center, and the second day of Taoist ritual 
has come to an end, in the elite sense of orthodox ceremonial.
To the Red-head- Taoists the Night Audience is a 
summoning and paying of respect to the spirits of the ten 
directions, that is,, the - eight'points of the compass, and5 ' r 
the upper and lower, regions of the cosmos. The offering of 
incense to-'the ten directions is the basis of the rite, a 
ceremony•called "Audience with Nature"by the Black-head Taoists,- 
who also* perform the ritual at this time. The Black-heads 
end the rite as in the-earlier audiences, by offering incense 
and wine to the Three Pure Ones, performing a ritual-dance, 
and presenting a huge petition written on jrellow paper, and 
wrapped in yellow silk cloth. The color yellow symbolizes the 
union of the three sets of five in the center, that is, 
wood and fire ( 3 plus 2 ) water and metal ( 1 plus 4 ) and 
the earth of center ( 5  as symbol of center ) have all hah 
audience with theTao* The Ho-t^u, therefore, is basic to 
understanding the ritual of- orthodox Taoism, The description 
of the joining of the three sets of five, as explained on page 
79 above, and the same process as described in the Yellow 
Court canon on ..page 110- and life above y-is therefore seen to 
be the basis for the Three--Audiences of Taoist ritual*^
To Chuang, then, the ‘ritual of orthodox Taoism was 
based upon the■ Tio-thi, and the Yellow •Court Canon* An under­
standing of these principles as outlined in chapters three and 
four above was essential to following the ritual of religious 
Taoism* Without understanding these principles, one could still'- 
perform the liturgy, and summon the spirits, but the rank of
Taoist ordination would monseqiiehtly--be very -low.
Towards the. end of.the second day, the role of the 
Taoists turns more arid"'more'towards the folk religion, and 
away from the elite rituals being performed inside the temple*
In the afternoon of the second day, the people begin to collect 
in front of the temple* Each family sends its male members, 
and each branch of the clan a paper lantern, fastened to a 
small bamboo raft* The greater clan prepares a large frame 
20 or 30 feet in height, from which is strung a myriad small 
lanterns, with a light bulb inside* The Taoists assemble in front 
of the temple, and a procession is formed, which passes through­
out the entire village and surrounding area. As dusk approaches, 
the procession grows until every male In the city has joined, 
with bands, motorized floats, and lanterns in splendid array*
By nightfall the procession is 2 or 3 miles long, and the glow
91of lanterns is'indeed an impressive sight*
Finally the procession winds its way to the sea, or to 
a river, where one by one the.lanterns.are floated on the moving 
waters* Literally ten thousand lanterns rush out to sea on the 
swift-waters of the river, summoning the souls of the departed, 
ancestor souls and orphaned souls, to the banquet on the morrow. 
The Taoists chant the formulae for summoning the souls by the 
riverside, and the people explode firecrackers and b u m  incense, 
inviting the souls to the meritorious banquet on. the final day 
of the Chiao ceremony. This ceremony and the Evening Audience 
bring to an end the second day of ritual*^
The third day of the Ohiao festival Is dedicated 
mainly to rituals'- oriented to the people and the folk religion* 
The Taoist begins early -In the morning --with a popular cere­
mony summoning-the awesome and terrifying Jade Emperor, the 
head of the spirits of the folk religion*'All rituals 
directed to the bright spirits of the folk religion [ Shen 
Ming ] and to the Jade Emperor Above, face the south, and 
take place in the exterior T fan area* All of the rituals 
for the Heavenly Worthies and the special deities of the 
Taoists, on the other hand, face the north, and take place 
in the inner"1 !an area* The rituals of the'three day Qhlao 
can now be, seen.-in a popular sense as a grand agglomeration of 
merits, and petitions, to be presented on the'last day to the 
Jade .Emperor* The mediation of all the Heavenly Worthies having 
been won, they from their lofty positions in the highest 
three heavens, can be seen bringing efficacious pressure on 
the JadeEmperor and the bright spirits, to grant blessing,
new life and all good things to men, as well as to free the
suffering and wandering souls In the underworld* The third 
day of the Ohiao orients all the rituals to the understanding
of the adherents of the folk religion*
Following the frenzied rite which summons the Jade Em­
peror, the Canon of the Jade Emperor is read, the most effica-
93 -clous of the canonical readings'of the total ceremony*
Thereupon the Taoists perform the last of the elite ortho­
dox rivals, called the Tao Gh1 ang, the' man dal a of Taoist
heaven* It is also called Cheng Chiao, the orthodox or true 
offering* It is basically the celebration of a.banquet in 
the Yellow Court of the center, the final.act of orthodox 
ritual. In the rite, after the usual beginning, constructing 
the Ho-t*u mahdala and making all the spirits present, the 
Taoist invited''-the. Three Pure Ones in meditative ritual to a
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banquet in the center. The meditation which he uses is
taken from the;■ Yellow Court‘c anon, as‘de sc rib e d in ■ chapt er
four, page 97 and preceding. To the- accompaniment of rhythmic
drumming and flutes, incense and wine are offered to the Three
Pure Ones * dlera;the proper :sense of the word Chiao is seen,
■ ■ 93
that is, the offering of wine in respect* When the rite 
has ended, all of the -Heavenly. Worthies are summoned, and a 
huge yellow sheet-pf rice paper called Piao or memorial is 
presented' to,the Jade Emperor , with the Heavenly Worthies as 
mediators in its presentation*-While the presentation Is going 
on, through the ritual dance steps of the chief cantor, the 
Taoist high priest meanwhile .kneels and summons back into his 
body the five talismans which had been meditatively planted in' 
the village during the Su. Oh * 1: "ritual: out the * first night*
This, part of the rite is nailed TRece-iying, back .the True
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Writs" . and is a separate- ceremony in-a greater Chiao ritual,
but is performed quietly," hhd UnnotIcedjlh Jthe" 3 or 5 days Chiao
of Taiwan*
The presentation of the Memorial and the recalling of the 
five primordial breaths ( symbolized by the five True Writs) into 
the'Taoist’s body signals the end of the secret ceremonies*
The Taoists next go out to the front of the temple and perform 
for the first time an orthodox ritual for all to see* The rite 
is called Chin Piao, presenting the. memorial, or !t Climbing up 
T !ai Shan and explaining the Tao”, that is, the Taoists mount 
a high stage in front of the temple, and while singing the 
praises of the Tao, present the gheat* ,!y;eil6w "'document again to 
the Jade Emperor, in frbht ;of the-(assembled community*
Now for the first time meat can be slaughtered, and 
the people of the odtaitn ityji have ^already ELsiid .out several 
pigs and goats, sacrificed for the Jade Emperor'and the 
bright spirits, as well as for the souls of the ancestors*
The people are now preparing for the huge banquet, and tables 
of food are being laid out in front of the temple* As far as 
the eye- can see, all is festivity, opera shows, puppet per­
formances, and tables of food* Thousands of visitors begin
to stream into the village, to be received in .the local families 
\
and fed at the banquet* .
The Taoists pause to enact the Noon Offering for a last 
time, before the assembled deities* Thereupon they come out 
from the temple again', to perform the great rite of liberation, 
freeing the wandering souls from the tortures of the under­
world* The Taoist high, priest dresses as: one of the gods of
98the underworld, and chants the rite called P !u~tu, The 
merits of three days of ritual, -the' money gifts and good deeds 
of the people of the community, the dedicating and refurnishing 
of the local temple, and finally the great 24 course banquet
all work as a grand, simmation of, meritorious deeds, and ritiial 
to win blessing for a coming:.generation* The' duties to the' 
•ancestors and the v^andering souls are completed* /The community 
has heen spiritually revivified and renewed, symbolized by the 
repairs and dedication of the'temple* The Taoists'go back 
into the temple, to thank,the gods, and send them back to 
their heavenly palaces* Life can continue for another ' genera­
tion, 'until the next. Chiao' cycle is' completed*
Such is the greab Qhiao festival as celebrated in the 
villages and cities of Taiwan, a festival which dates back to
99the earliest days of religious'Taoism on the mainland of China* 
The present work has concentrated on only one aspect of the 
,’.Ohiao, that is, the meditative ritual performed by the Taoist 
high priest, and several of the sources which he uses for that 
meditation* The Chiao is seen to be a vehicle of the ritual 
of orthodox Taoism,performed behind the locked doors of a 
village "temple* But its'purpose, and function,■ are'not separated 
from.the follr religion of the people of China* A Taoist is 
called upon to perform a Chiao'festival by the adherents of the 
•■folk religion,, to win blessing and free the ancestors*. The 
.renewal of the temple is symbolic of'-the village renewal, 
which lasts for another ..generation*' The;- Taoist is himself a 
• devout believer, in the folk-religion,/-and in performing the 
lelite ritual of his profession/ he, does not exceed': the aims 
or the principles of the folk' religion*
At the same time, if he- is a high ranking Taoist, he
makes use of the classified elite knowledge of the monastic 
Taoist on the mainland, from whom he derives his origins*
Among the ‘books which he uses, are'the prefaces to the I-chlng ' 
which describe the Iio-t !u , the chart of the Prior Heavens, 
and the fo-shu, the magic square, or chart of .the "Visible 
Posterior Heavens* he also makes use of the Yellow Court 
canon in a manner-which sinologists hitherto did not ’know was 
possible, that is, as a .ritual meditation manual* The-great 
secret of the Taoist is that ritual and meditation are basic­
ally and essentially the same* The efficacity of‘ the ritual 
which the Taoist performs depends upon his professional ability 
to summon the spirits, send off the proper officials, documents' 
and talismans, and make use of hand gestures, conjurations, and 
other devices which make his liturgy efficaciousf But primarily 
and fundamentally the rites are efficacious because of the 
meditation.which is going on inside the Taoistt:s mind, which 
the rubrics and gestures, only make possible*' It'is here, that’ 
Ghuang and the'Taoists of north Taiwan make a startling contri­
bution to the understanding of Taoism as' a religion, and-to 
the systematization of that amorphous body of doctrines called 
the folk-religion.
The Taoist is basically, an expert of the folk religion, 
who knows its folk stories, its religious acts, and its purpose 
In order:to fulfill his function of servant to the adherents of 
the folk, religion, he makes use of the esoteric knowledge which 
was described in the preceding pages* It was Chuang’s deepest 
wish;, in revealing his' secrets that they ( be preserved and
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cherishqdiin an age which holds in low esteem the world of 
the invisible' and the mystic* Chuang and his sons, along with 
the.‘other.’Red-head and Blaclc—head Taoists of north Taiwan are 
perhaps the last in a long line of religious experts, whose 
work is. made' redundant :• by the machine and the advent of 
western vscience In revealing the secrets which he should 
have told only to the one son who is. to succeed him, Chuang!s 
choice was .for preservation* If there 'was a basic weakness 
in the system', it is precisely in the fact that so few people 
were ever allowed to witness or to understand it* -Perhaps the 
beauty of the ritual itselfwould:-preserve'lit, 'were...it to be 
brought forth from behind the doors*of the temple, for all 
to see* s ;
FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER ONE
The'study of religious Taoism from the historical and biblio­
graphical perspective has been carried out for some years 
by a number of eminent Japanese scholars, such as Koyanagi, 
Fukui, Yoshioka, Obuchi, Kubo, and others* Their works 
appear in the bibliography* Maspero!s Le laoisme (. Paris,
1950 ) is a basic work in French, and Kaltenmarkrs Lao-tzu 
and Taoism, with Holmes Welches The Parting of the Way 
(. Kaltehmark, Stanford, 1969, Welch, Boston, 19577) are 
unsiirpassed in English.
The author is indebted to David G-. Mandelbaum*s article 
"Transcendental and Pragmatic Aspects of Religion" in the 
American.Anthropologist (-Vol. 68, No* 5., Oct. 1966 ) pp. 
1174-1191»■ and to Professor'Raleigh Ferrell, for clarifying 
the, distinction found here between the'pragmatic beliefs 
o f ;the folk religion, and the transcendental aspects of 
the elite Taoist liturgy.
For the prehistory of Taiwan, refer to, the. definitive work 
of Raleigh Ferrell, Taiwan Aboriginal G-ro.ups, Academia Sini- 
ca Monograph 19, Taipei, 1969, pp. 1-25..A-"
Ferrell ( 1969 ) p. 26.
Ferrell ( 1969 ) p. 4.
Hakka ( Mand: K ’e - c h i a ^ ^ ^  ) a minority'Chinese group, 
cf., Davidson, James, The Island of Formosa, (London,
1903, ) p. B, e.t in aliis loeis. The origin of the 
Hakka.is disputed. Professor Andr£ G-. Haudricourt has 
made the interesting suggestion that linguistic analysis 
may prove the Hakka to haVe been a proto-Thai group, 
long ago sinicized." of .-"Note sur les dialectes de la 
Region de Moncay" in the Bulletin daDVEcole Francaise
d 1 Extreme Orient, Tome L, Faso*/ b,; (:■ ;196£h ). p. 177.
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7. Davidson (•1903 ) pp. 63 ss.
8.. Ti-tsahg Y/ang > cf* Werner, E.1.C.,A Dictionary of
Chinese Mythology, ( Shanghai/ 1 9 ),pp. 497-499*
9* Shen.Hung Werner ( 1932 ) p. 419*
10. Kuan lin^j^* ; Avalokitesvara. Werner, ( 1932 ) pp. 225-227*
11. Yti-huang Shang-tijLjU^? * supreme god of the folk reli­
gion. Of. Werner, ( 1932 ) 598-601; also Peng Han-chi’s 
excellent scholarly 'artiblel’The pOrigin' of Yti ‘Huang" in HJAS, 
1, ( 1936" ) p. 242-250. Peng'finds evidence in T ’ang times 
for the appelation Jade Emperpr'being given t o ■Shang-ti.
12 . Matsu > cf* Mat'suda - EUkutaro /j Taiwan noj Shukyo ( The
Religions of Taiwan •) .chapter-4opt; Matsu/ :ppI? 1-58.-164 ( Tokyo,
1939 ) *  ^ ' ' 1 " ' . '
13*. T fu-ti KungJ^-^b^-; Werner, ( 1932 ) 527-528; and 412-415*
14#- Ch1 eng Huang Saso, Michael, Taiwan Peasts and Cus-
tomsj( Hsinchu, Taiwan, 1964 ) pp. 53-61.
15. ,Saso, ( 1964 ) pp. 41-47. Matsu is popular all over Taiwan,
hut her main cult centers are in the city of Peikang, on
the west coast of central Taiwan, the port of Lukang, also 
on the central west coast,, and the city of Tainan in the 
south. Each of these cities boasts a large temple in Matsu’s 
honor. In recent years the temple of Peikang has surpassed 
the others in popularity. A daily stream of pilgrims patron-
■ize the Peikang temple, making it one of the busiest in 
lall Taiwan.
16. Hsttan-t ’len Shang-ti ^  , whose cult is very strong in
central Taiwan, is patron of the Taoist monastery at. Wu-tang
, Shan ] in Hupei province on the mainland, cf. Matsu-
da ( 1939 ) pp. 29-31; Werner, 177^-178; Dor^, Henri, Re sear- 
; ches into' Chinese Superstition, Vol. IX, art. 5, pp. 20-25.
17. Qng-ia [ Mand. Wang-yeh ]3L^f ? cf. Liu Chih-wan’s article 
"On the Temples of the Cods of Epidemics” in the Bulletin of 
vthe -Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica, Taipei, 1966
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pp. 53-95* Also, Matsuda ( 1939 ) pp* 26-27.
18. Tz'u-wei , cf. DorS-, ( 1920 ) Vol.- VI,
pp. 22-34. To know a more accurate account {of this and 
the other two of the Three Officials, one must make use 
of the Tab .Chiao Ytian Liu, the 1 Origins of Taoism1 manual 
of' the. Taoist, as will he cited in chapter .two. The 
treatise on the Three Officials from, page 96 and 97 of 
that manual will he quoted on pp. 46-48 "below.
19. ChTing-hsti T a - t i ^ ^ j ^  , as in footnote"' 18.
20. Tung-yin Ta-ti also .cf. noteHL8, above.
21. for the cycle of feasts, cf. Saso ( 1964 ) for a descri­
ption, of the various festivals throughout the year. The
. lunar new year is in popular terms >a spring festivalj^ljl ; 
The fifth day of the fifth month known to foreigners as 
the day of the dragon boat race, is in fact a festival to 
protect children from summer sickness. The .15th day of the 
seventh month, the festival of the;earth official mentioned 
in note 19 above, is the day on which the souls from hell 
come forth and are f§ted with a banquet, as during the 
the last day of the Chiao ceremony'to be described in'
. / chapter six. The earth, which is- about to yield a harvest 
of crops, symbolically first yields, up the souls imprisoned
in its depths. . Finally,-the Chiao festival of village re­
newal is celebrated just, before the Winter Solstice., when 
-the symbol of life and Tang is itself reborn,, and the‘sun 
begins, to wax strong again.
22. De Groot, The Religious System of China. 6 vols*
Leiden, 1892-1910.
23. Le G-root ( 1910 ) Vol. IV p. 2 and following; Vol. .Ill,
p. 960 and following.
24. cf. especially Bodde, berk, Tun Li-chlen, Annual Festivals 
and Customs in Peking, Henri Vetch, Peking, 1936, for a 
Chinese description of similar festivals in north China.
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2 5 The Po souls are Yin and the Hun souls are Yang:^^'^') ^  .
26. De Groot, ( 1910 ) Vol. IV, p. 3
2 7 . ,  « £  f f  ( I  p. 64, Kuo-chi, ,092:)
f p l P - % ^ .
■ The passage is quoted "by De Groot
( 19i0 ) Yol. IY, p. 5 ..."The I-Iuu or Ch!i returns to the 
heavens; the body and the Po return to the earth." The 
commentary adds that Hun is Yang and Po is Yin.
28. De Groot ( 1910 ) Yol. IY, p. 4*; quoting the Li Qhi;
cf. the Kuo Qhi edition, Yol. 093, p. 55.
29. This does not mean that an ancestor or a soul is automa­
tically a Kuei or demon upon death. As will be seen immed­
iately below, the folk religion distinguishes between a 
violent death, an orphaned soul with no ancestor tablet, 
and the ancestor whose cult is. localized in the tablet
on■the,.family altar, and who is properly buried in the 
grave. The demonic spirit is one who has not been properly 
buried, or.who came to a violent and untimely death. The 
ancestor does not properly fit the definition of a demonic 
spirit,.since he has been buried, and he has descendants 
to burn incense’"at the family shrine. The Kuei or demonic 
part of his, soul has been properly cared for,
30. Examples of such gods are General Pan: and General Hsieh,
who stand guard by the door ,of the 0hfeng Huang temple;
General Pan drowned, and General Hsieh hanged himself.
Their duty is to bring the souls of the deceased before 
the throne of the city god, Oh1eng Huang, for judgement 
immediately after death, cf. Saso, (, 1964- ) pp. 5.3-54.
31. of. Matsuda ( 1939 ) pp. 26-27.
32. Liu ( 1966 ) Op. Oit; also Schipper, K.M. The Divine
Jester, BIE, Academia Sinica, Yol. 21 ( 1966 ) pp. 81-94:.
2 0 0 .
33# cf. illustrations, (appendixUfrom:s the Hsing-ming
Kuei-chlh showing the 7 Po souls and the 3 Hun souls 
as young mandarins at rest.
34. the meditation described at the end of chapter five, and the 
ritual called Su Ghfi mentioned in chapter six fulfill the 
purpose of filling the five organs with the five primordial 
spirits representing the life-giving forces of the elements.
35* This ritual is described in the charming set of childrenfs 
tales prepared by Huang Peng-tzu and Hishikawa Mitsuo 
called Taiwan no Shojo ( A Young Girl of Taiwan ) publish­
ed in Taipei in 1940, p. 66 and following. '
3,6. Many of the statues wear five or six sets of clothes at . 
once, testifying to the efficacy of prayers offered to 
. them, and the reward when the prayer is granted. ‘
37. The Tang-ki,.( Mand. T 1 ung-chi ) are often controlled by a 
Sect of Taoists'called Lu-shan ( the Taoists from Mount Ltl ) 
or San-naii. P ♦ ai ( The Three Sisterfs sect ) who interpret 
their strange words when in a trance,• De Groot ( 1910 ,)
in Yol, VI, pp. 1188-1242 gives ample evidence from.Chou 
and Han dynasty times that a similar arrangement was in 
existence from very ancient•times; the Wu or mediums were 
accompanied by their interpreters the Ohu or conjurers; who 
controlled their seances and interpreted for them. The 
medium and his or her interpeterare common throughout most- 
of Asia today, having both a lengthy history and a wide 
geographical spread. .-v - ■ -/-
38. of. .illustrations in the appendix, of the Tang-ki cutting 
their backs, and the Pu talismans dipped- in the blood.
39. The Three Sister!s sectj^ jjj-.^ jj^ , or Mount DU s e c t a r e  
said to be heterodox or Hsieh^  by the other Taoists , - 
who fear .their .piakefici. talismans and frenzied ritual. The 
sect is very powerful and popular for certain smaller rituals 
but can in- no way rival the splendor of the orthodox Taoist
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ceremonials, which far exceed Mount Lti rites in splendor 
and perfection. For this reason, according to the Taoist 
manuscripts which will be introduced in chapter two, the 
heterodox Taoists are drawn into the fold and given an 
ordination in orthodox Taoist ritual by the Heavenly Master 
sect, under the title Shen Hsiao. These are the Red-head 
■ , Taoists of Taiwan. ,
40. Taiwan Sheng- T *ung-chih Kao. Tsung-chiao P*ien, Taiwan 
'.Sheng'Wen-hsien WB&ytian Hui, ( 1956 ) p. 46 ( Taiwan Pro­
vincial Gazette, Religion Section )from*a Taoist .manual.
41. ibid* This, passage and the above are taken from a Tao Ohiao 
YHan Liu, the sg oret manual which a Taoist priest receives 
on or near his ordination. :0ne< such manual will be used 
extensively in chatteljtwo of'the present work.
42. The legends of,-the Three, Hist.ers Lin, Li, and ChHen are ,a 
part of the commonly known oofpus of folklore, and can be 
bought in the form of a popular paperback novel, called 
Lln-shui P !ing Yao "Laying low the evil spirits by the 
(,Lo) river".
43* The Lao-chttn or Lord Lao sect has been encountered by the 
author many times during the Ohiao ceremony. In all cases, 
they were Hakka speaking Taoists, who collaborated with 
the Heavenly Master sect Red-head Taoists, Huang and Oh^ien, 
mentioned below. Their manner of performing the rituals was 
extremely simple, and the chanting of the canonical texts 
was not unlike what can be heard throughout the temples of 
southeast Asia. They are discussed by Liu Chi-wan in his 
monograph on the Ohiao festival for. Academia Sinica, ( Ho. 
14, 1967 ) pp. 46-49. ,
44. JR. —  >JK , ^  J[|| t -.as distinguished from the ^  t'f’ jfK .
. The Red-head Taoists of north Taiwan are 
called Shen Hsiao'in technical Taoist manuals, and.the 
Black-head are called YH-fu ( "Spirit Cloud" and "Jade 
pavilion." )
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45. As will-be' seen in chapter two, there are five kinds of 
Taoist;ordinations, with twice nine or eighteen ranks in 
each. Thus within the Black-head or Yti-fu order there are 
nine grades, numbered from 1 to 9, each with an 1 Alf and a 
nB" division. Almost all of the Black-head Taoists of 
Taiwan are. a grade six in the YU-fu order. The Red-head 
or Shen-hslao Taoists are also, divided into twice nine or 
18 ranks, according to the number of ceremonies they know 
how to perform, and the number of heavenly spirits they 
know how to control and summon.; -, ■ , , -
46. The rule that only one son a generation be given the secrets 
of the orthodox tradition dates^lh[ack:to the beginning of 
religious Taoism, cf. Maspero, Le Taoisme. Paris ( 1950 ) 
pp. 43 and following. * The "rule! eabUbe;.found in the Taoist 
Oanon, Vol.' 78, Hsuan-tu Lu-wen p. 11a and following; this 
book was first listed in the San lung Chu hang
a T ^ n g  dynasty compilation of Taoist books-in common use.
The book therefore dates to an earlier period. The, rule can 
be seen in use from a far earlier period, as seen in Ch*en 
ICuo-fuTs Tao Tsang Ytlan Liu K fao, disohssing the transmission 
of texts at Mao 3han. cf. Ch'en ( 1949 ) /it, p. 31;
( Ch'en Kuo-fu,IA Oritical Study of the Origin of the Taoist 
Canon, ^ Shanghai, 1949,, pp. 18-62 ) .
for dating the text, cf. Yoshioka Yoshitoyo, A Treatise on 
the History of Taoist.Canonical Texts, Tokyo, ( 1955 )
, P. 382. It is possible, accord­
ing to the tradition, to make oneself a disciple of a Taoist 
master, and receive the texts though not a descendant, .as 
demonstrated by Qh'en's discussion>of the Mao Shan sect, 
cited immediately above* Chuangfs maternal grandfather Ch'en 
trained many disciples, as will be seen be^ow; but he saved 
the most secret texts for his own family.
47. The rank of the grandfather Ch’en.was the highest possible 
of the Yti-fu order, for which he■ received the Yellow Court
canon, and other manuals of the -Mao Shan or Shang Chling 
tradition ( e.g., the Ta-tung Chen Ching 
The son of the grandfather Oh1en, Chuang*s maternal uncle 
was made a grade four Blade-head, When no male offspring 
was b o m  to receive-the family legacy, Chuang was adopted 
into the family and trained in the traditions of the Chlen 
family* The 61st Heavenly Master had decreed, however, 
that, the grandson could only he given a grade six ordina­
tion, because, as Chuang asserts, it was prophesied that 
he would give all the secrets.away to a foreigner*
. There are three Taoist traditions in the Chuang family, in 
demonstration of which three names appear on the family 
ancestor tablets. The transmission of texts can be illust­
rated in the following chart:
Taoist Taoist Taoist
Wu Clan  ^ Ch*en Clan 'Chuang Clan
in Hupei, before coming to Taiwan during the Chia ChUng 
reign, at the turn of the century. They had been Taoist for 
only 23 generations when the' clan died out, and the texts 
were given to the Chfen clan. The Ch'en clan had been 
Taoist for. 36 generations when the documents and traditions 
were passed on to the Chuang clan. In' both cases, marriage 
of a daughter to another Taoist family, and the adoption 




end of the Taoist 
line; transmitted 









The Wu clan had received an ordination at Vsfu-tang Shan
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The Chuang family had been Taoist for many generations 
as well, but. never .of, a W e  ry high rank. The marriage 
of Chuang1 s -father with h daughter of' the’ house of 
Ch'en meant the intro due t ion of a much, more orthodox 
kind of ritual into the family. Chuang's father was 
a famous magician, and tales are still told of his feats 
and marvelous powers. The daughter of the Ch'en family, 
however, looked askance at such heterodox practises, and 
as will be seen below, refused to let her son learn 
them.
49. Chuangfs collection of Taoist manuscripts can basically 
be divided into three classifications. There are first 
the ritual manuscripts, rubrics, and documents used for 
performing the various liturgies, including burials, 
lesser daily rites, and the grand Chiao festival. Second, 
there is the extremely valuable collection of manuals 
which the maternal grandfather Ch'en brought back from 
hung-hu Shan in Kiangsi, the gift of the 61st generation 
Heavenly Master. These Chuang preserves with great.care, 
and usually refuses to let anyone, see them. Lastly, there 
are various documents from the libraries of the Ch'en and 
Wu clans, ■ many of which were destroyed during the. American 
bombings of the Second World War. Among some of the docum­
ents which Chuang managed to save was.the Ch'i-men Tun-chia 
a manual for controlling the Chia and Ting spirits, which 
claimed origin from Hua Shan in western China*,
,50. Liu ChiWah, ( 1967 ) gives an accurate, description of the 
preparations for a Chiao festival, its origins, and physi­
cal lay-out of the temple, as witnessed in the Matsu 
temple of Sung-shan, near Taipei, in 1963. Some, of the 
details will be described in chapter six, below.
51. The difference between the faith of the folk religion and 
the transcendental’ gods of the Taoists is again clearly 
seen here. The people's gods, the Shen-^ming are put outside
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for the people to worship. The patrons of the.Taoists are'
"fc*1e T'ien-tsun, the Heavenly Worthies, who are -placed‘In- 
side the temple, in the northern section/for the special :,, 
rites which the Taoists perform. The gods of the fblk vreli?- 
gion are for everyday y/orship, and those of the* Taoists are, . 
for special occasions, burials, sickness, and the renewal 
of the village once in a generation,
52. The inner part of the temple where.the Taoists; perform their 
liturgy is also called T !anN|[_ ; the T'an here described are 
used to house the visiting deities who are sursponed to attend 
the Ohiao. Ih>r a more complete description, cf. chapter six.
53# Though the dating? of the various rituals is beyond the scope . 
of the present research, the aim of which, is to present the 
knowledge of-the Taols't and his, role in the folk religion 
as seen in north Taiwan, one cannot help commenting on the 
obvious ,agc of some of..the;xituals. The Su Qhli ritual, for 
instance, as performed-by-tEe Taoists in Taiwan today, and 
as found in-the, Taoist.; Qanon , can be dated to the ,5th century 
and tiae reforms of the'Taoist master Bu Hsiu-ching, whose 
name appears in Tao Tsang Vol. 281, Ch. 16, as collator of 
the text. The structure of the rite, listing five directions 
and the spirit-empe-rors of the directions, is similar to 
the ritual described in the Ytieh long chapter of the Book 
of Rites, Li Qhi. The spirits, colors, direction's, and cor­
responding parts of the body are identical, cf, .chapter 6. 
This is not a part of the knowledge of the Taoists of 
Hsinchu, however, and therefore not directly included in 
the field research. The meditation which happens during the 
rite is described at the end of chapter five, and the,ritual 
itself is described in chapter six.
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CHAPTER TWO ‘ /
1* The Tao Chiao Ytlan approximately 150 manu­
script pages. The Red-Head version differs from the Black-
Head text in some important points# -An ortHodox manual
lists tHe five kinds of Taoists with tHe 18 grades.witHin '
each# THe Red-Head text often Has only tHe 18 steps of 
lii-shan grades,
2, TheJife^  , f and B0 forth,' all of which can
He bought 1H the bookstalls by the pious faithful,. , ;
3. Chuang!s attitud.ee to His Tao Chiao Ytian BIu and His other 
precious documents is quite different- from the Red-heads of 
HgincHu* Chuang is Highly secretive about the texts, and 
lets almost noone see them, THe Red-Head Ch*ien, on the 
other Hand, is most free and open about His collection, and 
allowed the author to photograph, freely any of his documents, .,' 
Chuang allowed the author.to photograph his documents at will, 
but turned away other foreign scholars and the 63rd genera-
. tion Heavenly Master from seeing them* cf,' below#,.
4# The Taoists of Taiwan are quite non-committal about the 
Mao Shan Taoists, about which many conflicting things are 
reported. Many of thevmonasteries were supposed to have been 
'’corrupted” by evil practises, including.the use of the 
Ltt Shan rites, according to Chuang, Mao Shan is-included 
among the corrupted mountains. It is, however, the origin 
and home of the Shang Ch!ing school, and the ., great medita­
tive tradition in the Taoist religion, Chuang1 s.-forebearers 
claimed descent from, its. meditative; tradition-. The characters 
for the five kinds of Taoists, are-the following:
1. Ih-chingj3Clfs ; Yellow Court C a n o n ^ ^ ^ ,
2, T !i e n - s h u ; la I Trhg.,Chihg, and •.Shang Chlihg canon 
3# Pei-chi ; exorcistic military rites such as the
A "ChVitmen ■; T m -c h ih ^ ^ l^ y  • •
4. Yti-fu ; the Black-heads of Taiwan, The Qheng-i
registers j£ —  , c ^
5. Shen-hsiaoW'if ; hti-shan registers and the Cheng-i. texts.
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5. The nine'grades, like the:. imperial mandarrnate, are once 
again divided into an ”A” and a ”B” 1 section. Thus, there
is a grade one ”A” and a * grade/oho ”3”. The* Chinese charac- 
^ers Qheng and Is !ung are, used, so that thegrades read; 
j £ —  , —  » etp.* > thus making 18 grades within each kind
of Taoist, ‘ . ■*, A n', j
6. A grade six Taoist is always entitled San-wu Tu-kung
a 3-5 Surveyor of Merit, Grades six and helow have the 
title Hsien Kuan, as will be expressed below on page 31*
The highest, ranking YU-fu‘Taoist can only be a grade two, 
because receiving that grade automatically gives an ordin­
ation in the highest Yil-ching or monastic sect as well.
Thus there is:basically no difference in the knowledge of 
the 'monastic Taoist such as a Qh1uan-chen monk from Pai 
Yttn temple near Peking, and a Oheng-i monk of high standing 
from south China, former scholars not withstanding. The 
common opinion that northern monks were ”self-perfecting” 
and southern monks ”other perfecting” was erroneous,
7* Qhi In T f an' Qhing Yttan K 1 o . ^ | 7 ; the docu­
ment is written on rice paper, stamped with the seal of 
Lung-hu Shan, the 61st Heavenly Master, 48 pages, 4 1/2”x 10”.
8. That is to say, no matter whether'a monastic Taoist or a 
popular Taoist, he who knows the Yellow Court Canon, its 
list of spirits, and how to use it, is- given the highest 
rank at ordination. The text actually says Ta Tung Qhing, 
but the book which Chuangfs grandfather .received was the 
Yellow Court Canon,-which Chuang insisted was the basic 
text of the larger work. cf. Maspero, ( 1950 ) p. 79 who 
calls the Huang l ^ n g  Ching an earlier form of the Ta Tung
Ohen Qhing. ^
9. cf, Goullart, Peter, The Monastery of Jade Mountain, ?/here
Lung-men and Cheng-i monasteries near Hanking:and-Shang­
hai are shown to. be practising ritual for the people as. -I ’ 
well as Taoist meditation ( London, 1961 ). ■ ‘
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10, These lists of spirits are to be found in TT 73, 
and TT 319, X  ^  ft*$? f/J
11, TT 877, Ju. IE.— * a 24 registers.
12, TT 878, $ a set of 14. registers including'?
This list was confirmed by Mr. Ch*ien, who insisted on 
calling himself a.- Meng-wei Ra-shih. Meng-wei or Auspicious 
Alliance. Master .o£-'£tH#/3tewy Wliereas-: "the Black-head Taoists 
were San-wu Tu-kung, ' Three-five Purveyors o f ;Merit.
13. A person making the'long trip to Buhg-hu Shah of course 
received an ordination\df at least a'grade 6 ranking,. The 
lower grades, 7, 8, and 9 'are actually'useful only inside 
a Taoist monastery,;,ttIJpoh ordination, a Taoist must be able 
to perform the orthodox'liturgy of the Ohiao festival, as 
well as'the daily.orthodox ritual for the sake of the commpn 
man* In'order id>do this, he must be able to summon forth 
the spirits from;the microcosm of his body, as will be 
explained fn the?’following chapter's. The right and ability 
to perform this ritual' is the prerogative of the grade six 
Taoist and above, and therefore the rite of ordination 
begins with a grade six Taoist. ,
14. The late 63rd generation Heavenly Master, did not entirely 
follow the distinction of ranking Taoists according to 
their knowledge of the lists of spirits and rituals. It was 
always necessary to pay for the privilege of being ordained 
by the Heavenly'Master, an honorarium being of course deman­
ded for the privilege of receiving the official document 
and approval of the Heavenly Master. But in Chuang*s estim­
ation, the 63rd generation T*ien-shih had not been properly 
trained, and did not know the proper distinctions between 
the registers* as listed in notes 10-12 above* The Red-head 
Taoists of Hsinchu on the other hand gave a royal welcome
to the: Heavenly faster, and received high ordinations from 
him. Chuang refused to relinquish his documents to the 
T fien-shiht except to show him the ordination manual.
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15. The 63rd Generation Heavenly Master had been forced to flee 
the complex of temples in. the little town of Shang Ohing 
Rung, near Lung-hu Shan in Kiangsi province, by the invading 
communist armies in 1931, probably.-under the«,command of
Chu Teh. The valuable collections of Taoist books were to 
a great extent lost. Holmes Welch ( 1957 ) first suggested 
that the date was 1927, and then revised the year to 1931 
in the 1965 edition of The farting of. the• Way p. 149. A 
picture of Dragon-tiger Mountain, and of the village where ' 
the Heavenly Master resided can be found in Kupfer*s 
Sacred Places of China ( Cincinnati, 1911 ) pp.. ,90-97.
16. Chuang has given the documents to .the author to be copied 
and studied by the world of scholars. He did not want them 
to be taken and sold by the Heavenly Master to the other 
Taoists of Taiwan, or otherwise be used for commercial 
publication.
17. Goullart, ( 1961 ) chapters four and .eight, showing the 
liturgies in a Lung-men and a'Cheng-i monastery for the 
sake of pilgrims. Also, the Taoist Canon Wei-i sections, 
such as the vast collection of rituals from volumes 208
to 263 are compilations and rubrical directions pA ChTuan- 
chen monastic Taoists of the Sung dynasty.'The ritual texts 
of the Taoists of Taiwan do not differ from those,; of the 
Tabist canon, except that the Taiwan versions are more 
complete.
18. Huang Lu ^  |i|^, to the Taoists of Taiwan means ritual for 
funeral ceremonies, or for the dead. ;
19. The significance of the color red is far deeper than would 
at first appear. Red is the color of the south, the place 
in which the earth gods are placed- during, the Chiao rituals. 
Black is the color of the north, the place of* the Heavenly 
Worthies, ^he Red-heads in this sense are seen as primarily 
custodians of the Shen-ming,.gods' of the folk-religion, and 
the Black-heads as the servants of the Heavenly Worthies.
The role of the Red-heads ■ is therefore seen as expelling 
the forces of evil, and that- of the Black-heads as restor­
2 1 0 .
ing the forces of the Prior Heavens, the good spirits of 
'blesping and light. But the roles are reversed, or comple­
mentary, and. both sides can perform the' rites of the other.
20. A simple errorLil-AcC'ordingito Qhudng| &11 popular Taoists 
with no monastic.or mountain-centered loyalties are to be 
classified with the Shen-hsiao or Red-head kind of Taoists, 
whereas the other four classes are definitely associated 
with a mountain or a style of meditation. The Black-head 
Ytt-fu are the Oheng-i sect; the Horth Pole belong to the 
Y/u-tang military sect; the Heavenly Pivot belong to the 
Mao Shan Shang Giving sect; finally, the YU-ching or Jade 
Capital class include the strictly ascetic orders such as 
the Ch1 uan-chen, ■ Lung-men. .and so forth* Viewed in this 
light, the Red-head Taoists are seen to be all the popular 
fire-dwelling class who do not belong to some specific 
mountain, headquarters. The very term LU-ghan, Mount LU, 
does not refer, to a monastery or a mountain in Ohina, but
t. to “a movement or school among .the popular Taoists, which 
influenced or corrupted some of the major monastic centers 
with its style of liturgy. Mao Shan, Wu-tang Shan, and Ling 
Shan, or at leasts parts of the Taoists associated with 
them became corrupted by its innovative and heterodox lit­
urgy. But professional Interests', especially the duty of 
performing the Ohiao drew the JAx Shan Taoists back into 
the fold of orthodoxy. Thus popular Taoists wear the black
; hat and gold crown,when performing orthodox liturgy, and 
* wrap the red cloth around their heads when5 exorcising evil 
demons. The Heavenly Master "ordains all classes, because all 
Taoists must know the registers of the Cheng-i'sect in order 
to be able to perform liturgy. Thih is confirmed by TT-282, 
Oh. 17 j p. 7a, %.
21. This stalwart woman,/they daughter Of^tKev0h!en who had been 
to Lung-hu Shan, ahd mother of Ohuang, had a very strong 
influence in shaping her son. More orthodox than her hus­
band, who had made a large collection of Ltl Shan texts,
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the mother of Ohuang actually took.an active part in 
training her son as a Taoist, in the tradition of her own 
familyfs strict monastic discipline,
22, The one occasion when the Black-head Taoist is almost 
forced to use the heterodox Ltt Shan rites is during the 
ceremony for expelling the demons of pestilence. At the 
end of a three or five day Chiao festival, the Ong^ia
or gods of pestilence are put aboard a boat, soaked with 
wine, and.pushed out to sea. The Taoist must dress as a 
Red-head in order to perform this rite, Chuang always 
refuses to do it, though he begrudgingly admits that in 
his youth he has taken part in the rite at the sea port 
village of Nan Liao, for his wife’s, relatives, '
23. Chuang has vivid recollections of how his father passed on 
the stories in,similar fashion, when Chuang was:himself 
quite young. The explanations of the origin of Taoism and 
the legends of the gods were always transmitted late at 
night; Chuang was made to stand in the corner, next to
the ancestor tablets, for falling asleep during the lesson.
24. Tao. Chiao Than Liu ( TCYL ) p. 89* ChuangTs commentary 
spoke of four steps between the Transcendant Ultimate
and the Great- U l t i m a t e ^  J .  |
25. Hid. #  ^  . pf if i f / , i * i I IUi&
% . k k  i A -  jL-kk
2 1 2 ,
29* TCYL p. 89, same as note 25-26 above, plus the lines:
'30.. ion. p. 90: |t StHty Jtx. i>1}) 'f 1  .
31. TCYip. S3, I. 7-8: , 4  f-%.
32. TCYLp. 83, X.. 14: . $} 4t ^  jlji ’f 7^ .  ^  % ,
55* TCYL p. 90* • This and the above passages can be found
in the Huai Nan Tzu, Gh*f ;7« P* i 2a:line. 8 t but the'
Tabist is not aware of the' relationship between the 
early. Han text and his own esoteric manuals
' ;■■'■■■■ ! f ! ; V
34i TCYL p. 84 line: tik'f j , ,3kj0i. .
■ > 6 ? *  t  fa; 40-4* &»
35. TCYL p. 84 lines 1-2: $  ^  ^  tit »
36, The mudras or hand gesture,s are contained in separate
. manuals. Chuahg has two manuals from Lung-hu Shan with 
exquisite illustrations of several hundred mudras, not 
unlike those to be found in the Buddhist canons. Another 
set of hand gestures from Hua Shan in Shensi are totally 
unlike the Buddhist versions, The: hands are either held 
separately or joined to form various characters and 
talismans. Each of the Heavenly Worthies has his own 
special hand gesture, efficacious for summons.
37- Refer to the photo pf Chuahg in the.appendix, for an 
illustration of the necklace.
38. TCYL p. 91: %
39* Lao-tzu, Tao-te Ghing, Gh. 42; TCYL, p. 92*
40. TCYL, p. 24: %  - X  V 0 .  . fcty £  |L .
&  t i  %■%. X  i  *b .
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41. TCYL, p. 42: VR, ,>a- 5f= . -t Vft 4CL ^  S  i£ ;
' st fl&'^
42. TCYL, p. 121: J,ji
: M U  * . > | .2 . C{|& ■§.*$$•
43. 28 Solio-pages, from
lung-hu Shan, library of the 6lst Heavenly Master, 1851* 
44. of. Dbrfi, Vol. vi,: pp.22-55. ^  ^  ^  vfe
47. fhe text actually makes all three of the Pure Ones do the
the microcosm, that is, the audience with the Three Pure 
Ones takes place within the "body of the Taoist, as in ortho­
dox ritual. The name of the Heavenly Emperor, Shang-ti 
occurs almost incidentally in the text, separating him, as 
Chuang insists must -be done, from identification in any 
way with■the-Three Pure Ones.
52-* Han Shu, Ghang ChPen.Wang Kuo Ohuan, Kuo-chi edition, 
pp. 2479-2480.
spirits, of. Dorg, Vol. VII,. p.. 388-393; Werner,, p. 423- 
426;. also, Schipper, Kristofer M., L ’Emperenr Won des Han
45. TCYL, p. -96
. Jitc, S > i d g
s f ’fL D ^ i T j
46. cf. Chapter six, below
summoning.;: The. Seven Jewel Porest is an esoteric term for
48. TCYL, p. 97, line
49. TCYL, p. 97, line 4: ^ 4
50. Dor£, cf. note 44 above; Werner, ( 1932 ) pp. 400-403.
51. TCYL, p. 97, line 6 : M .
53. T *ai-kung Ping-fa, ^
54. CL1 i Men Tun Chia-^T f ^ j 7 Por the six Ohia and six Ting
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Pans La I^gende laoiste, ( Paris, 1965 ) pp.. 34-42. 
Sehipper cites various sections from the Taoist Canon 
where the six Chia and the six Ting spirits are mentioned, 
connecting their ritual use with the Shang Ch’ing sect 
• and Mao Shan. It was quite natural to suppose that 
Chuang!s grandfather Ch'en would have some knowledge 
of the registers of spirits* names from the monastic 
Shang Ch’ing sect, since he had received the - highest 
orthodox ordination, which included those registers*
The manual called Chfi Men Tun Chia contained In written 
form the Pu talismans,, summons, conjurations, and detailed 
descriptions of the Chia and Ting spirits, from the 
Shang Ch'ing sect.*
55. There is, no evidence other than the preface of the Oh'i 
Men Tun. Chia in Chuang*s possession that the famous 
general, of the Three Kingdoms Chu-ko; Liang had any 
connection withCthe. C-h-’i* Men 'Tun .iChda-, ;OrVthat it; was 
the same text as, the, T 1 ai Kung t Ping Pa.. The,, text has a 
very ancient harne^ however ; a boothcalled Ch' i :Men Tun 
Chia occurs in the Hou Han Shu, the Pang Shu chapter.
Its origin is ascribed ■'to- fan, Oarigtltan apocryphal'-work, 
the I Wei Ch'ien Tsao Tu. [J§| * Refer to: the
appendix for a description of the contents; #
56. More than a hearsay connection to the Hua Shan or the 
Wu-tang Shan: monasteries on China's mainland, the hook, 
actually connects the traditions of the Wu and the Ch'en 
families, from which Chuang inherited the manuscript, to 
the famous Mao Shan complex in Kiangsu# When questioned 
about this obvious connection, Chuang's reply was nvasive. 
The Mao Shan sect was feared in Taiwan, Chuang replied.
He felt that he should hot betray the secrets which, his 
ancestors had transmitted to. him. Shortly thereafter 
Chuang Informed the author that he had allowed the regis­
ters of the Mao Shan sect to be photocopied, namely In
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the document describing the Chia and the Ting spirits, 
and In the spirits' listed in the Yellow Court Canon.' To 
all outward appearances, however, Chuang was no different 
than the other Black-head Taoists of north Taiwan, and 
claimed simply to be an orthodox Chengsi sect Taoist.
57* The legend of Wei Hua^ts'un, the formidable lady Taoist 
who was supposed' to have revealed the Yellow Court canon 
to Yang Hsi in a vision, during the 4th century of our 
era,, was written in the introduction to the Huang T 1ing 
Ching which the author received Trom>Chuang. The same 
canon is the basis''for’chapter four below* A, complete 
account of the life of Wei;Hha^ts!un, and1 the founders of 
the Mao Shan sect, Yang Hsi, • Hstt ■'Mi, and Hsti YU, can be 
found in Ch'en Kuo-fu's Tao Tsang Ytlan Liu K'ao ( Shanghai, 
1949 ) PP. 31-37.
58. The passages quoted from the secret manual Tao Chiao Ytlan 
Biu in'the footnotes: direqtly above, will be found verified 
In the liturgy, as described in chapters five and six. The
. restoration of the five elements to their pristine life- 
bearing state is performed in the Su Ch'i ritual,' the 
meditation of which ritual is mentioned at the. end of 
chapter five, and the rite itself is described in chapter 
six. The passage quoting the 42nd chapter of the Lao-tzu 
becomes the basis for the Ben Teng ritual described in 
chapter six. Thus, the myths of origin found in the Tao 
Chiao Yttan Biu can be seen as a basis for the meditative 
ritual of orthodox Taoism.
59. The Ho-t'u and the Lo-shu [ will; be explained
immediately below in chapter three.
CHAPTER THREE
1, Liu X-ming, X-tao Hsin-fa Chen Chpan ( Chi-ytin.monastery, 
Shensi, 1799 ) #
Reprinted by the Tsu-yu Press, Taipei, 1962,
2., Lai Chih-te, I-ching T*u Chi eh ( Kuei-chou, ca. 1598)
Ta Hsin Shu Chii, Taipei, 1969#
3. Eor a well researched study on the origin of the Lo-shu
Ho~t *u cf. the excellent article of Canmiann in the 
History of Religions, Vol. 1, Ho* I, pp. 37-80 ( Schuyler 
Cammann, "The Magic Square of Three in Old Chinese Philo­
sophy and Religion.,," 1961.),cf. also Joseph Needham,
Science and Civilization in China ,111, Cambridge-, 1959, pp. 
54-62; and M. Gra.net,, La Pens^e Chinoise. Paris, 1934, pp.
177-208.; The,explanation of the ‘following pages 'will he
limited to the I-tao Hsin-fa of Liu I-ming, and Chuang*s 
understandingiof .the. I-Io-t *u and Lp-shti.
4. Introduction to the I-tao Hsin-fa .[ ITHE ] pp. 1-30.
5. Refer to chapter two, pp. 38-40, and the TCYL manual. \
6. Chapter two, p. 39. Wood - Eire - Earth - Metal - Water
7. Note that,the legend says the Meng river, a tributary of 
the Yellow river, and not the Yellow river itself, as is 
commonly thought. ITHE p. 2 line 1:
8. Erom Lai,. I-ching T*u-chieh [ ICTG J p. 507*
9# ITHE, p. 1 for figures 2 and 3; table 1 is the author*s.
10. The Ten Heavenly Stems: 5^,^ 0 (Hffi J1%
11. ITHE,, p. 2.
21?.
12. She charts'.and explanations"are from the I-hsiteh S r' 
by Wang Oh*lung-shan, She Kuahg-wen Press, Saipeij 1962; 
the selection is Ohuangfs. . \
13. No explanation is given as to why 5 should he the number
of heaven, or 6 the number of earth. She ten heavenly stems 
are twice five, that is, ten in number, representing the 
Yin and Yang ( earthly and heavenly ) aspects of the elem­
ents. She twelve earthly branches are twice six, also re­
presenting the.Yin and the Yang aspects of nature; six 
months ( the 11th to the 4th ) are Msupported by" Yang,
and six months ( 5th to 10th ) are "supported by,r Yin,
according to the SCY1 pp. 90-91# Even numbers are Yin;:, and 
odd numbers Yang.;Shus, the reasoning powers justifying the 
assignations are .endless.
14. IHSL, p. 74.
15. IHSL, p. 76.
16* cf. chapter five, pp. 139-141, and chapter six, pp. 181-182.
17. XTH3?, ( Liu, 1799 ) p.
A. - g k .. • if H i  *
18. cf* Chapter four, p.' 100, note 40; . p. 112, note 68.
19. cf. chapter two, pp. '30-31, note 16.
20. ITHF, p. 2., lines 11 ss. - j | z .  »/§ - ,
21. ITHF, P. 2, line ^  ^  .
*  . A P  -rt ■ ^  •
22. I SHE, p. 3, line 1 \  \ ' \ ' -
23* I SHF, p. 3, line. 2^1 ; " ■'
24. ISHF, p* 3, line 1 0 ;
25. ITHS’, p. 3, lines 19-20 0  ^ "
p i  I j s h f i P - f f t j L kii.8 nT &
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26. TTHR, p. 6, line 1: ^  Q*.
-*K<Nf
27* ICTO ( Lai ) p. 507*
28. Wang, IHTL p. 77.
29# Refer to the Qhin-t1 an ceremony, chapter six, p.171.
50. Lai, 1010, p. 24..
31# ITHR, pp. 6-9, of which the ahove was a sunnnary.
32. Chapter six, pp. 179-183.
33. Ohapter six, pp.- 184-188.
34. Chapter six, pp. 190-191; also chapter four, pp. 112-113.
35. San-wu Tu-knng s3L s i  ; T ' ai-shang ,0heng-i San-wu
lu-kung^cilE-' > cf* chapter five, pp. 130 to
137 for a description: of the 24 :^sets offspirits which the 
Taoist High priest- must know to deserve this title.-
s s . i i U A  , | L y L ,  4  A .  : ' iy' ' : i .
3 7 . ^ 4 ^ .
CHAPTER POUR
Huang T ’ing W a i - c h i n g can "be found with the 
Huang T fing Nei-ehing-^^rfa&fc in many places in the 
Taoist Canon. It is to he found in TT 130, 131; TI 167,
168; TT 189, 190; and finally in the Sung I)ynasty collection 
called' "Seven Tally Cloud Box" Yiin~chi Ch'i-chHien, TT 
679, Ch. 11 and 12. A-more systematized form of the same 
"basic work is to be found in the Taoist Canon TT 16-17, 
under the title Shang. ChMng Ta-tung Chen ChingX ^  
which Chuang insists is the same as the Yellow Court-Canon. 
Maspero makes note of the similarity on page .79 of his 
work Le Taolsme (1950 ), where for stylistic reasons he 
assigns an earlier date to the Wai-ching or Exterior 
( Exoteric Canon ), making i t : pre*-5th century, and pro­
poses that the Uei-ching or Interior canon was written 
sometime between the 5th and 7th centuries. The Interior 
and\the Exterior canons were supposed to have been received 
by the formidable;lady Taoist Wei Hua-tbVun in the year 
288. A.D., when a' Han dynasty mystic- and recluse named Wang 
Pao appeared to her and-delivered a series of books, 
including the Ta-tung Chen Ching; and the Yellow, Court Canon. 
Wei hua-ts *un died ,ln.: the/year .3.34-,l andshortly- after that 
time a friend of her son, Yang Hsi, .with Hsti Mi: .began the 
establishment of a -Taoist center in the Mao Shan complex 
of mountains, in Kiangsu province. In the. year 365 Wei 
Hua-ts!un appeared. ..in.a vislM-tb Yjah^Hsl,, .and. transmitted 
the basic books of the Shang Ch'ing or Mao Shan school to 
Yang Hsi. These legends are known to Chuang , who considers 
the-Yellow Court canon the basic text for the meditative, 
monasticitradition. Por a detailed account of the era, cf. 
Chfen Kuo-fu, Tao Tsang Ytlanliu K !ao ( 1949 ) pp. 31-37•
3. Huang,I *ing Nei Ohing Qhing, Lin V/en-teng, Lung-hu Shan, 1850;
% A  M M l & £ \  f aAo, l i t o  .
4. Liu Idling, Huang-0}1 ing Ohing Ohieh, Qhi Ytin Kuan, ca. 1799;
( Chi YUn ICuan is a iambus laoist center in Shensi* cf* Gh*en 
Kuo-fu, ( 1949 ) pp. 2 8 3 - 2 8 9 i M ' W  iL.
5* Huang I* ing Nei YiTai Ohing I^o-i* Liturgy of the Inner and 
Outer Yellow Court Canon, Lung-hu Shan, Lin Wen-teng, 1850*
/hitM'if . ||j/fhh , f&n£^
6. cf. the appendix, for the list of documents from Lung-hu 
. Shanvin Ghuang's possession, and a description, of each.
7. cf. chapter two, note 43, for the title of the above men­
tioned manuscript.
8. Besides having a good:mind and ■&. superior memory, a 1aoist 
must be an expert with the brush, and a practised calligrapher. 
As a young man:, Chuahg was trained by his 'father in penman­
ship, and in literary composition. Under the Japanese 
regime, Chuang had a book; of verse published, and was hired
by the government as a scribe and interpreter. Due to the 
numerous documents which must be written during the Ghiao 
festival, and sent off to the heavenly officials, each 
faoist priest and disciple must be trained in calligraphy 
and literary composition.
9. Maspero, he faolsme, translated by Kawakatsu Yoshio, Dokyo, 
Fushi no fankyu lokai University Bress, fokyo, 1966;tm n r x r x u r
.. &  m
10. fhe commentary of Liu I-ming, Huang T*ing Ching Chieh [HTGGj 
will be used from here through, note 45, p. 102 . The present a l_ 
citation is. from page 1, Janes 5-7.
• til-*# M  hi I  J V f y , A X . & 1 S
T ,
12. HTCC p. 1, line 8 »s P 
-  ■ ■ * , > -  ^
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13. H33CC p. 1, line 9 : ^  ^
14. HECC P. 1 line 9 to p, 2, line 1: || ^  ^  .
is. ibia.:
16. HICC p. 2, line 2-3 * **S4 '¥. ife* jL., IS £.
US 4§. " '
17. ffiOCC p. 2, lines 4 ^ :
/ V ^  b i=>7 c *
18. cf. below, chapter five, pp. 121-122.
19. HTCC p. 2 lines 6-7: %,  ^  „ /.^L13 ^  °° TL tf&Z-F**] .
20. Lao-tzu« Pao.-te Ching. chapter six; cf. Lung-men.sect 
commentary*
21. Here is stated the basic point which Chuang insisted so 
strongly upon.1 She. liturgy of orthodox Paoism was simply 
an extemalization of the meditations of,the Tellow Court. 
Primordial breath, seminal essence;, and spirit .brought 
into the center of the microcosm, causing the. birth of a 
new "Pao11 child within, are symbols both of rebirth,, and 
revitalization. Phe three principles, spirit,,breath,, and 
semen are personified by the Phree Pure Ones, Primordial 
Heavenly■ Worthy, Ling-pao . Heavenly Worthy ,■ and Pao-te 
Heavenly Worthy, who are brought .into the Yellow Court of 
the center for audience. So too, all the spirits of the 
body are brought into the center, fbr an audience, including 
the spirits of the five directions ( five elements). Liturgy 
is inseparable from meditation., as will be seen at the end 
of chapter five, and throughout chapter six.1
22. HPCC pp. 4-5.
23. HICC p. 4, line's 8_g.—
it' & M - A -  •
'g^A.. ifjp A  .
_J|A . A 0^ ©fc A Jf Jj- t? ,|i. A.
24# NB., not the Yellow Court of the center, hut one of the 
three visible yellow courts of the microcosm.
25. IiTCC p. 5, lines 2-4: 1  „-|4®
l-A. ifsl ^
This passage is to be compared with TT .193* the 5th century 
compilation of the Mao Shan Taoist.T!ao Hung-ching, Teng- 
ohen Yin-chileh ?&) gA-1^ A.S. iflM .
26.' The text of Chuang is corrupt, leaving out the lung Bang, 
which must be added here.
27. Only a six;! page, ;set of harmful talismans escaped the notice 
of Chuang!s more-than orthodox mother. The only sample
of Ltt Shan documents in Ohuangfs collection appears with 
the docimentatioh in the appendix.
28. Certainly, not every, Taoist*s wife would have the knowledge 
that Chuang*s mother possessed.1 Chuang is embarrassed about 
the fact that he neglected the trainingof his youth to 
serve unwilling!^/with .the Japanese ^ during the Second 
World War.'- Many of the Taiwanese were forcefully conscrip­
ted into the Japahese^ army. ^ Chuang !s motfier acted as the 
preserver of the family'traditions--during1 his absence, and 
helped in his-‘restraining after ihe^wari -y
29. cf. chapter two, note 54; for their role in the Yellow
Court, cf. below, p. 108, notes 59 and-60.
50. HTGC p. 6, lines 2-3: —
31. HTCC. p. 6, lines 6-7: M  'g’A A —  < a v 3L
223.
3.2. HTCC p. 6 line 8:
33. HTCC p. 7, lines 2-3 "/fT'f> W & W f r / F ? 10$
P. 12, •’ 3-4 #  #  ffl f t ? .
54# cf. chapter.three, page 79, where the five elements are
paired and joined in the center.
35. HTCO ,p. 7, line 7: 4 ;
36. HTQO p. 7 .lines 4-6.'f 4 & I  ° &
•fcm. If, —|c, CD IP a 1 fm .
37. imac p. 11, line 1: " .i* . . , / u
38. HTCO p. 11, line 5 : ^  -70
39# HTCC p. 9, lines 1-2: -t O* ^  m  *
|VlW4
¥M
vA£(S)lb * • * $
40; ifficao'p.- 9, lines 2-3: ^
41. H5K3C p. 11, lines
-  * j C . £  &  ,. :
42. HTCC -.p. 12, line S  ,^4'JW'A
43# HD3CC p. 1 3 1 chart. ' ■
44. HTOC p. 14  ^line' 3 to p. 15 ^  1 5 4 a
,  :SS«iS:
*2 i ®A4 .^ut
cr jfe1f ±  f c M y f c m  = a  4 r t o L  ^










'"h— i-TO'residence in'the microcosm of the ^  , the
left and right sides of the chest.
fhe text of the Yellow Court canon says that man must
watch his heart and -keep it peaceful in order to attain 
the the line is similar to a passage in
early Han,dynasty text Huai-nan-1zu, Ch. 7 p. 6 a l i n e  
8: of, Huong T 1 tng Wai Ghing, Sung
Yin-tzu commentary, p. 15a, Shang, ,
Prom here'■•’■until page 114, notes 47 through 68, Chuang* s 
edition of- the Huang l fing Cjhing, with the commentary of 
Sung Yin-tzu and the marginal notes of the Pai Ytin Kuan 
monastery Taoist Li Ming-chie will he used* cf'. note 2, 
above, for the Chinese characters, of the title. The 
marginal note of Li Ming-ch'e states here, that .( Shang,
15b ) peace of heart alone is enough to destroy the 
11 Wandering spirit s’1 - which are so/harmful to the. Tao: A
Maspero.,,.gives a lengthy description of the-dietetic and . * 
physiological methods of destroying or expelling the 
Three Worms, :or Three Cadavers, in Le Taoisme, ( 1950 ) 
pp. 98-1X4>• and in the article "les proe£d£s de Tnourrir 
le principe:ivital,r dans le religion taoiste ancienne," in 
Journal-Asiatique 229« ( 1937 ) pp* 177-252, and pp. 353“ 
430. Chuang, in reading the Japanese version ofvMaspero*s 
work-felt that it was incomplete. The'interpretation 
given hy the commentary, in the following pages is the 
:proper one, 'in Chuahg;1 s"estimation.; i ‘ V *
HTWC-, Shang, lfo* lines - l - 2 4 t | 4 ;| r | ; | . u ® f
For illustrations Of the 5'THi?e'fc'iJ&daveff'sTT 580,jfcJL




53. HTWC, Shang, 15a, lines 3-4: _
54# HTWC, Shang, 16b, lines 5-7; also marginal gloss of Li:
J  ^  . 1  rb- - I  ^  ^  *
(SI _ ■ . j,
55. Ibid. marginal gloss of Lispg-^ ^ ^ ^  d
S$ 7s] 4  i  k . „
56. HEWC. Shang, 17a, line 2: (?C /f^ P^z <9 ■
i H  ^  tffc «ft 7C  ^ 4  ^
57. HEWC .Shang, 17a, .gloss of Li: # 7^9\'%%
58. 11: 580, Op. Cit*. The Illustration on. page 25a shows the
Taoist sitting in the lotus position, on the’skin of a 
tiger, symbolizing the death, of Yin, with the Three Pure 
Ones emanating in a vaporous cloud from his head. The 
purification of the Yellow Court arid the expulsion of the 
Three Cadavers is an essential condition for having the. 
Three Pure Ones dwell In the microcosm of- the Taoist!s
body-,; according to the commentary in Chuang1 s. possession.
59. HEWC Shang, 17h. 1
60. HEWC Shang, 18a, ■ link,a
The commentary of Sung■'■ Yin^tzu'^confirms the "opinion of 
Chuang'that the, text is a manual of ritual meditation, more 
than a kind of breath exercise, qr a circulation of seminr- 
al essence. The Tu'and the Jen passages, conceived of as 
two channels running from the top of the lip over the head, 
to the base' of the spine, and back up to the lower; lip., 
respectively, are filled with the. 10,000 spirits, coming 
for an audience with the eternal Tao in the Yellow Court.
61. HTWC Shang, p. 21a, line 2: 4f 4 k
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62. HTWC, Shang, p. 21a, lines 5-6:
63.. HOTC, Shang, p.21a, lines 7-8:
: m .  iv t & M • • • A .u ^ i L z , f .
64. HTWC, Chung, p. 2h, lines. 1-2:
JS- 3L&S?-, J$~-— ’* ,
65. HTWC, Chung, p. 3a, line 4:
: A  M  rfA.jb — w w ,  ■
66. HTWC, Chung, p, 3a, lines 4-6: )fj^ — ,— -2-fe . ^
7% e  . . . yg-j£ JzZ-tt, .
67. HTWC, Preface, page 1: 5
■ ■ ■ ■ *. V ^  V  ./ ' '
68* HTWC, Chung, 2b*. line. 2: 3 ^ 4 * 1 ; ^  '
69* The process described here is symbolically represented in
a ■ series of- .rituals, namely, the. Three. Audiences,tcuu-pages- !
,■ 184-189, and the Tao-chlangnn,pages: 190-3-91 * -
70. The connection "between the Yellow Court canon and the 
Tn. Jen canon of chapter five is found in the “Bright 
Pearl1', which is a term for the Yellow Court when purified 
and inhabited by the Three Pure Ones. Tiie ':preservation of 
. seminal essence, primordial breath and .spirit in the..center 
was described in note 68 above as holding on to the Jade and; 
the pearl* Li Ming-ch'e adds in marginal note on page 3b 
that “he who cultivates. f true1, Yang ,;will! discover the bright 
pearl*.*' . The nextC document which
Chuang then gave the author was ^the, Tu Jen canon described 
in chapter five, immediately beidwp where, the,. Primordial 
Heavenly Worthy leads the ten thousand spirits into the 
bright pearl.' ],V > ' j
CHAPTER FIVE
1* Por the' gods inside the body which the Taoist summons forth 
to perform ritual, cf. Maspero he Taoisme, ( 195.0 ) pp.
. 19-24, and 116-147# Holmes Welch also mentions the spirits 
in The Parting of the Way ( 1957 ) pp. 105*112. A  complete 
list of the spirits, divided into heavenly bureaus, and 
falling under the.jurisdiction of the Three Pure Ones, is to 
be found in the beginning of the Tao Chiao Ytian Liu, the 
manual mentioned in chapter two above. Also of great use in 
organising the spirits into their proper cosmological order 
is the ritual called Chiing-shen mentioned in chapter
six, below, where the heavenly spirits are, invited, one by 
one, the be present at the Chiao..
2. The term Wu Wo, originally a Buddhist word to be found in 
such famous canons as the Diamond. Sutrat is a stage of 
enlightenment usually asbribed to the Boddhisatva. In the 
Taoist sense, however, it is synonymous with the term 
Wu Ssu to be found in the 6th chapter of the Lao-tzu; that 
which to the Buddhist meant the non-self or non ego, to the 
Taoist means selflessness, acting for the sake of one!s 
fellow men, the rule of the Tu Jen canon. Chuang used the 
term continually, in this second senser and became wrathful 
at any suggestion by the author that the term was origin­
ally Buddhist# [ Wu W o ^  ; Wu Ssu .]
3# The hing-pao Wu-Ilang Tu-Jen Shang-p!in Miao Ohing, ^
, is to be found in.volume 38 of the Taoist 
Canon, with a commentary ..by the. Sung dynasty Taoist Ch'en 
Ching-yttan; cf. Maspero, Kawakatsu, (Japanese edition of 
Le Taoisme, Tokyo, 1966 ) p. 278 note 9# Yoshioka also treats 
of the work in Dokyo Keiten Shiron, A Treatise on the History 
, of Taoist Works, Tokyo, ( 1955 )' PP.383, 393, 401>; 405, etc.
Tu Jen canon is first mentioned in the T !ang ; dynasty 
list of Taoist-works called San'Tung Chu.Hang, TT. 780-782.
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4. The quotation is from Chuang*s copy of the Tu Jen Ohing; 
the Taoist Canon version ( TT 36 ) is identical, for which 
cf. TT 36 p. 2a line 6 to 5b line 8; the text is.quoted in 
toto in the appendix.
5• Chih chen ] means to attain the stage of Chen, truth,
or Tao-realized. It refers to the Chen-.jen. the immortal who 
dwells in the heavens of the 2nd., Heavenly Worthy, Ling-pao 
T fien-tsun, and therefore is the ideal, of the Taoist in the 
Ling-pao liturgical tradition. It is therefore translated 
Tao-realized. which is the meaning that i;he Taoist assigns 
I-to-.it. The three stages are Helen- Jen, or immortal, under 
the Tao-te Heavenly Worthy, the ideal of the lowest stage; 
the Chen-jen dr realized man, under the, Ling-pao Heavenly 
Worthy, and the highest Sheng-nen or Saintly man, under the 
Primordial Heavenly Worthy.
6* Wu Yang means literally unhridled, as a horse without
reins. The term is a reference to the myriad realized men 
who assemble from the heavens to hear the reading of'the Tu 
Jen canon, an esoteric word of the Taoist, cf. the illustra­
tion in the appendix from the Ming" dynsaty woodblock print, 
showing the Wu. Yang realized men as heavenly worthies 
assembling on foot. ■
7. The 5 writs, Wu Chen-wen are the five talismans 
used in the Su Ch!i ceremony described below, in chapter 
six, pages 180-183* Por a scholarly treatment of the 5:
True Y/rits, cf, Kris.tofer Schipper, "Le Wou-yue tchen-hing- 
t*ou et son culte" in Etudes Taolstes [ Japanese publication,
, edited by Yoshioka. YqsMtoyo' and/ Michel Soymi£, 
Tokyo, 1967 ], pp.v‘''ivt^-ife2. " '* v :
8, ChTu Chuan cf. appendix;for a description. Sounding
the ritual drum 24 times: 4“ CJ ^
Lighting the incense . b u r n e r O h * u - k u a n j ^ , ^  ; cf.
TT 193, Hsia, T*ao flung-ching1 s Teng-chen. Yin-chtieh for a 
5th century Version of the text. T'ao Hung-ching who col­
lated the texts daitis that they/ come from the original 
Heavenly Master, through Wei Hua~tsfun; cf. Hsia, 6b, 1. 5*
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It- certainly'must'be .considered to be one of the oldest 
rites of religious, faoism,
9* Illustration taken from Chuang*s Beginner*s Manual
10. (Characters taken, from the ,0hru-kuan, rite Tao Ch’ahg, 
Chuang*s manual; compare* 22 67, Shang, 9a and following
for similar text): y S i 7 C
11. ^
12. ix. The commentary of the. Ch!u Ghuan manual
explains that these are the six Ohio, and six Ting spirits.
hi ■13.
u . %  t? x f ' t  1 ..
15.yfc. ||< ,
1 6 . ^ L i 3 L 5 .  J E —  Hi itr*
17. Chuang actually knew maiymore registers than the 24
required for a grade 6 San-wu 2u-kung. He felt, however, 
that to ask the 63rd Heavenly Master for a higher grade would 
be improper, due to the expense, and the Heavenly Master’s 
practise of selling higher grades for a price without know­
ing the proper number of registers* He felt in all respects 
a duty to be loyal to the tradition.learned by his grand­
father from the 61st generation Heavenly Master, and the 
books in his possession,
18* cf. 21! 877; the titles of the registers are listed in the 
appendix,
19. 22 878; titles are listed in the appendix*
20* Many 2aoists, especially in southern 2aiwan,=practise both 
styles of ritual, for which cf, Liu Chi-wan (.1967 ) pp. 44-
45. 2he-rites are kept strictly separated in horth: 2aiwan,
21, 22. 877, Ch. 1 p.1 2a-3b.'Chuang went over the lists with 
the author,, recognising them all.
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22. cf. TIE 877, Oh. 1, p. 4a-6b„
■239 For parallel texts, cf. TT 990,[CIHCll]
(Sung dynasty, ca. 1124 A.I. ) p. 4b, lines 10 ss.
24. TT 990 CIHCLI, 4b, lines. 1-6.
25. IT 990 OIHCLI, 5b, lines 3-5.
26. cf. !or£, ( 1920 ) vol. 6, page 36; the Three Generals
are not considered by the Taoists to be the Three Officials,
but rather messengers in charge of the records of the Three 
Realms. JDorS was incorrect on this point.
27. of. Sohipper, Op, Oit, note 3, above ( .lokyo Kenkyu, II,
1966 ) pp. 114-162; in this article the Five talismans are 
identified with the chart of the five peaks mentioned by
Ko Hung in the Pao-pfu-t2iu, and the ling-pao Five Talismans, 
in their ancient form. The Sung-dynasty work Shang Qhfing 
ling-pao Ta-fa. TT 964-966 as well as the manuals Of.Ohuang 
for performing the liturgy suggest that there are many sets 
of five talismans, one for each level of the spirits. The 
talismans are seen as methods to control the spirits of the 
entire cosmos, cf. next note, number 28, below. .
28. TT 877, Ch. 5 lists 5 talismans for the body, 5 for 
expelling demons, five for the "Nine Heavens", for the . 
stars, the elements, and so forth. The texts of both 
Ohuang and Chlien suggest that there are different talismans 
and different spirits for each: of the areas of the cosmos; 
thus, the five peaks have different spirits, and different 
talismans than the five dragons of the water, the five stars, 
the five emperors, and so forth* Ohuang insists that the 
ling-pao Five Talismans:;Were, sets, rather than a single 
series; that is, the Ilo-t!u (or five elements, in their life- 
giving order) are applied- by different spirits and varying 
talismans in Taoist ritual* v ;
29. Ohuang referred to. the Ohfing Shen ritual, as in chapter six, 
below, page 161, note 32. 1 1  ' ' ^
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30. The manuals are ill iQhlu; GhuaJi^$fgH; . 2. Ohin lu Wen Hsien 
; cf*, appendix for description*
31* The meditation is to he found in the Sung dynasty work of
the Taoist Ohin YUn-chung, Shang~ch?ing Ling-pao Ta~fa*^ fe^ l,Y^
TT 964, Oh. 7. Ohuang has performed 
this meditation privately only.once, before his ordination;
.r it is, however, basically the same meditation1 which goes 
on in the Taoist*s mind during the Su Oh*i ritual as de­
scribed in chapter six.
3.2. For1 a: parallel passage, cf. also TT 990, 0IH0LS,'13b ss.
Yin .
33. Note that the number is 36, corresponding to the divisions 
of the Prior Heavens, rather than 24, the divisions of the 
Posterior. Heavens and the total cosmos,
34 • ^  ’| 7 [ ft/fe]r
35. TT 990, CIHCU 14b, lines 7-8: .
36. The -chart summarizes 0IHOLI 14b to 16b ( TT 990 ) .
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-CHAPTER .SIX
; Cf* M u ,  ( 1967 ) PP. 1-2 for 
a summary of the various definitions of Ohiao.
2* There is a triple signification to the forbidding of meat; 
raw meat is offered to the orphan souls and the wandering 
spirits on the last day of the Ohiao; cooked meat is offer­
ed to the Sheh^ming, the Jade 'Emperor, and to the human 
guests; wine-, ‘ incense, and sweets are offered to the 
Heavenly Worthies, sages, and immortals, the recipients of 
the Taoist1s. special worship. The gods of the prior heavens 
are thus seen as freed entirely.from the influence, of Yin 
or Yang, life or death; they represent the state of the 
heavens before the influence of transformational change, 
and therefore their banquet consists of an esoteric diet, 
as outlined in the Moon Offering below.
3* Ho meat is allowed to be slaughtered within the confines 
of the city, or the ward where the Ohiao is being offered.
The first slaughtering of pigs actually takes place on the 
morning of the last day, immediately before the Ohin Plao 
sacrifice in front of the temple,
4. The original usage of the word Ohiao [ J|t|. ] can be found 
in chapters 43 and 44 of the Book of Rites [ M  Ohi.]
In the Kuan ritual celebrating the twentieth birthday of 
a son, the ”coming of age” rite was performed by offering 
a cup of wine in respect to the family. In the wedding cere­
mony, the newly wed couple were offered a cup of wine as they 
entered the ancestral temple. By the end of the Han dynasty, 
the word came almost exclusively to be used for the ritual 
offered by the Ohi Ohiu, the village wine libationer who 
later came to.be called Taoist, cf. Obuchi Hinji, Dokyo shi 
no Kenkyu’( 1964 ) pp. 8-12 on the Chi-chiu; also Steinfs 
article in TP 50,. 1963, vol. 1.
5* Obuchi, ( 1964.,) P* ^ 49, gives a list of prohibitions from 
early'Han times, showing that the forbidding of meat, the 
strict diet, and. other purifications before ritual were not 
due to Buddhist influence, but stemmed from the- customs of 
feudal Ghina. The killing of animals during ritual was con­
sidered as untimely, ^ during village sacrifices* cf* p. 18, 
quoting the T 1 ai-piiifg » t 'Oh., *1;L8. - ^
6 * Women not being allowed inside the ritual area is not a
Taoist prohibition/; a^^mucfc,'as>ai:.CH.^ iom: ?6f thb folk religion*
, The Shang-ch!ing tradition from Mao Shan .has monasteries 
for lady Taoists, -;and,iia3ay’':'’of -the' ?Ta!oidts--'-bf north Taiwan 
are not unwilling to allow women into the 'ritual area* The 
forbidding of leather, wool, white garments, and women par­
ticipating in the rituals as lay observers are prohibitions 
stemming from the folk religion* The author has seen’ Taoists 
wearing leather inside the T fan area, and has seen women 
allowed in to hold the incense during the orthodox-rituals*
As pointed out by Obuchi in the passages cited above, the 
custom.stemmed from Han dynasty village' practises.
7. cf* Liu, ( 1967 ) p. 117-122.
8 . Liu,, ( 1967 ) pp. 73-80*
9. One must distinguish between an ancestor, who has died a ( 1) 
timely death, and has offspring to take care of the ancestor 
cult, and therefore control the spirit, and (2 ) a relative 
such as a young girl who has died a violent or untimely 
death, and therefore has noone to take care of her, or who 
simply wants revenge for a violent and. early ending, and
(3 ) the unknown bones of a person who has noone at all to 
care for the spirit. The Ohiao looks after the welfare of 
all theee of these classes, ancestor,-fe], wandering 
spirit and orphan soul 1^ '^'% ].
10., Ch’uang^ price for a 3 day Ohiao is 20,000 Taiwan dollars, 
about 500 U.S./dollars, and 30,000 for a 5 day Ohiao, 750 
U.S. Dollars. ; ' *
11* The rituals performed hy the Taoists in the private homes 
of the people is,, remunerated by an honorarium for each 
house visited. The Taoists contracted to work outside the 
f a n  area are, therefore paid separately from the funds 
allotted to the Taoist entourage in the interior.
1 2 , Por the preparations: done by the people of'the community 
...and the temple financial committee, cf* L^u, ( 1 9 6 7 ) pp.
51-56, 75™81, et passim. .
13. The structure of ritual as described here is the understand­
ing which the people of the community and the lesser grades 
of Taoists have of the proceedings. The Taoists visibly 
offer a.great petition at each of the ritual ceremonies,
on which is written the names of the people, or at least 
the main clans participating, the purpose for which the 
Ghiao is being offered, and the particular sx>irit to which 
the petition is being presented.' The summation of the Chiao 
is the presentation of the petition on the last day to the 
Heavenly Emperor, in public, and then the freeing of the 
souls in the underworld by the rite called P-'u-tu* The theory 
of the Ho-t *u and the meditations of the Xellow Court remain 
the privileged knowledge of the Taoist initiates.
2 . modem temple made , into a f a n :
ancient outdoor 
T fan.
The above-illustrations show 
the f a n  arda as it was in,.earlier .re­
times, and how it is today. The-•Tao­
ists sleep in the' room on the right, 
and keep a shrine to hold their,.ritual instruments, the 
flaming headpiece- and -ivory sceptre. The dining hall is on 
the left. '
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15. Contrary to the data of K, Schipper, as reported by Holmes 
Welch, in his article "The Bellagio conference on. Taoist 
Studies" in History of Religions, IX, 2-3» p. 123* the 
Red-head and the Black-head Taoists of north Taiwan do not 
differ in,' their dress, wheh performing the Chiao ritual.
The term "Red-head" which .applies to a red cloth wrapped 
around the head is probably valid only for Tainan city, 
where both the ""Red-head" or Pa-shih‘and the Black-head 
Taoists wrap a red;cloth around their head when expelling 
the demons of pestilence. The Red-head and Black-head Tao - 
ists of north Taiwan dress exactly the same during the 
Chiao .ritual, with the Ghiang-i or Great Robe of
descent, the black skull cap, and the gold crown. All of the 
Taoists insert the gold "flame pin" into the crown on their 
heads, when performing the orthodox.K To-i liturgy. The 
Red-head Taoists, also called Pa-shih use the color
orange for their long sleeves, and sometimes use orange 
silk as a background for the great embroidered vestment 
called Chiang-i. Orange or red is thus seen as a color 
which distinguishes the Shen-hsiao class of Taoists, the 
lowest of the five kinds described in chapter two. Refer to 
the appendix for illustrations of the various Taoists, in 
their ritual apparel.
16. Tao Cii'angil|£|fe ; ChiehiChieh .
17. Many of the Shen Hsiao Taoists perform the Su Ch'i in the 
wrong temporal sequence, and many others do not perform it 
at all, substituting other rituals in its place. Thus what 
Mr. Ch'ien the Red-head calls Su Ch'i is in fact a shorter 
version of the Tao. Ch'ang or audience with.the Three Pure 
Ones, in which the five talismans are burned briefly at the 
beginning of the rite.
18. The point is confirmed by TT 282, a description.of the 
"ancient” way of doing the Three Audiences, where the
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- : the Sung dynasty coomentators point out that the Meng-wei
and the Tu-kung rank Taoists are the minimum grades re­
quired to perform the Chdu-kuan ceremony.
19 The term K 1 o-i refers to the orthodox liturgy of
the taoists, as well as to the debate or dialogue in the 
Buddhist monastery, "before the assembled brethren, wherein 
. . two monks expound the Buddha*s'teaching. The two lecterns 
can still be seen in the older temples of Kyoto, where the 
monks gathered, to hear,their masters expound., In the Taoist 
sense it means literally "alternating” or "seried ritual” 
acctirately. describing the ancient rite of religious Taoism. 
The high priest stands or kneels in the center, meditating 
in the fashion describedt at the end of,chapter, five, while 
the chief cantor and'the'assistant cantor i]
•stand on,the left and the right and describe in melodic 
chant what the high priest is accomplishing. The chief can­
tor stands on the east side, and represents fang, while the 
assistant camtdr stands on the west and represents Yin, The 
Red-head Taoists call the two cantors "dragon” and "tiger” 
respectively, symbolizing their rdlSs,
2 0 . The high priest is called Kao-lcung Ka-shih •
2 1 . Chuahg1s manner of entering is quite different from the 
R.ed-heads, who simply walk on informally, and begin the
ritual in front of the altar.
22. >§., f  W  l | i , .
23* of, the spirits of the Qh1i-men:.Tun-chia, the Shang-ch*ing
registers; S^faagjfu^lei. register of the Srade
2 and 3 Taoist, as given to Chuang1 s grandfather.-,
2 4 * Thus the beginning, end and format of K To-i ritual are always 
the same. The meditation and central theme'only change*
2 5 . cf. page 1 4 5 , and note 4 , above.
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27
28* cf, Holmes. Welch, History of Religions, IX, 2-3, 1970, pp. 
1 0 7-1 3 6 , for a list of the projected studies in religious 
laoism soon to he published or in preparation.
31* Blood is efficacious for expelling evil. Some laoists have 
the laymen breathe on the brush, instead, to give "life."
35. Ihe Chin 1 1an is performed in the outer area, and so does
37. Ihe following pages are taken from the manuals of Chuang, 
the Red-head Chfien, and the laoist Canon version in II 
985, which is basically the same text as ChuangT s. Ihe 
version of the laoist Chfien has many rubrics included, 
which will be pointed out in the notes.
3 8 . Gillen1s manuscript describes the places from which the 
spirits issue forth.
39. compare I1‘985, page 3a.
40. cf. Dor£ ( 1920 ) Vol IX p. 102 for the history of I'ai-i.
43* 11 985, Ch. 7, p. 4a lines 6-7; the II text is corrupt
here; the laiwan text,, as in many other instances, has the
32. Ch!ing ShenB^I; or Chu S h e n ^ %  ; T1 278, Ch. 6 , 7.
33. Chin TT 985.
34. Wu Tang Shan,^!®^; Eel ‘Chi P' in cf. chapter two
not deserve the pin,: which is reserved for the Hei l*an,
( cf. note 14 above ) and the heavenly worthies,
3 6 . cf. page 153, floor plan of the. temple. .
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4 4 . ; the water is blown from the month , like a cloud of
white vapor, a truly difficult feat*
4 5 . of. II 9 8 5 , 6b, line 2 .
%  f- t
O f x  %
-  j f = ^  •
3L->=-X&.
^ f c T  % J & .  fl% jL,
B &  •
^  ^  t x . A  ^  $ ~
4 7 # Ihe laoist has in fact summoned:the spirits of the,five 
directions from the Primordial Heavens, as in the Su Ch'i 
Ihe difference is that’ the Chin 1 *an faces south, instead
of north. ") ' r ■ i ,j
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5.2. The purpose of the prayer here is to purify the various 
parts of the body in preparation for the audiences with 
the Three Pure Ones. The Taoist says, "N6w I am the child 
of T*ai-shang ( Lord Lao ) and the grandchild of Hshan- 
huangf* ( the Primordial Heavenly Worthy ) ^  &
i t
53# Ch’ienis textcompare TT 985, Ch. 7, 9b, lines 9-10)
Jn S Si “ }f';! 1k
m  %t, £  # i  fylt. ( n  •«85>
54* Just as the Taoist.must purify the microcosm before the 
spirits of the Prior Heavens will enter, as in chapter 
four above, so now*he must purify the'sacred T *an area 
before the three audiences with the Tao, on the second 
day of the Chiao, cf. below.
55# An interesting' point rwhich requires-more- research is the 
relationship between-the ritual; steps-of the Taoist and 
the classical stage. Chuang!s son was called upon to 
demonstrate some of- the stepsduring his military service, 
in conjunction with an. operatic -performance at camp. Pro­
fessor Masakatsu G-un ji of Wase'da University in Tokyo has 
pointed out to the author certain similarities between the 
rubrics, of TT 985 Ch. 7, the: Chin T 1an« and the steps and 
hand gestures, of the Noh stage, a subject beyond the compet* 
ency and scope of the present work to comment on. K. Schip- 
per in the interesting article "The Divine Jester", in BIE, 
Academia Sinica, No. 21 ( 1966 ) pp. 81-95, points out 
definite relationships between the marionette theater and 
Taoist ritual.
56. cf. illustration in the appendix, Chuang in the Pei-tou 
stance.
57# compare TT 985, Ch. 7, p# 12 bo to 16 a.
58. TT 25, Jade Pivot banon LjL^'^xJ; TT. 341, North Pole and 
South. Pole canon ^  ' 295 , Three Officials
canon [=: 1 ?  i i ]  .
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59. Wu Hsien ]> cf. TT 564.
60. The distinction* between the^deities/whom the Taoists worship
and the gods of the folk religion is. again clearly indicated.
The Heavenly Worthies of the Taoists are inside the: sacred
area, in the north; the spirits of the folk religion and
the Jade Emperor are'to! -the]south; the souls of the departed 
and.the mortal guests who come to the banquet are outside 
the purified precincts of the temple.
61. Shang Than, Chung Thau, Hsia Yttan [ ,"*£7^  ], TT 295#
62. Chuang was in the process of■training his two sons during 
the 5 day Chiao witnessed by the author in December, 1970.,
The rubrics for each of the major K 1 -o-i liturgies were
discussed before the performances with the entourage of 
disciples present.
63. Fen .Teng ] TT 213, Ch. 27.
64. Su Ch'i TT 281, Ch. 16.
65. TT 263, Ch. 320, also TT 220, Fen Teng, p. 5t>-6a.
«6. -s  1* * * * •  -
& i 5 / i y  ■
67. Den Teng text ( Chuang »
~~~ ^  , i/lftiLb -tit). .
^  r , -  -k . X  - -
6 8 . Den Teng text ( Ghuang ): w. 4  ~\T$, ~~ 0 &
>£<&>, fS, -  it M z i f c .
69. Fen Teng text ( Chuang ): ^  <!&■■
•$£ -  ft % k  i c J & z % \ . zda. .• ‘ . ;
70. Fen Teng text ( Chuang ): isLi'', ~ . . '• /
rar.71# Chuan Lien ] TT 212, Ch. 17; Ming Chung Chia Ch!ihg j;
] TT 211, Ch. 14.
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72. For the version of the Fen Teng in which all three occur 
together, cf. the British Museum collection of Taoist litur­
gical manuscripts, OR 12695/28, Chang-chou, ca. 1821.
73. cf. Noon Audience, p. 186, "below.
74. cf, pp. 139-141, above,
75. Chapter three, pp. 81-83.
76. The Three Precious things: >
77. pp., 139-141, above, ' , , %
7 8 . Ohuang hopes to perform the Su Ghli in the solemn fashion 
as described here,./in1974 for the.,dedication of the
Jade Emperor temple in Hsinchufs western quarter. This temple, 
bombed during the Second World War, was recently rebuilt at 
great expense.' Preparations for the Ohiao festival to cele­
brate1 its consecration are already under way.
79. The text of the Five True Writs is to be found in the Tao 
Tsang, 96 6 , Ch. 18, and in the Su Ohii text in the British 
Museum collection, OR 12693/0. The talismans are not to be 
confused with the writs. The talismans are written out on a 
piece of yellow rice paper, and burned, in lieu of being 
pressed into the bushels of rice. The author was instructed 
in writing the talismans, and allowed to photocopy the manual 
in which Ohuang had their various forms recorded. But Ohuang 
was unwilling that they be published, or seen outside of his 
own home,
80. The music of orthodox Taoism alternates between fast and slow, 
bright and sombre melodies, demonstrating the working of Yin 
and Yang in the universe. In the Su Qh^i ritual, according to 
the rubrics practised by Ohuang, the whole passage in which 
the meditation on the five writs is taking place, is a con­
tinual unbroken melody in a quick bright rhythm. The melody 
is played on the drum, by loosening and tightening the drum 
skin through hand pressure.
81. Tsao Ch!ao
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82. cf. TT 962, Ch. 21, pp. 6b~7b, describing the meditation#
83. The size and color of the paper is determined for each rite. 
The people of the community usually , want to hear their names 
read out during the presentation of the document, which moves 
many Taoists, especially the Red-head sects, to always use 
large red or yellow paper, and to disregard the rules of 
size. Chuang refuses to change the size or color of the 
paper, and only includes the names of the wards or districts 
of the city participating in the Chiao, since the blue 
document is too small to inlude more.
84. The Taoists who are engaged to work outside the temple, 
are remunerated by the families whose homes they visit, 
and equally divide the stipends at the end of the day#
85..WU Oh'ao ], TT 222, Oh. 92; TT 976, Oh. 21, p. 8a
for the meditation.
86 # The Taoists of Taiwan do not always observe the correct hours 
for beginning the rituals, either from a lack of knowledge 
of the stricter monastic rules, or because the duties out­
side the T !an area for the sake of the people take up the 
time allotted for the orthodox K *o-i ritual to begin* The 
Taoist must always subordinate his own rules to the will or 
custom of the local place where he has been engaged to 
work; thus many of the rituals occur at different times, or 
out of ..their proper order.
87. For this and the other two audiences, the relationships 
with the Ho-t!u of chapter three, and the Yellow Court 
canon of chapter four, perhaps, need not be pointed out; 
in Chuang!s sense of the rituals, the relationship was 
basic;1yet there was no great difference in the actual 
manner of meditating between Chuah’g, and the lesser Red­
head Taoists* such as Chfien, .and Huang, and their disciples.
88. The Taoist master Yang of Taipei city calls himself a Ling- 
pao Taoist# Tfoere is no difference between his way'of per-
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forming the rituals, however, and the manner of Huang,8 from 
Ohung-li city-to. the: north of Hsinchu, or that of Chfien.
All of these Taoists were of the Shen-hsiao order and called 
themselves Red-head#
89. Wan Ch»ao [sfetj]* TT 222, Ch. 93;. cf. TT 967, Ch. 21,
p# 8a for the meditation#
90# cf# also p# 79, chapter three#
91. Floating the Lanterns: *
92. The Taoists of Tainan city perform the Su Qh!i out of place, 
on this the second night of a three day ritual. Some of the 
Red-head Taoists of north Taiwan perform a very short version 
of the rite on the third day, during the Tao Oh1ang;ceremony♦
93. Yti-huang Ohing TT 23*
94. cf. p. 94, note 69,
96. Ch'i Chen-wen TT 229, Ch. 142.
97. Chin Tiao $tL|iL ].
9 8 .. P'u-tn [ # & ] . '  '
99* cf# Liu Ohih-wan ( 1967 ) pp. 1-3, who traces the use of the 
wor(  ^Ohiao to the beginnings of religious Taoism, and the 
rituals of Chang Tao-!ingf out of which the Chiao ~was formed. 
Of# also the works of Fukui Kojun, Lokyo no Kihon teki Ken- 
kyu ( Tokyo, 1955 ) p. 37ss, and Maspero, ( 1950 ) p# 162ss.
WORis m o l  'THE TAOIST CAHOH; 
BIBLIOGRAPHY I
1. Ta-tUmg Chen Ching TT. 16-17; ,,
The hook is mentioned by T fao Hung-ching in the Ohen Kao
ca. the end of the 5th century. The version to 
he found in vol. 16-17 of the.Tao Tsang has the signature 
of the 23rd generation master of Mao Shan, Ohu Tzu-ying, 
Sung dynasty. .The hook is a manual of meditations for 
instilling the spirits of the Yellow Oourt Canon into the 
hody of the Taoist..
2. Ytian-shih Wu-liang Tu-jen Shang-p!in Miao Ghing [ 7G
^ ' f j y L k - X  (/€ -L i4-) ":'T 38-39 ].
The Tu-jen Ching, the hasic text wherehy a Black-head Taoist 
lives, is first mentioned in the T'ang dynasty index of 
Taoist books H.j’ ^  |it_ . The version in TT 38-59 hears the 
signature of the Ch’i dynasty Taoist Yen Tung [ ca. 479“ 
501],and three T ’ang dynasty Taoists. The commentary of 
ChAen Ching-yuan dates-from the Sung dynasty.
3. Hshan Tu Ltt Wen TT. 78. Contains the rules for
transmission of Taoist secrets. The hook is first cited in 
•the. T !ang dynasty San Tung Chu Hang [ s . T T  780-782.
4. T*ai Shang Huang T'ing Nei Ching Yu Ching, .Wai Ching Ytl 
b.hing . ]
TT 168; Maspero ( 1950 ),holds that.the Wai Ching is earlier 
than the Hei Ching, putting the latter between'the 5th and 
7th century, cf. also TT 189, 190, and the Ytin Chi ChAi Chlien 
vol 11-12 ['C^-^-|^] .TT 677-702. The Yellow Court Canon 
was mentioned in Ko Hung!s list of Taoist hooks in the Pao- 
p Tu-tzu, published in 317 A.D.
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5* Teng Chen Yin Qhfteh [^^fi^TT 193] > compiled by the- Liang 
../ dynasty Taoist • T 1 ao Hung-ching [|J , P£j %k%' ] 452-536 A.D./'k
6 . Ling-pao Idng-chlao Chi ^ Tu Chin Shu,’ 32.0 'volumes [ Hf.
"tk:$L /|L +"^ fe TT 208-263. 0 o 11a t e d by the Sung
dynasty.Taoist Jan Ch'uan-chen. The major rituals of the Chiao 
festival as described in Qhapter Six are toube found in this 
collection, e.g.? Su Oh1! , Pen-Teng, 5 Audiences, etc,
7. Wu-shang Huang-lu Ta-chai Li Oh1eng I , 57 volumes
** 278-290. Some of the oldest
specimens of Taoist'liipir^r/are;1 in,;tLi;sJVcollection,, inclu­
ding the Su O h M  ritual in TT 281, Oh. 16, bearing the sign­
ature of the Liang Dynasty ^ Taoist;KLu Dsiu-ching.
8 . T ’ai-.shang Oheng-i Meng-wei L u :[JE.~§tAHj < pr T^ai-shang .
■' San-wu Gheng-i Meng-wei Lu : ] TT '877.
A list of the 24 registers with the sets of spirits-.which must 
- be known by the grade 4 and 5 ranking-’ Black-head Taoist. The 
G-rade 6 Taoist knows the .basic registers of this list in order 
to -perform liturgy, particularly in order to perform the 
Chfu Kuan rite at the beginning of each ceremony.
9. T fai-shang- Gheng-i Meng-wei Ba. Lu; .] The
14 registers which are the basic loiowledge of the Red-head 
Taoistsr or the Shen-hsiao order. A Red-head Taoist is thus 
called a Meng-wei, Ba-shih, whereas a Black-head Taoist is a 
San-wu Tu-kung.
10. Shaiig-ch'tag. Itag-pap Ta-fa, [ fcVk]; TT 963-972.
Perhaps the most helpful set in the Taoist 0anon for explain­
ing Taoist liturgy and Taoist meditation, this collection of 
44 volumes was written by the Sung dynasty Taoist Ohin Yiin- 
Chung ca. 1220 A.D. [£.ftfy ]. '
11* Tao-men. T'ung Chiao Pl-yung Chi, TT 984-985
Collated and commented on by the Sung Dynasty Taoist Lti T fai- 
ku [ ^  , siwk-ife]. The rubrics for the Chin T Tan ritual are 
contained in great detail?in Oh. 7 of the collection.
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12 * Cheng~i Hsiu Chen Lieh I [_IF '"’^ 7 M-  ^ $2"fi ] > TT 990; anonymous.
This text contains the 24 registers of the San-wu Tu-kung, 
and a description of the interior meditations going on during 
the liturgy. It also lists the days for Taoist meditation 
on the five primordial breaths.
The above is a list of the texts directly cited from 
the Taoist canon in preparing the text. Items 6 and 7, which 
contain a total of 377 titles, have been shortened to the 
general title of the collection. Works consulted but not cited 
are not included in the bibliography.
OTHER.WORKS IN CHINESE: BIBLIOGRAPHY II
1. C'jh.ten Kuo-fu, Tao Tsang Ytian Liu K * ao, Chung Hua Press, Shanghai 
1949; f t M  $  Jt
2. Oh1 en Kuo-fu, - Tao Tsang Ytian Liu •K * ao, 2 Yolumes, Chung Hua
Press, Pelting, 1963; ”
3. Sung Yin-tzu, Shih IIo-yang, Huang T !ing. Wai Ching ..( T !ai~ 
shang Huang, T 1 ing Chlhg Chu) , hi Mihg-ch' e P T ing; Bai-ytin 
Shan^Fgttg*. Peking,] 1794 ;
®L | qyif.
4 . Liu An, Huai Nan Hung Lieh Chi Chieh, Kuo-hstieh Chi-pen 
Ts’ung Shu, Shang-vni: Press, - Taipei, * 1969; ^ ij
5* Li Chi, Kuo-hstieh Chi-pen Tsfung Shu, Shang-wu, Taipei, 1969;
6 . Lao-tzu, Tao-te Ching, Kuo-hstieh Chi-pen Ts1 ung Shu, Shang- 
wu, Taipei, 1969.. @  %  . £'=&.
7. Liu Chih-wan, laipei-.shih Sung-shan Ch*i An Chien Chiao Chi 
Tien, Academia Sinica Monograph. No. 14, Nankang, Taipei, 1967*
f] ^  \% ■ , it*. ,
8 . Koyanagi Shigeta, Tao Chiao Kai Shuo, Tr. Chfen Pin-ho, Shang- 
wu Press, Shanghai, 1926. sf|^, ^ ,
i. v| , H*-
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9. Lai. Chih*»te, Lai Chu Inching T fu Chieh ( Ming), I-chtin Press, 
Taipei, ( reprint ) 1969; §  J & g
10* Taiwan Sheng lung-chih Kao, Ghuan Erh, Tsuhg Chiao P Tien; 
Taiwan. Wen-hsien Wei-yUan Hui.. Taipei, 1956.
^  , 4 ^ ;
11. Liu Pfei-yUan ( Liu I-ming ) I~tao Hsin-fa Chen-ehuan; Oh*ing, 
1799, Ch’i-ytm Kuan; (. reprint ) Ereedom Press. Taipei, 1962.
% \ ^ f i . (%}\ Pi
12. Wang Gh1iung-shan, I~hstieh T !ung~lun, Kuang-wen Press,
Taipei, 1962. £  Jff r4  M  & &  •
TAOIST MANUALS TRANSMITTED TO THE AUTHOR 
BY OHUANG— OH! EN:' BIBLIOGRAPHY III
The ordination manual-ofpther.61st-Generation Heavenly Master, 
containing two ordination rittials, the list" of' books and 
registers necessahy-forphigher ordinations,' and the titles 
of ordination which'the Heavenly Master grants.
2 .- Ch11.Men Tun Qhia; copied-;.in 1851 by Chuangfs grandfather 
Ch!en. The preface claims that the book was the same? used
by Ghu-ko Liang • in-;.the .wars of the Three Kingdoms. It contains 
the registers of the 6 Qhia and 6 -Ting spirits, Eu talismans, 
conjurations, and hand gestures for using the spirits in war, 
for causing rain and wind, and controlling the elements.
208 folio pages, 63 chapters, in four Chttaxi;
3. Chia .Plu [ ] of the Wu clan; from Hupei province, the
-Wu«tang Monastery., home of the Pei-chi military Taoists.
4* Chii^lu Cheng Chiao ChHao-chen K^o-i; 1809; 80 pp.
5. Ghih^Iu(Ghiao)Wen~hslen; containing the rubrics for the rituals 
of the .Qhiao festival, as well as a list of the 5 kinds of 
Taoists and the 18 ranks in each, * ">£
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6. Lung-hu ShanShih Chuan, Chu Shuai Qhiao Hsieh Mieh Wu
i - f  E L  ^
One of the basic manuals of the "Thunder Magic!r variety of 
Taoist ritual which originates with the Orthodox Qheng-i 
sect; to know this manual qualifies a black-head Taoist for 
a grade two or three ordination* fart two of the manual 
explains that its purpose is to counter the harmful magic of 
the Ltt Shan Taoists, the mediums, and subsequently .the Mao 
Shan Taoists who were corrupted by the. Ltt Shan rituals*
65 pages; Cheng-i Tz'u T ' a n J - 1851.
7* Huang I*ing Ohlng Chu, Shih Ho-yang Shu, Li Ming-ch!e P!ing. 
Chfien Lung 58 Men (1794), Pai-yttnShan
&  f r  f p t . #  m  j a r  . .
Yellow Court Oanon cited in chapter four, from the Taoist 
monastery Pai-yhn Kuan near Peking, home of the Chh&an-chen sect.
8. OhTu GhuanTTjffi ] The Beginner!s-Manual, showing the various 
ritual dance steps, the Fu talismans, the names of the spirits 
and the registers of the Black-head Taoist*
9. Han Tsu TTien-shih Ohuan Ghu T!ien-ti Wei ( Cheng-i Tz fu~t fan)•
. Tt - m ^  o&k H to  *
The manual of the secret taboo names of the spirits# 1851, 
library of the 61st Heavenly Master. 27 pages*
10. Huang. Tfing Ching Chieh 1® PaSe comment­
ary on the Yellow .Court..canon from* Ch’i-yiin temple in Shensi*
The text is ,authored .by. Liu I-ming, the same Taoist who wrote 
the commentary on the; I^o.hing in Bibliography II, item 11, ca* 
1800. The text is.- substantially cited in chapter four*
11. Huang T1 ing, Hel Wai1 ‘Ching Chingp t'A) ]
The Yellow Court Canon in liturgical form# The signature of 
the book is dated 1850, and says of the text, M
the two volumes run together are the old form of. the Yellow 
Court canon. It was given to ChuangVs maternal grandfather
at Lung-hu Shan .by a Taoist named Lin Wen-teng, whose name 













hlng-pao Qhin-iu Chien Qhiao P'ing Ohfi Kung Oh Van; Cheng-i
T z  ' u  T ' a n ; | |  ^  ^  ‘I ’ f i f e  (?$.%) I  '  IS? * 4 .
A ritual version of the history of faoism, with the names 
of all the spirits of the Gheng-i sect, and the Heavenly 
Masters from the first until the 61st generation. The book 
bears the personal seal of the 6lst Heavenly Master. 50 pp.
Ling-pao Tu-jen Wu-llang Miao Ghing yfi
cf. Bibliography 1, item 2.
hi fou Hsiian Rung OhfLeh ,-^rl a manual
from the personal collection, of the 61st Generation Heav­
enly Master, bearing the personal seal and the library seal 
of Lung-hu Shan, fhe book is a list of registers, contain­
ing the spirits names, secret summons, and a description of 
their appearance. Six chapters, 81 pages.
Mi Shou Ohou fsao Chih-ping Ghtieh;..Yao
Personal seal and library seal of the 61st generation Heavenly 
Master* A manual for curing.sickness. 19 pages.
Su Oh,11 E 1 o-i r Yung-cheng 13th year. 1736. 37 p,
fa Fan fou fsou Kao Pu Mi; yx J3L —
Personal seal and library seal of the 61st generation Heaven-
i ’ * . .
ly Master. A book of Pu talismans, with incantations, and 
directions for'use. 23 pages..
fa Ch’i fzu fs!ui Sheng Fu Mi; ^
Personal seal and library seal of the 6lst generation Heav­
enly Master. Ritual manual of talismans and incantations 
for hastening and easing birth. 28 pages.
fa Sheng Ch'i Ghih-ping Pu Mi; -
6lst Heavenly Master. Oheng-i fs!u f !an. Manual of talismans
and incantations for curing sickness.
f ’ai-shang Pen-teng KJo 27 pages.
f ’ai-shang Chin-t’an K fo ; 18* pages.
fVai-yi. Pei-yU. K T ao ■ Hsieh Mi; ^ L  £  p| fc .
61st-Heavenly Master, personal seal and library seal. 27. p.
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23. Tao Gh'ang K ’o-i 59 pages. 1883.
24. Wang Shuai San Hsien Chlh Hsieh gu Ml; i.
Personal seal and library seal of the 61st Generation 
Heavenly Master. Talismans and rituals of the grade two 
and grade.three, Black-head Taoist; thunder magic. 21 pages.
25. Wang Shuai Shan Chih fa Fa Pu Mi; 3L ^
61st Heavenly Master personal seal and library seal. Thunder
• * ’ t
magic.registers of spirits, talismans, and incantations.
71 pages.
26. Tao Qhiao Ytian Liu n i l 1/%^  ; the secret manual of
the Taoist priest, passed on once a generation to the son 
who is to succeed to the orthodox ordination. The latest 
section of the manual, an appendix at the end, dates the
composition to 1283 A.D., during the reign of Kublai Khan.
The above list does not include a complete set of ritual 
manuals for the Three Bay Chiao, given to the author by the Red­
head Taoist OhTien, nor the more than 300.volumes in Chuang*s 
collection not photocopied by the author. Among the more valuable 
books in Ohuang’s collection are a set of manuals containing 
finely drawn Mudras or hand gestures, also.:from the 6lst Heavenly 
Master at Bung-hu Shan, and a number of very-old documents from 
Wu-tang Shan in Hupei, received from the Wu clan. To the above 
list must-.-be added the 6 page remnant of. a Ltd.-Shan manuscript, 
the only sample not destroyed by Chuang*s mother. The Taoist 
Oh'ien, a Heavenly Master sect Red-head [ Shen-hsiao ] possesses 
a very complete set of Ltd Shan manuscripts, and has offered them 
to the author for photocbpyihg# The above list is unique in that 
it contains rare nThunder magic1 manuals, and a whole set of 
rituals with the seal of the 61st generation Heavenly Master .. 
imprinted upon them. All were a gift of the 61st Heavenly Master 
to Chuang ’ s grandfather i n 1851. -' ’
WORKS IT JAPANESE : BIBLIOGRAPHT IV
Fukui Kojun, Bokyo no Kiso teki Kenkyu, ( A Basic Study of 
Religious Taoism), Shoseki Bunbutsu Ryutsu Kai, Tokyo, 1952.
A scholarly treatment of the origins of religious
Taoism.
r 4 P  *k.
Ikeda Toshio, ■ Taiwan no .Katei Seikatsu ( Family Life in 
Taiwan '), TOto Shoseki, Taihbku, 194-4.
A detailed study, with woodblock print illustrat­
ions, of household life and household beliefs in Taiwan.
>t ®1 H e
Kataoka Iwao, Taiwan Fuzoku, Meishin no Bu ( Taiwan Customs; 
Section on Superstitions ) Taiwan-go Kenkyu kai,; Tainan,
1912. pp. 48-64 on Taoism.
■ 1942.
Koyanagi Shigeta, Ro-So no Shiso to Bokyo ( The Thought of 
Lao-tzu and Chuang-tzu and Taoism ) Morikita Shoten, Tokyo, 
1942.
Kataoka Iwao, Taiwan Fuzoku-shi ( A Book of Taiwanese 
Customs ), Taiwan Kichi-nichi Shinposha, Taihoku, 1920.
One of the most complete ethnographies of pre-war Taiwan. 
Cf. esp. 1058-1064 for. the five kinds of Taoists.
&- rildt , ftr-^rf h" 6A'')&
Kubo Horitada, Bokyo Shiso no Hensen ( Changes in Taoist 
Thought ) Seikai-shi no Kenkyu, Yamakawa Shuppansha, Tokyo,
1965.
7. ;
Kubo Noritada, Junyokyn.no Hekiga ni Mi era 0 Cho-yo Den 
( Wang Ohung-yang as seen, in the Drawings on the walls of
Kubo Horitada, Zenshinl^jro no' Seiritsu, ( The Pomading of the 
Oh’uan-chen sect ) Tokyo Daigaku, Tokyo, 1966,
Maspero, Henri, he Taolsme, translated hy Kawakatsu Yoshio, 
Dokyo, Pushi no Kenkyu, ( Taoisiii, the Study of Immortality ) 
Tokai Daigaku, Tokyo, 1966,
Masuda Pukutaro, Taiwan Honto-Jin no Shukyo ( The .Religion 
of the people of the Island of Taiwan ) Meiji Shotoku 
Kinen G-akkai, Tokyo, 1935#
Masuda Pukutaro, Taiwan no Shukyo ( The Religions of Taiwan ) 
Yoken-do, Tokyo, 1939*
Ts’un-yang Kung ) Tokyo Daigaku, Tokyo, 1964..
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12. ^  f &<*■$?'($ -/ ( =-fa:$r& )
Masuda Pulcutaro, Chugoku no Zoku-shin to Ho-shiso 
( China's Popular Beliefs and Legalistic mentality) 
Sanwa Shobo, Tokyo, 1966.
13. xrjx&k " t e -##4 'i&f.
Murakami Yoshimi, Chugoku, no,, Sennin, Ho-Boku-shi ( A 
Chinese'.' Immortali Pao-p'u-tzu .) lleiraku-ji, Kyoto, 1956;.-
i4. x m .%'# c $ * -k. u-') m fa
Ofuchi hinji, Bokyo-shi no -Kenkyu, ( Research .on the 
History of Taoism ) OkayamDaigaku, Okayama, 1964* 
One of the most thorough and enlightened studies, on 
the history of religious Taoism.




Soymie, Michel; Yoshioka Yoshitoyo, ( edit. ) Bokyo; Kenkyu 
( Studies on Taoism ) Vol II; Shoshin-sha, Tokyo, 196-7>
■ - rtfe'#A0*fc
Soymie, Michel; Yoshioka Yoshitoyo, ( edit. .) Bo ley o -Kenkyu 
( Studies on Taoism ) Vol. Ill; Toshima Shobo, Tokyo, 1968.
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Suzuki Sel-ichi-ro, Kah-kon-so-sai to Henchyu G-yoji ( Weddings, 
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Takeuchi Sadayoshi, Taiwan, (Taiwan ) Taiwan Kanko Kai, 
Taihoku, 1915.
A massive ethnography of every phase of Taiwanese life.
^  5^, ^  ^ C
Tseng' Ching-lai, Taiwan Shukyo to. Meishin Roshu, ( Taiwanese 
Religion and Rigid Superstitions -. ) Taiwan Shukyo ICenkyu 
Kai, Taihoku, 1938. ■• .
- & R  r & P ~  j t X j E - K  .
Yoshioka Yoshitoyo, Dokyo Kyoten Shiron ( A Treatise on 
the History of Taoist Documents ) Taisho Daigaku Tokyo, 
1955. . ' ' ' ‘
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Book in Chinese Philosophy. (Princeton, 1963, Prince­
ton University Press; London, 1963, Oxford University,
Press. xxv+856p.) p. 136-176.
Chan, Wing-tsit. The Way of Lao T z u , a Translation and Study 
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11. The three Hun and the seven Po souls, 
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